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ABSTRACT
The relationship between culturability, survival and the coccoid form of 
Canqjylobacter jejuni was investigated using two clinical isolates. The existence of a viable, 
non-culturable state was studied using a range of techniques. The Direct Viable Count 
procedure of Rollins & Colwell (1986) was found to be unsatisfactory, as its interpretation 
was never clear cut. Using vital stains based on the ability of respiring cells to reduce 
tétrazolium salts to coloured and fluoresc^t indicators, evidence was found of residual 
respiratory activity in non-culturable coccoid and spiral cells. This activity was harder to 
detect as cells aged, indicating a running down of cellular activity. The results suggested that 
the coccoid form was not a stable viable non-culturable state but rather a degenerative form 
of the dying organism.
It was not possible to induce reversion of the non-culturable respiring cells back to 
a culturable state by passage through gnotobiotic rats containing a human gut flora. 
However, the failure to isolate the organism from control faeces and caecum after feeding 
culturable cells indicated that refinement of the experimental protocol was necessary before 
this issue could be resolved.
A block of beech wood added to the broth cultures apparently had à protective effect 
by causing large numbers of culturable cells to be maintained for several weeks under 
conditions which, in the absence of wood, would have become non-culturable within 48 
hours. Several possible mechanisms for this protective effect were investigated including the 
possible role of free-radical scavenging, the form and dimensions of voids in wood, glass and 
other relevant domestic materials, and the effects of scored surfaces.
A novel test method for detecting the levels of certain free radicals was developed
using Galvinoxyl, however, the efficacy was impaired by poor interface transport kinetics.
The void structures in beech wood and other materials showed that only voids with 
certain critical dimensions appeared to have the protective effect. The relevance of these 
materials in food hygiene terms is considered and an explanation offered for the unexpected 
longevity of Campylobacter jejuni in domestic environments.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 MORPHOLOGY. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Campylobacters are non-sporeforming, catalase-positive, oxidase-positive, Gram- 
negative curved or spiral rods. Cells may be 0.5-5 /xm in length and 0.2-0.5 /xm in width. 
Their spirillar conformation is a useful aid to identification as there are few other spiral 
bacteria of importance in gastro-intestinal disease. They have single, unsheathed, polar 
flagella inserted at one or both poles of the cell (monotrichate or amphitrichate) according 
to species. Most have extremely rapid, characteristic motility, often with non-progressive 
forward-reverse jerking motion. They can pass through a 0.65 /xm membrane filter, a 
property sometimes made use of in their isolation.
Actively dividing cells are short (1.5 /xm) and have a characteristic curved or spiral 
morphology. Late-log-phase cells consist of longer spiral cells (5 /xm, much longer in some 
species). The wavelength of the spirals is constant for each species and amplitude varies in 
proportion to the wavelength (Skirrow, 1990). In most species, post-mature cultures, or 
cultures that have been exposed to atmospheric oxygen, adopt a coccoid morphology, at 
which point they can no longer be cultured.
Campylobacters cannot ferment or oxidize sugars, there are no acid end products, 
gelatin and urea are not hydrolysed, MR and VP tests are negative. Organisms show no 
lipase activity. Nitrate is reduced; no pigments are produced except in C. mucosalis & C. 
hyointestinalis, which produce a dirty yellow pigment. They do not require blood or serum 
as nutrients for growth. The genus has a G+C Mol ratio of 29-38%. The type species for 
the genus is C. fetus Sebald & Véron (1963).
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A complete Krebs' cycle has been demonstrated. Energy is obtained either from 
Krebs’-cycle or from amino acids such as glutamate and aspartate which can be deaminated 
into TCA intermediates, but not from carbohydrates.
They are microaerophilic to anaerobic with respiratory type metabolism. The 
organisms require an oxygen concentration between 3 & 15% for the preferentially 
microaerophilic species, while strains which prefer to grow under anaerobic conditions (C. 
curvus and C. rectus) can also grow in the presence of 1-5% oxygen. Mutants tolerant to 
atmospheric levels of oxygen have been isolated (Lee et a l., 1988; Jones et al., 1993). A 
CO2  concentration of 3-5% is required. The ability of some species to grow under anaerobic 
conditions with either fumarate, formate and fumarate, or oxygen and fumarate in the 
medium as electron acceptors is sometimes used in their identification. Hydrogen enhances 
the growth of C. jejuni and C. coli which use it as a major energy source.
All species grow at 37®C; C. jejuni, C. coli, C. lari and "C. upsaliensis" have 
optima at 42-45®C, which has earned them the name of "thermophilic" Campylobacters. 
None grow at 15 °C.
1.2 HISTORY. TAXQNONY AND NOMENCLATURE
Campylobacters, while they were still considered to be part of the genus Vibrio, were 
known as a veterinary problem since around the time of the First World War. The name 
Vibrio fetus was proposed by Smith & Taylor in 1919 for the causative agent of abortion in 
sheep and cattle (though they were first isolated by McFadyean & Stockman in 1913). In 
1931 V. jejuni was described by Jones, Orcutt & Little as causing winter dysentery in calves. 
V. coli was described in 1944 by Doyle in association with dysentery in pigs. In 1946 an
organism similar to V. jejuni was implicated in a human milk-borne outbreak of acute 
diarrhoea.
These species names reflected a reported association with particular instances of 
disease rather than any taxonomic differences between them. They were collectively known 
then as the "microaerophilic vibrios" but were later shown to differ from the cholera and 
halophilic vibrios biochemically (in being strictly microaerophilic and asaccharolytic), 
serologically and in their G+C ratios (30-38% for Campylobacter at the time of renaming 
versus 38-51 mol % for the classical Vibrio species). They were reclassified into the new 
genus Campylobacter (meaning curved rod in Greek) in 1963 by Sebald & Véron. They 
were mistakenly assumed only rarely to cause any human illness until Skirrow (1977) 
established that C. jejum  was a major cause of human diarrhoeal disease. Ironically, they 
were in fact probably first observed by Escherich in 1886 in the faeces of children with 
diarrhoea.
The taxonomy of Campylobacter and related organisms is in a state of continuing 
evolution, with the recognition of new species and the reassignment of existing species to 
new genera. Members of the genus are comparatively inert biochemically and the number 
of easily determined differential characteristics is relatively small. The use of DNA- 
hybridisation to differentiate species of Campylobacter is widespread, but only a few 
laboratories can perform it. The following phenotypic tests are of value for separating the 
species: the ability to grow anaerobically in the presence of various electron acceptors has 
proved useful; haemolytic activity by some strains can be detected under appropriate 
conditions; ability to attack particular amino acids varies within the genus (Griffiths & Park, 
1990).
c. coli and C. jejuni were initially confused but were eventually recognised as 
separate species in 1980 on the basis of hippurate hydrolysis (Skirrow & Benjamin). This 
spéciation was confirmed using DNA-DNA hybridisation techniques and it now seems that 
hippurate hydrolysis cannot be relied on to distinguish between all strains of these two 
species because o f the existence of hippurate-negative C. jejum  strains (Griffiths & Park,
1990).
Differentiation from other genera is relatively straightforward by their morphology 
and motility, and the fact that they are oxidase positive, catalase positive and do not attack 
carbohydrates (Vamam & Evans, 1991).
Comparison of 23S ribosomal RNA has recently demonstrated that species previously 
recognised as Campylobacter belong to the genera Helicobacter and Arcobacter (Vandamme 
et a l., 1991). Table 1.1 shows the species which are considered to be part of the 
Campylobacter genus, while Table 1.2 indicates those which have been reassigned recently. 
The genus Arcobacter can be differentiated on the basis of its ability to grow at 15®C, though 
not at 42®C. Helicobacter possesses sheathed flagella which can be polar or lateral; it is also 
inhibited by some scavengers of oxygen free radicals despite being microaerophilic. C. 
pylori was assigned to a new genus, Helicobacter pylori, in 1989 (quoted in Skirrow, 1990b). 
Two species were moved from the genus Wolinella to Campylobacter, so that the former 
retains only one species, W.
TABLE 1.1: PRESENTLY RECOGNISED SPECIES OF CAMPYOLOBACTER (SOURCE: VANDAMME, 
1991).
Present name Former name
C. coli
C. concisus
C. curvus Wolinella curva
C. fetus (subsp. fetus and veneralis)
C. hyointestlnalis
C. jejuni (subsp. jejuni and doylei)
C. lari
C. mucosalis
C. rectus Wolinella recta
C. sputorum
"C. upsaliensis"
TABLE 1.2: FORMER CAMPYLOBACTER SPECIES TRANSFERRED TO NEW GENERA (SOURCE:
VANDAMME ET AL., 1991).
Original name Proposed name
Campylobacter pylori Helicobacter pylori
Campylobacter mustelae Helicobacter mustelae
Campylobacter cinaedi Helicobacter cinaedi
Campylobacter fennelliae Helicobacter fennelliae
Campylobacter nitrofigilis Arcobacter nitrofigilis
Campylobacter cryaerophila Arcobacter cryaerophilus
Campylobacter butzleri Arcobacter butzleri
Wolinella succinogenes Wolinella succinogenes
Because evolution in the taxonomy of these genera is so recent, many papers
containing otherwise valid information may confuse the reader by using nomenclature which
cjlatL
is now obsolete. Table 1.3 gives the current nomenclature of C. fetus \ C. jejuni
with obsolete equivalents.
TABLE 1.3: CURRENT NOMENCLATURE (VÉRON & CHATELAIN) OF THREE MAJOR
CAMPYLOBACTER SPECIES AND OBSOLETE EQUIVALENTS (SOURCE: SKIRROW, 1990).
King (1957) Florent (1959) Smibert (1974) Véron & Châtelain (1973)
V. fetus V. foetus var. 
intestinalis
C. fetus subsp. 
intestinalis
C. fetus subsp. fetus
V. foetus var, 
venerialis
C. fetus subsp. 
fetus
C. fetus subsp. venerealis
"Related C, fetus subsp. C, jejuni
vibrio" jejuni C,coli
1.3 INCIDENCE OF CAMPYLOBACTER ILLNESS
Campylobacters have escaped much of the publicity given to other food-poisoning 
organisms in the UK, perhaps mainly because they rarely cause death or spectacular 
outbreaks. Nonetheless, they are the most frequently identified agents of acute infective 
diarrhoea in most developed counties, and thus they are a major burden on society with 
respect to care costs, loss of productivity and personal suffering (Skirrow, 1990a).
In 1989, laboratories in England and Wales reported to PHLS more than 32,(XX) 
Campylobacter infections; this represents an annual incidence of about 80/100,(XX). In 
England and Wales annual totals have quadrupled since 1979 and the upward trend shows 
no sign of lessening. Apart from a slight drop in 1991, the number of reported case^illness
due to Compy/ohocier (laboratories do not speciate isolates) rose steadily from 34,552 to
ryjoy txC.
44,315 (B. Adak, Colindale PHLS, pers. comm ). However, much of this increas^  due 
to increased testing and reporting. Conservative estimates place the true total at about ten 
times the reported number (Skirrow, 1990a).
Detailed costing of a number of patients with Campylobacter enteritis in England gave 
an average figure of £273 per patient, or £587 if the intangible costs of pain and suffering 
are included. Thus, the tangible cost alone of the 1989 total of 32,000 laboratory diagnosed 
cases amounts to nearly £9 million (Skirrow, 1990a).
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Campylobacter enteritis is caused mainly by the two closely related species, C. jejuni 
and C. coli. In most parts of the world C. jejuni is the predominant species (80-90% of 
infections) but the distinction is mainly of epidemiological interest since the disease each 
species causes is essentially the same. "C. upsaliensis ", C. laridis and C. hyointestinalis 
have also been isolated from patients with diarrhoea (Skirrow, 1990a). C. coli frequently 
comprises only 3% of all Campylobacters isolated from human diarrhoeal cases but in some 
countries (Poland) this figure may rise to 40% (Griffiths & Park, 1990).
Seasonal variation in infection has been noted in Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden, 
Canada and the USA. High ambient temperatures are an unlikely explanation, as organisms 
still cannot multiply at these temperatures and are particularly vulnerable at that stage 
(Skirrow, 1982).
In developed countries, a bimodal age distribution of patients, with peaks of incidence 
in infants and young adults, is consistently found. The secondary peak in young adults, 
which is especially pronounced in young men, is not usually seen in Salmonella ox Shigella 
infection. The reasons for this pattern are unknown, but it has been suggested it is due to 
the popularity of "fast" take-away food among young people. By contrast, in developing 
countries, exposure to the organism is sufficiently high for immunity to be gained early in 
childhood (Skirrow, 1990a).
About 10% of Campylobacter isolates reported to CDSC since thel)eginning of 1989 
have been associated with foreign travel. Campylobacters are not routinely serotyped and 
it is possible that many outbreaks go undetected. (Pearson & Healing, 1992). Disease due 
to other species may be underestimated because of isolation techniques and reporting practise.
1.4 CLINICAL FEATURES AND PATHOGENISIS
Enteropathogenic Campylobacters cause an acute enterocolitis which, in the absence 
of microbiological evidence, is not easily distinguished from illness caused by other 
pathogens. However, a long incubation period is a general characteristic of Campylobacter 
infections, 1-11 days, with 3-5 days being the most common. Gastrointestinal symptoms are 
sometimes preceded by a prodromal stage of fever, malaise and headache which lasts about 
a day. Abdominal pain is a major feature of Campylobacter enteritis but vomiting is not. 
Symptoms last less than a week in healthy adults. Recurrence of symptoms has been noted 
in around 25% of cases. Death is rare even among those with an underlying condition. 
Symptoms due to C. jejuni and C. coli are essentially the same, although those due to C. coli 
are generally less severe. Excretion of the organism continues for up to 2-3 weeks. 
Treatment with antibiotics is seldom required in this self-limiting infection, but for severely 
affected patients erythromycin or ciprofloxacin are effective (Skirrow 1990a).
Diarrhoea can vary from severe and prostrating to a few loose stools. Two types of 
stool may be produced: secretory, with profuse watery stools usually bile stained and foul 
smelling; or, dysentery-like, containing inflammatory cells and occult or overt blood.
Systemic campylobacteriosis is an uncommon subacute bacteraemic form of infection 
seen only in patients with a predisposing condition such as immunodeficiency. Although 
infections are believed to originate in the intestine, gastrointestinal symptoms are usually 
absent; this disorder is distinct from the transient bacteraemia that sometimes accompanies 
Campylobacter enteritis in otherwise healthy people.
Patients with severe abdominal pain are sometimes admitted to hospital with suspected 
acute appendicitis. Reactive arthritis develops in about 1% of patients 1-2 weeks after the
onset of the illness. Peripheral polyneuropathy (Guillain-Barré syndrome) is a less frequent 
but more serious complication.
Motility, chemotaxis and the corkscrew shape of cells are important factors which 
enable it to penetrate the viscous mucus covering the epithelial surface of the gut. 
Campylobacter acts by adherence and penetration, both of which require active participation 
by the host cell. Surface-exposed outer-membrane proteins have been implicated with 
binding and invasion. Campylobacter may also produce substances which inhibit peristalsis 
and create conditions favourable to adherence and proliferation.
The different type, degree and duration of illness which characterise Campylobacter 
infection probably reflect the operation of different pathogenic mechanisms. The watery 
diarrhoea is likely to be due to elaboration of a secretory toxin similar to cholera toxin. 
Some strains of C. je jm i and C. coli have been shown to produce a heat-labile, acid-sensitive 
enterotoxin which stimulates adenylate cyclase activity and disrupts normal ion transport in 
the enterocytes. This is considered to be similar to the cholera toxin (CT) and to LT, the 
heat-labile E. coli toxin (Ruiz-Palacios et ah , 1983). Serological resemblance and nucleotide 
sequence homology have been shown between Campylobacter enterotoxin and cholera and 
E. co/; LT toxins.
In the dysenteric syndrome, the cells o f the terminal ileum and colon are the sites of 
infection with invasion and necrosis, causing blood- and pus-containing stool. Production 
of a heat-labile, trypsin-sensitive cytotoxin has been demonstrated in more than 70% of C. 
jejuni and C. coli strains, though its precise significance in pathogenesis is unknown. A 
heat- and trypsin-stable cytotoxin has also been demonstrated. Table 1.4 contains a summary
of the two main types o f toxin, their properties and the clinical features believed to be 
associated with each.
TABLE 1.4: THE TWO TYPES OF TOXIN PRODUCED BY C. JEJUNI.
Toxin type Enterotoxin Cytotoxin
Description
Action
Stool
Heat-labile, acid-sensitive 
Stimulates adenylate 
cyclase activity 
Watery & bile-stained
Heat-labile, trypsin-sensitive 
Cell invasion & necrosis
Blood- & pus-containing
The infective dose also shows considerable variation: it has been shown to be as low 
as 500 cfu in milk-borne (Robinson, 1981) and waterborne (Pearson, 1986, cited by Vamam 
& Evans, 1991) infections; however, in a milkbome outbreak 10* organisms were estimated 
to have been required for infection (Steel & McDermott, 1978, quoted in Vamam & Evans,
1991). Variations in infective dose are probably due to differences in the vimlence among 
Campylobacter strains; also the vehicle with which the organism was ingested and 
susceptibility of the individual. Young adults (15-24) and young children (1-4) appear 
particularly susceptible. Evidence from milk-bome outbreaks suggests the possibility of 
acquired immunity.
(Information taken from Skirrow, 1990a & b; Adams & Moss, 1995; Doyle, 1990; 
Vamam & Evans, 1991)
1.5 VEHICLES AND RESERVOIRS INVOLVED IN INFECTION
The principal environmental reservoir of pathogenic Campylobacters is the alimentary 
tract of wild and domesticated animals: it is a commensal of dogs, cats, dairy cattle, sheep, 
pigs, poultry wild birds and rodents. C. jejuni and C. laridis are mainly adapted to birds
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while C. coli is found in pigs (Skirrow, 1990b). The organism associates as a commensal 
in the intestinal tract and is excreted in faeces, often at levels of ^10* C. jejuni per gram. 
Some of the highest rates of carriage have been associated with poultry; surveys frequently 
reveal C. jejuni in 30-100% of poultry tested. The high optimum growth temperature of the 
thermophilic group could be an adaptation to the higher temperature of birds and reflect their 
importance as a primary reservoir. Asymptomatic human carriage also occurs, though 
infrequently in developed countries, but in developing countries, C. jejuni is 
asymptomatically carried more frequently and person-person spread is more likely to play 
a role.
Widespread animal colonisation means that virtually all natural water is contaminated 
with the thermophilic group which cannot normally divide below 30®C, but which survive 
oxygen toxicity better at lower temperatures. The organism is principally associated with 
raw milk and other foods of animal origin and is seldom found in processed foods. Other 
dairy products are not a risk because of the organism’s sensitivity to reduced pH and water 
activity.
Soil has been implicated as a reservoir as a result of faecal contamination: in the USA 
organisms have been found to survive in soil for 10 days at least, even 20 days if  the ambient 
temperature is below 6°C.
Although direct person-to-person spread and infection from contact with infected 
animals have been reported, as well as occasional waterborne outbreaks, food is considered 
to be the principal vehicle. Meat carcasses become contaminated with intestinal contents 
during evisceration. Chilling an abattoir reduces numbers considerably, as a consequence 
of dehydration. The incidence on retail meats in several countries has been found to vary„
from 0-0.8% for red meats, and 23.1-84% for chicken. Infection results from undercooking 
and cross-infection in the kitchen. Eggs have not been found to be an important source. 
Milk can be contaminated from cattle faeces on the farm or from Campylobacter mastitis. 
Outbreaks have been associated with unpasteurised milk; also milk infected post­
pasteurisation such as pecking of doorstep-delivered milk. Other foods which have been 
implicated are shellfish and mushrooms. Asymptomatic human carriage can also lead to 
contamination of unlikely foodstuffs such as cake and salad. Raw milk is considered the 
leading vehicle for outbreaks, but poultry the principal vehicle for sporadic cases (Doyle, 
1990).
The single most effective measure to control Campylobacter enteritis would be to 
control infection in broiler chickens. Education and good practice can also be used to reduce 
infections, but these are palliative measures and the Anal solution must be to produce birds 
that are free from, or only lightly colonised with Campylobacters (Skirrow, 1990a).
1.6 SENSITIVITY TO PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL AGENTS
In general, Campylobacters are more susceptible to adverse environmental conditions 
than most bacteria: heat, cold, drying, disinfectants, sodium chloride and 5 mM ascorbic acid 
in the case of C. jejuni (present in a wide variety of foods). C. jejuni, about which most is 
known, has a growth pH range of 5.5-8.0. At pH values below 5.0 or above 9.0 there is 
progressive inactivation. The response of C. jejuni to pH is influenced by the temperature 
and type of acid used to adjust the pH. The minimum pH (adjusted with HCl) for growth 
at 42®C is 4.9-5.0 or higher, depending on the strain. At an equivalent pH, lactic acid is 
more inhibitory than HCl to C. jejuni. Survival below the pH limit for growth is 
temperature-dependent. For example, the time required to inactivate 99% of C. jejuni in a
medium adjusted to pH 4.5 with HCl was 8 hours at 42®C, between 24 and 48 h at 25°C and 
4 days at 4®C.
Depending on the environment, medium and the initial number of cells present, C. 
jejuni may survive in a non-growth environment (eg, pH 4.5) for several weeks at 4°C, 
several days at 25®C and only a day or two at 42°C, as long as other conditions are 
equivalent. The organism is sensitive to freezing temperatures commonly used for frozen 
foods: decreases of 2-5 logw C. jejuni per gram have been observed in meat held at -20®C 
for 1-3 months. However, the organism can survive in small numbers on meats and 
poultry that have been held frozen for several months. The recommended standard 
concOTtrations of disinfecting agents manufactured for domestic, institutional and hospital use 
(hypochlorite, phenolics, iodophor, quaternary ammonium compound, ethyl alcohol and 
glutaraldehyde) are adequate for killing C. jejuni (Wang et al. , 1983). It is quite sensitive 
to NaCl and generally will not grow in medium with more than 2%. Sensitivity to 
dehydration is also temperature-dependent: large numbers in skim milk generally are 
inactivated (>10^ log,o reduction) within 24 h when held in an anhydrous environment at 
25®C. In contrast, when dehydration occurs at refrigeration temperature, large numbers of 
C  jejuni may survive and remain viable for several weeks if continuously held refrigerated. 
Survival of C  jejuni in uncooked foods held at 4®C differs greatly depending on the food. 
In unpasteurised milk there is a substantial reduction (> 3  log,o/ml) in cell number within 4 
days, probably due largely to the lactoperoxidase activity in milk. In contrast, in fresh 
ground beef there is generally little change (<0 .5  log,o/g) in cell number after 14 days of 
refrigerated storage.
C. coli strains tend to be less able to survive refrigeration than do strains of C. jejuni.
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Campylobactefs sensitivity to drying is of particular importance for food handling: 
adequate drying of utensils and surfaces, as well as washing, is important. The survival is 
greater in vacuum or controlled atmosphere packs than in air, though a significant factor may 
be moisture on the food surface. Survival is reduced by the presence of other 
microorganisms, which is often attributed to the lowered pH & the production of organic 
acids caused by these organisms.
C. jejuni and C. coli cannot survive cooking or pasteurisation temperatures (Dm »  
1 min). They do not grow below 30®C so it seems unlikely that they grow on food. It 
follows that infection must rely on gross initial contamination of the food or that the infective 
dose must be small.
Nothing has been reported to suggest that the more unusual species of Campylobacter 
are more resistant than C  jejuni in any respect.
(Information obtained from: Skirrow, 1990b; Vamam & Evans, 1991; Doyle, 1990; 
Griffiths & Park, 1990).
1.7 SENSITIVITY TO ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS
Campylobacters are sensitive to macrolides, tetracyclines, chloramphenicol, 
aminoglycosides and nitrofiirans, but highly resistant to trimethoprim. Most species are 
moderately resistant to polymyxins and rifampicin, sufficient for use of these antibiotics in 
selective media, but they are resistant to novobiocin and bacitracin. Thermophilic strains are 
resistant to cephalosporins except cefotaxime. There is general resistance to other B-lactam 
antibiotics and some produce B-lactamases. The newer quinolone compounds such as 
ciprofloxacin are active against Campylobacters, although nalidixic acid is inactive against C. 
fetus and C. laridis. Response to nalidixic acid is used as a feature in spéciation. Acquired
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tetracycline resistance is plasmid-mediated. Erythromycin, chloramphenicol and nalidixic 
acid resistance have also been found but the mechanisms are unknown.
1.8 MEDIA MAKING AND HANDLING
Despite their ability to produce catalase and superoxide disumutase (SOD), all species 
are sensitive to accumulation of peroxides and superoxide in the media which can inhibit 
growth. This explains the low 0% and high €0% requirements in the atmosphere and the need 
for media containing oxygen-scavenging compounds such as blood, charcoal, pyruvate, 
ferrous salts and metabisulflte. The latter three compounds are available together as a 
Campylobacter growth supplement from manufacturers under the name of EBP, at a final 
concentration of 0.05% each.
The source of Campylobacters’ intolerance to atmospheric oxygen levels resides in 
their sensitivity not to molecular oxygen itself, but to its toxic derivatives which accumulate 
in the growth media. The importance of iron salts was shown before the action of oxygen 
was understood in the case of C. jejuni and another microaerobe Spirillum volutans (Bowdre 
et a l ,  1976), but it was believed then that oxygen intolerance was due to low iron 
availability to those enzymes that depend on it, which are catalase and SOD. Hoffman et al. 
(1979a) showed that iron salts and the other components of EBP do not affect physiological 
processes in C. jejuni but instead act on the culture medium. They also showed that catalase 
and SOD, although produced, are not an important factor in C. jejuni's aerotolerance. They 
later showed (1979b) that compounds which increase the aerotolerance of C. jejuni do so by 
quenching superoxide anions and hydrogen peroxide which occur spontaneously in the 
medium. Media composition, as well as growth atmosphere, is therefore considered to be 
of paramount importance to the cultivation of Campylobacters.
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Media were shown spontaneously to accumulate toxic oxygen derivatives upon 
storage, therefore the use of fresh media has been advocated where possible, especially for 
the recovery of certain species such as C. lari (Fricker, 1985). Where this is not possible, 
ie. for the routine isolation o f C. jejuni in hospital laboratories, storage of media either at 
4®C or in anaerobic conditions is recommended, as C. jejuni and C  co// isolation was not 
reduced by storage of plates under these conditions after four days (Fricker, 1985).
Hoffman et a l  (1979a) noted a marked reduction in the growth of Campylobacters 
after media had been stored in the light, while Fricker (1985) failed to observe this and 
concluded that photochemically generated oxygen free radicals did not play a role in 
Campylobacter growth inhibition and that oxygen concentration and temperature of storage 
were more important than the presence of light. Such results could have been observed, 
however, because Fricker stored the plates much longer after pouring than Hoffman et al. 
(4 d instead of 2), perhaps causing the effects of oxygen storage and temperature to catch up 
with those of light. Moran & Upton (1987a) showed that illumination of the medium 
increased the production of non-culturable coccoid cells and that this was due to indirect 
effects, such as photochemical production of oxygen free radicals, rather than to UV light. 
Hoffman et al. , 1979b, noted that toxic oxygen derivatives were generated in media not only 
in the light, but to a lesser extent slowly in the dark, indicating that anaerobic conditions for 
storage were an advantage.
Different authors recommend that the agar surface should be moist enough because 
of the organisms’ sensitivity to drying (Vamam & Evans, 1991) yet dry enough because of 
their tendency to swarm (Karmali et a l., 1981). Fricker (1985) found that storing plates with 
wet cotton wool to create a moist atmosphere did not improve the isolation of any of their 
strains.
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Some research has shown that uninjured C  jejum  tolerates higher oxygen levels at 
higher temperatures (42® over 37®C), though the reasons for this are not known. However, 
Humphrey (1986a & b) showed that sub-lethally injured C. jejuni was more sensitive to the 
antibiotics normally used in selective media, high initial incubation temperature (42-43®) and 
to the ability of the medium to quench the toxic derivatives of oxygen (1989) under the same 
conditions. Initial incubation without selective agents for a period of a few hours prior to 
addition of antibiotics was recommended where possible, or at lower temperature (37 ®C) in 
selective medium, for a few hours before transferring to 43 ®C, as a practical compromise 
where it is essential to use selective agents from the start (this is called pre-enrichment). 
Using broths at room temperature to inoculate organisms is recommended (1989). The 
inorganic quenching agents were believed to supplement the effects of blood, which was 
otherwise thought to be sufficient for growth in a microaerobic atmosphere, by enhancing 
damaged organisms’ resistance to selective agents. Pre-enrichment was found to be most 
effective in situations where there are low bacterial counts such as water (Humphrey & 
Muscat, 1989).
Various basal media have been recommended for agar plates. Brucella agar is widely 
used because it contains 0.01% bisulphite which increases aerotolerance; Columbia agar is 
also widely used. Mueller Hinton agar was recommended by Ng et al, (1985) but this has 
not been confirmed by any other authors. A biphasic culture system, in which the medium 
is part liquid and part solid, has proved successful (Rollins et al., 1983).
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1.9 ISOLATION AND CULTIVATION
Isolation can be accomplished by two methods. First, filtration of cells through 
m em b ra n e  filte rs  with p o re  size  0.45-0.65 ^ m  to separate  C am pylobacters fro m  o th e r cells 
(Steele & McDermott, 1984). This technique, which can be used in association with non- 
selective media, is little used for routine purposes, though it is of considerable value in 
investigations of less well-known strains and species which are sensitive to inhibitors in the 
media. One disadvantage of tiltration is said to be that it is relatively insensitive, so that 
positive samples with small numbers o f viable Campylobacters may be missed (Goossens et 
al., 1986).
The second and most commonly used method involves the use of selective agar media 
and growth at 42®C for thermophilic species, which enhances isolation. C. fetus and other 
species will require different selective supplements and incubation conditions (Smibert, in 
Bergey, 1984). A range of selective media is available commercially, though such media 
may not be suitable for some of the lesser known species. See Table 1.5 for a list of 
commonly used selective media.
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TABLE 1.5: COMPOSITION OF THE MOST COMMONLY USED SELECTIVE AGAR MEDIA FOR 
CAMPYLOBACTERS ASSOCIATED WITH ENTERITIS (FROM GRIFFITHS & PARK, 1990).
Medium Base Selective agent Supplements
Skirrow Blood Agar Base 
No.2 (Unipath)
Vancomycin 10 mg/1 
Polymixin B 2500 IU/1 
Trimethoprim 5 mg/12
Lysed Horse Blood 
50 ml/1
Preston Nutrient Broth 
No.2 (Unipath)/ 
New Zealand Agar
Rifampicin 10 mg/1 
Polymixin B 5000 IU/1 
Trimethoprim 10 IU/1 
Cyclohexamide 100 mg/1
Lysed horse Blood 
50 ml/1
Modified
CODA
Blood-Free 
selective Agar 
Base (Unipath)
Cefoperazone 32 mg/1
Butzler Columbia Agar 
(Unipath)
Cefoperazone 15 mg/1 
Rifampicin 10 mg/1 
Colistin 10,000 IU/1 
Amphotericin B 2 mg/1
Sheep Blood 
50-70 ml/1
Pre-enrichment, also called resuscitation, may be required for samples from food or 
water. Concentration by centrifugation is necessary for isolation from water, but not for 
routine use.
Enrichment is considered essential for the isolation of Campylobacter from foods 
because of the small numbers of viable cells. Its value for clinical samples is not universally 
accepted, as large numbers of organisms are excreted and these can be easily detected by 
direct plating on selective media. Enrichment media are based on a combination of nutrient- 
rich broth containing combinations of antimicrobial agents. Most have blood added.
Two types of colonies have been found on primary isolation of C. jejuni. One is low, 
flat, greyish, finely granular translucent with an irregular edge. It spreads along the line of 
streaking and tends to swarm and coalesce. The other is round, 1-2 mm across, raised 
convex, smooth and glistening, with an entire edge. Colonies are non-haemolytic. 
Swarming growth occurs on moist agar plates (Smibert in Bergey, 1984).
Most species grow slowly at 37°C, showing characteristic colonies only after 48 h 
incubation. A light, even turbidity is produced in broth cultures (Skirrow, 1990b).
1.10 NON-CULTURAL DETECTION METHODS
Direct microscopical examination of faecal samples was improved by fluorescent 
antibody techniques which rely very much on microscopic interpretation. DNA probes have 
been developed (Chevrier et ah, 1989). An immunological latex agglutination assay is 
marketed for thermophilic Campylobacters (Griffiths & Park, 1990). Rapid methods such as 
immunomagnetic separation together with PCR are currently being developed. Conductance, 
using a Malthus Analyzer, has been found more sensitive than cultural methods for detecting 
thermophilic Campylobacters in foods and water (Bolton, 1991). ^
1.11 TYPING SCHEMES
Serotyping is the most widely used method and there are several different schemes 
(Griffiths & Park, 1990). There are two main types of typing schemes; those based on heat- 
stable antigens (Penner & Hennessy, 1980), those based on heat-labile antigens (Lior et al., 
1982). The main serogrouping scheme based on heat-stable antigens is that of Penner and 
Hennesey, which recognises 65 serogroups, though there are others (Skirrow, 1990b).
Serovar does not correspond with biovar, therefore it is recommended that both typing 
schemes be used when working with epidemiologically related strains. Biotyping has been 
found to be of value in epidemiological investigations, particularly in combination with a 
serotyping scheme. The use of lectins, carbon substrate utilisation and resistotyping are 
among other approaches suggested.
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1.12 COCCAL TRANSFORMATION
Cultures consisting entirely of coccal forms have never been subcultured. Coccal 
forms are often flagellate and range in size from 0.39 to 0.96 pm. They have an intact cell 
wall and are not spheroplasts. The relationship of these coccal forms to the smaller (0.1-0.3 
pm) flagellate minicells without DNA described by Brock and Murray (1987) is not clear 
(Skirrow, 1990b).
1.13 VIABLE BUT NON-CULTURABLE (VNC) ORGANISMS
The term was coined by Colwell and her colleagues (Rozsak, Grimes & Colwell, 
1984) to describe bacteria which remain infectious despite the fact that they cannot be 
cultured by conventional means. Rollins & Colwell (1986) were responsible for first 
demonstrating this possibility with C. jejuni. Techniques for detecting viability in non- 
culturable bacteria are described in detail in the introduction to Chapter 3.
The viable but non-culturable state (VNC) is loosely defined for bacteria as that in 
which cells cannot be detected by conventional cultural techniques but are still infective. The 
term has been applied to a number of Gram-negative bacteria and has begun to be applied 
to Gram-positive bacteria (Byrd et al. , 1991; Kaprelyants & Kell, 1992; Servis et al. , 1995). 
Its existence is still considered by many to be hypothetical, but it has been used to explain 
certain epidemiological mysteries. Much recent work has been devoted to developing 
methods for detecting viability where cultural methods have failed, and more recently to 
defining the state more precisely in terms of its physiology, triggers and reversibility.
The term VNC and its precise definition have been the subject of some debate which 
will be expanded upon in a later chapter. It is used throughout this thesis to designate cells 
which cannot be cultured, but display demonstrable metabolic activity and from which a
reversion to the culturable state might at some point be expected. This is the commonly 
accepted version, although the concept is still an hypothesis.
The significance of these VNC pathogens is still under consideration, but they are 
potentially important as they could provide a means of spreading infectious and resistant 
forms of sensitive microorganisms throughout the environment and creating hidden sources 
of infection.
1.14 ATMS AND PLAN FOR THE THESIS
1.14.1 Problem
C. jejuni is the most frequent cause of bacterial food poisoning in the developed world 
and has a high economic cost. This is despite its greater sensitivity, in relation to many 
other bacteria, to adverse physical environments (particularly pasteurisation), to chemical 
agents and to the effects of atmospheric oxygen. Additionally, the organism does not divide 
at room temperature and infection, where it occurs, does not normally spread from person 
to person. The organism is difficult to recover from environmental and clinical sources 
without special conditions, and, as many bacteriologists have found out to their cost, it is 
easily killed in the laboratory.
Bacteriologists are therefore forced to look at alternative mechanisms of 
environmental survival in order to find an explanation for the continued ability of this 
organism to cause problems. The VNC (viable but non-culturable) state has been put 
forward by some workers as one possibility. There is also a suggestion that, as with 
organisms which form biofilms, protection may be conferred by association with surfaces; 
either the VNC or the culturable form have a role to play in this. Furthermore, the
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importance, if any, of the coccoid form has not been clarified with respect to the organism’s 
survival in either the culturable or the putative VNC state: there is no evidence so far that 
cells in this form are alive at all.
1.14.2 Aims
This thesis seeks to elucidate further on the question of viability in the non-culturable 
state in two strains of C. jejuni using biochemical techniques and, for one strain, an animal 
model. It goes on to investigate, with a series of laboratory-based experiments on one strain, 
the possible role played by surfaces and structures in the protection of cells under adverse 
conditions. These experiments seek to address some of the unsolved questions stated above 
about the survival of C. jejuni in the environment.
1.14.3 Plan
Chapter 2 gives preliminary methods and results concerning the growth conditions of 
these strains, and on the estimation of cell numbers in suspension using the light microscope. 
This Chapter sets out some general experimental conditions which will apply throughout the 
Thesis.
Chapter 3 investigates the shape transformation of the organism, its conditions and 
its relationship to the VNC state. The VNC state itself is investigated by biochemical means.
Chapter 4 takes the VNC studies one step further with studies of infection in a 
gnotobiotic animal model.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the role of surfaces, particularly wood, in the survival of C. 
jejuni in the culturable state.
Chapter 6  contains final conclusions and suggestions for further work.
CHAPTER 2: GENERAL TECHNIQUES
2.SEC TI0N  1: GENERAL METHODS AND PRELIMINARY WORK
2.1.1 GROWTH OF C. JEJUNI
This work was carried out to determine what media, strains and methods would be 
used in later experimental work.
2.1.1.1 Bacterial strains
The following strains were cultured initially while media and methods were being 
assessed, in order to learn how to handle thermophilic Campylobacters:
University stored strains:
2766 C. jejuni NCTC 11168 (this was found to be a mixed culture of 2 strains which 
were named 1  and 2 );
PC 249 C. co//private collection;
2663 C. yfems subsp. NCTC 10842.
Clinical strains obtained from Chase Farm Hospital, Enfield: G, G l.
2.1.1.2 Media and materials
Unless otherwise specified all media were obtained from Unipath. Blood agar base
and Columbia agar both supplemented with 5% lysed horse blood (TCS Biologicals), with
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or without addition of FBP Campylobacter growth supplements. Charcoal Agar was made 
up of Nutrient Broth No.2, 1.5% Agar N o.l and 0.4% activated charcoal (BDH)).
Nutrient Broth, Brain-Heart Infusion with 1 % Yeast Extract and Fastidious Anaerobe 
Broth (FAB), the latter two of which are used with oxygen-sensitive bacteria, were assessed. 
The broth made up of Brain-Heart Infusion and Yeast extract will henceforth be referred to 
as BHI/YE (Rollins & Colwell, 1986). No blood was added to broths but FBP supplements 
(Campylobacter Growth Supplements: ferrous sulphate, sodium metabisulphite and sodium 
pyruvate at 0.125 g each per 500 m l medium) were added in some cases.
Atmosphere: Campylobacter Gas-generating Pack (Unipath) in anaerobic jar, or 
partial evacuation of an anaerobic jar to 540 mm Hg using a pump and replacement with 
anaerobic gas mix comprising 10% Hz, 10% COz and 80% Nz (BOC). The final gas 
proportions in the jar when using this system were 6 % Oz, 7% Hz, 7% COz and 80% Nz.
Incubation temperature was either at 37 or 42°C. Broths were placed in a water bath. 
Broths were stored away from light at room temperature,for no longer than 1 month, and 
plates in the anaerobic cabinet for no longer than 5  days.
Dilutions were carried out in Maximum Recovery Diluent (MRD) which consisted of 
0.85% NaCl (Fisons) with 0.1% Bacteriological Peptone.
2.1.1.3 Media assessment
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This was carried on the University strains alone, as the clinical ones were only 
available later. The above media, supplements and temperatures were assessed for suitability 
and ease of use. Storage procedures for media and strains were also examined.
2.1.1.4 Strain identification
Campylobacter jejuni was confirmed for all strains apart from PC 249 using the 
following methods:
- Gram stain; Appearance was of Gram-negative curved or spiral rods and, in older 
culture, coccoid cells;
- Positive oxidase test;
- Positive catalase test;
- Positive motility;
- The test for hippurate hydrolysis is determining for the species and was carried out 
as follows: a heavy loopful of fresh plate culture was emulsified in 0.4 ml 0.1% (w/v) 
sodium hippurate and incubated in a 37°C water bath for 2 h. 0.2 ml ninhydrin reagent 
(0.35 g ninhydrin +  5 ml acetone +  5.0 ml butanol) was added at this point, and after 10 
mins further incubation a deep purple colour developed in positives, while negatives 
remained colourless. Positive and negative controls were always included. Fresh ninhydrin 
reagent (less than 2  weeks old) was essential.
- resistance to nalidixic acid (30 pg disc).
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2.1.1.5 Long-term storage of strains
All strains were stored on beads ("Protect" from Technical Service Consultants Ltd.) 
at -70°C. The beads came in pre-prepared and -sterilised vials also containing cryoprotective 
fluid. A loopfiil of fresh culture was emulsified into the vial and mixed and the excess fluid 
withdrawn with a pipette. There was no need for incubation. Each bead had a pore which 
retained enough fluid and bacteria to seed a plate.
As there were 20 beads to a vial each vial could be used 20 times, provided care was 
taken each time to prevent thawing of remaining fluid. Beads were spread up the side of 
freshly prepared vials to allow easy removal. Newly thawed bacteria were cultured several 
times before being used in an experiment, as their growth was initially sluggish.
2.1.1.6 Growth curves
These were done for the three university strains and for G and Gl clinical isolates 
in a 37®C waterbath. They indicated that the lag phase was less than 2 h and that stationary 
phase was reached around 30 hours. The resulting curves are presented in the Results 
section of this chapter.
2.1.1.7 Enumeration of colony-forming units
Three enumeration methods were used at different times. These were as follows:
- Spiral plating (Spiral system, Don Whitley Scientific): 0.0492 ml of a dilution of 
the suspension under study was delivered onto a plate in a space-saving spiral configuration 
with decreasing volume as the delivery needle moved outward from the centre. A template
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was used to calculate the number of cells per ml in the original suspension based on counting 
at least 40 colonies per plate in a defined area.
- Spread-plate method: 0.1 ml suspension was spread over a whole plate using a 
sterile spreader.
- Miles & Misra method: 20 pi drops of suspension were deposited on plates that had 
been sectored so that several such drops could be accommodated.
In conjunction with all of these techniques a broth method was used to increase the 
detection limit: 1  ml was withdrawn three times from the broth under study and pipetted into 
three separate fresh 10 ml broths. These were incubated several days at 37®C and streaked 
for growth. If they were negative the studied broth was considered to have less than 1 
cfu/3ml and this was taken as non-culturability. Where it was necessary to show that 
absolutely no culturable organisms remained in suspension, larger volumes of suspension ( 1 0  
ml) were pipetted into 1(X) ml fresh broth, incubated and streaked as above.
2 .1 .1 .8  Choice of strains for bulk of the work
Clinical strains G and G1 were chosen for experimental work, as these were 
considered to be more relevant to the human situation than those from the University of 
Surrey culture collection, or than standard NCTC strains. In most cases, the sheer volume 
o f work reduced this to just one of these strains, G l.
G and Gl had an additional advantage over the University-stored strains in that they 
formed the most discrete colonies on Columbia Blood Agar.
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2.1.1.9 Inducing oxygen stress in cells
Shaking a cell suspension was considered the best method for studying the gradual 
stressing and death of cells by aeration. This was done on a rotary shaker at 150 rpm, 
generally at 30°C or at 4®C though sometimes at 37,25 or 20°C.
Unless otherwise indicated, 50 ml BHI/YE broths contained in 100 ml Duran bottles 
were inoculated either from a loopful of fresh plate culture or from an inoculated 1 0  ml 
BHI/YE broth, and incubated in a 37®C water bath for 24 hours to reach late log phase 
containing about 10* cfu/ml. Cells were shaken in the broth in which they had grown up, 
not resuspended in water or saline as shown in many publications. This was done in order 
to separate the study of oxygen stress from that of starvation.
2.1.2 ESTIMATING CELLS PER ML WITH THE LIGHT MICROSCOPE
2.1.2.1 Techniques chosen
Membrane filtration rather than stained slides was chosen as a technique to quantify 
cells in suspension where cultural methods were not being relied upon. The background to 
this is set out in more detail in the Introduction to Chapter 3 (3.1.2.1). Briefly, small 
volumes of cells diluted in a carrier fluid were drawn under vacuum onto the filter membrane 
which was then air-dried, mounted in oil on a slide and examined by epi-fluorescence 
microscopy. Further details about materials and procedure are given below, and explanations 
about the choice of materials are given in the Introduction to Chapter 3.
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2.1.2.2 Materials
25 mm diameter, 0.2 pm pore-size polycarbonate membranes were used, stained black 
by the manufacturer (Millipore) in order to enhance the contrast with stained cells. 
Polycarbonate membranes are opaque and could not be cleared to admit any transmitted 
illumination (see 3.1.2.1), hence the use of epi-fluorescence microscopy which is normally 
employed to visualise cells on an opaque surface. The principle of epi-fluorescence is 
explained later in Section 3.1.2.2. A Leitz Dialux 20 epi-fluorescence microscope was used, 
fitted with an 12 Ploemopak filter block which emitted at 450-490 nm and cut off at 515 nm.
The fluorochrome Acridine Orange (AO, BDH), was selected to visualise cells against 
the dark background in order to obtain an overall count (though it was not used as a vital 
stain, see Section 3.1.2.3). Because the background appeared green, conditions were chosen 
to maximise the orange colouration of the cells: a solution of 0.01 % (w/v) AO in 6 . 6  mM 
phosphate buffer (pH 6.7) was made up and filtered through a 0.22 pm  filter (after 
Zimmermann et al., 1978). This was stored at 4®C in the dark for an indefinite period.
To draw the cells onto polycarbonate membranes a vacuum-filtering apparatus was 
devised out of the following materials: the bottom half of a large (2(X) ml) vacuum filtering 
unit was fitted with a rubber bung over the wide top opening and a piece of flexible tubing 
connected one narrow opening to the bottom half of a Swinnex Disc Filter Holder 
(Millipore). The other narrow opening of the large filter unit was connected by tubing to a 
backflow flask and then to a water pump. A membrane was placed shiny side up on the 
Swinnex filter holder and the holder closed after positioning the gasket by screwing the top 
on tightly. The outer part of a glass 10 ml syringe was fitted to the Swinnex filter holder 
top to act as a reservoir into which to pour the sample. This apparatus is illustrated in 
Figure 2.1.
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2.1.2.3
Figure 2.2 contains a summary of the following procedure.
Approximately 10 ml aliquots of a "carrier" fluid were made up and filter-sterilised 
to remove any contaminants and dead cells. This carrier fluid was initially KNP buffer (0.1 
M KH2 PO4  adjusted to pH 7.2 with concentrated NaOH, Rollins & Colwell, 1986) but this 
was later changed to 0.85% (w/v) NaCl which provided better contrast on the membrane.
A known volume of cell suspension (eg. 5-10 fd  where around 10* cells/ml were 
suspected) was added to about 1 0  ml carrier fluid, lightly vortexed, poured into the syringe 
and allowed to drop down to cover the whole membrane surface before a gentle vacuum was 
applied (this gave an indication of whether or not the membrane had been placed correctly). 
Once the liquid had been completely drawn through the membrane, the vacuum was turned 
off and the syringe, Swinnex filter top and gasket were placed in "Hycolin" for 
decontamination and later cleaning and re-use. About 0.5 ml AO solution was pipetted onto 
the membrane so that a thin fîlm of stain covered the whole membrane surface (a gate clamp 
was fitted to the tubing underneath to prevent the AO from filtering through straight away). 
After 2 min the AO was drawn through the membrane under vacuum. The membrane was 
removed with forceps, allowed to air-dry for a few minutes at room temperature and set 
aside (in the dark) for examination as soon as possible on the same day.
For examination, a wedge-shaped piece of membrane was cut with scissors placed on 
a glass slide and, unless otherwise indicated, held in place with a drop of non-fluorescing 
immersion oil (Millipore). The slide was placed on the microscope stage and the xlOO 
objective lowered into the oil.
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FIGURE 2.2: PROTOCOL FOR CELL FILTRATION
AND VISUALISATION
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2.2 SECTION 2: RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY WORK
2.2.1 GROWTH OF STRAINS
2.2.1.1 Media assessment
The following observations were made.
C. jejuni IS highly motile and colonies have a tendency to swarm on agar, which can 
make enumeration difticult. Colonies swarmed most easily on Blood Agar, followed by 
Columbia agar and least o f all on Charcoal agar. Swarming could be minimised by adequate 
drying of plate surfaces (Vi h to 1 h in dark 44®C dryer). Variations in colonial morphology 
were most easily detected on the blood media. Colonies did not survive being left in air at 
room temperature for more than a few hours; they were sluggish if subbed from plates that 
had been stored in the required atmosphere at 4®C for up to two weeks. Enumeration was 
easiest on Charcoal agar because of its better control of swarming (due to a higher agar 
content) but its opacity made some counting techniques difficult, eg. spiral plating. 
Columbia Blood Agar was therefore used throughout for both maintenance and enumeration, 
and is what is meant when "agar plates" are referred to.
As FBP supplements made no difference to the enumeration of fresh cultures on 
charcoal or blood, it was considered that blood and charcoal themselves were sufficient 
buffers against toxic oxygen derivatives. FBP-supplemented Columbia Blood Agar also 
showed no significant increase in isolation of Strain Gl cells which had been oxygen-stressed 
as compared with unsupplemented agar prepared and stored as described in this section. This
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is unusual, but there is a suggestion that strains adapt to the conditions to which they are 
subjected (Jones et al, 1993)
Plates gave good results when stored anaerobically and used within 5 days if at room 
temperature. Any plates removed from the anaerobic cabinet in readiness for use were kept 
in the dark.
All strains grew best in BHI/YE while none grew in FAB. The first medium was 
recommended by Rollins & Colwell (1986) and indeed our strains readily achieved at least 
10* cfu/ml in 24 h in this medium at 37®C without FBP supplements, particularly if a water 
bath was used instead of an incubator. The head of air present in the bottles made no 
difference to the outcome: thus 10 ml volumes in McCartney bottles were routinely used for 
growth and recovery of cells. BHI/YE is henceforth referred to simply as "broth".
Broth cultures of C. jejuni containing 10* cfu/ml had a barely cloudy appearance that 
could be deceptive at first. This is probably due to the smallness of the individual cells. It 
meant that optical density readings could not be relied upon for an assessment of cell density, 
as faint turbidity could only be detected by eye when a culture reached the mid-1 0  ^cells/ml. 
Furthermore, stressed cells in broth tended to elongate, making the broth more turbid without 
any increase in total cell number and with, if  anything, a decrease in recoverable cfu/ml. 
The low turbidity at high cell density had the advantage of making broth contamination 
obvious without the need for microscopy.
MRD gave consistent results but cells were held in this diluent for the shortest time 
possible (absolute maximum: 2  h).
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Inoculum appears to be very important to C. jejuni growth; results from broths 
inoculated with a loopful off a plate and incubated at the same temperature could vary by half 
a logio unit by 24 h at 37°C. More consistent results could be obtained by inoculating the 
strain heavily into a single broth to begin with, incubating for 1-2 h at 37®C and giving 
experimental broths a standard volume from this culture.
Experimental inoculations were best made from a freshly subbed plate. For this 
purpose the strain was subbed every 2-3 days to keep conditions optimal: this culture was 
called the maintenance plate. Maintenance plates could be stored for 2 weeks at 4*^ C in a 
microaerobic atmosphere and still cultured, but the growth was then sluggish and generally 
one or two sub-cultures were required for the culture to return to normal. Cultures were 
never made from a plate that had been left more than a day in air.
Cells that are stressed may not be recovered on plates at the higher temperature of 
42°C. Table 2.1 shows that with G l, the strain used in most experiments, a culture that had 
shaken for 24 h at 30®C (oxygen stress) gave higher numbers on enumeration if  the plate was 
incubated at 37®C for 2 h before being transferred to 42®C (it also improved reproducibility 
of counts). Overnight incubation at 37®C gave no increase. Wherever possible (unstressed 
populations), it was advantageous to grow plates at 42®C because results were obtained 
faster. Plates were sometimes allowed to incubate for longer than 24 h 
but on no occasion did incubation for longer than 24 h at 42®C produce any extra colonies 
and alter results.
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TABLE 2.1% DUPLICATE COLONY COUNTS FOR A DAY I SHAKING CULTURE AT 30®C, 
SPIRAL PLATED AND THE PLATES INCUBATED AT DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF 
TEMPERATURES. DEGREES IN CELSIUS.
42® only for 24 h 2 h at 37 then 42® 37® only for 48 h
A B A B A B
1.9x10' 6.5x10* 5.5x10* 6.5x10* 5.2x10* 5.0x10*
2.2.1.2 Growth curves
These were done for the three university strains and Gl in a 37®C water bath. They 
indicated that the lag phase was less than 2  h and that stationary phase was reached around
25-30 hours. See Figure 2.3 for the growth curves of the university strains and Figure 2.4
for those o f the clinical strains.
2.2.1.3 Enumeration of colonv-forming units
Spiral plating allowed a result to be estimated over 2-3 log cycles from a single 
dilution, and this saved time as dilutions could be made in hundred-fold steps. On the other 
hand, duplicates had to be made on separate plates. The Miles and Misra method allowed 
a considerable saving in agar, especially as duplicates could be accommodated on the same 
plate, even though ten-fold dilutions were required. The spread-plate method combines the 
disadvantages of the other two but is the most straightforward. Table 2.2 shows that there 
was good correlation betweei^the counting methods when this was tested.
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TABLE 2.2: COMPARISON OF CFü/ML OBTAINED WITH MILES & MISRA COUNTS AND SPIRAL 
PLATING, BOTH ON COLUMBIA BLOOD AGAR (CHAPTER 2).
strain Miles & Misra Spiral Plater
2766(2) 1.5x10* 1.3x10*
G 4.0x10* 3.6x10*
2.2.2 EXAMINING AND COUNTING CELLS WITH THE LIGHT MICROSCOPE
2.2.2.1 Observations and calculations
The quality of what could be seen varied dramatically with the immersion oil used, 
as not all the non-fluorescing oils were equally effective at reducing the background 
fluorescence of AO-stained polycarbonate membranes (most non-fluorescing oils are designed 
for use directly on slides, where they are effective). Too much background obscured the 
fluorescence of the cells almost completely and made counting impossible. Millipore’s own 
oil was found to be the best.
2.2.2.2 Counting and estimating
Membranes were examined with a xlOO objective and x6.3 eyepieces using a square 
eyepiece graticule divided into 100 small squares. As the outer 10 squares o f each side were 
very close to the edge of the microscope’s round rield of view and some distortion took place 
there, only the middle 64 were used: the definition of a field was therefore the middle 64 
small squares. The surface area represented by a small square was measured using a stage 
micrometer.
One side of one small square measured 0.012857 mm, so one small square was 1.653 
X 10^  mm\
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Membranes measured 25 mm across but the gasket reduced the effective filtering 
diameter to 22 mm. The total effective area was therefore x(R)  ^ =  x  x (11)* =  380.1327
mm*
The microscope factor, which is the number by which counts must be multiplied in 
order to calculate the initial cells/ml, was worked out on the basis of counting 1 0  fields per 
membrane, as follows:
380.13271 
_________________  =  3593.
0.0001653 X 10 X 64
1 0  fields were counted per sample and the results added up and multiplied by the 
above microscope factor to obtain cells/ml. Account was taken of the volume of cells used, 
which could vary from 1 0  ^ 1  to 1  ml.
Sectors of membrane were chosen for examination because of the circular 
shape of the membranes themselves and the possibility o f obtaining an identical sector if  the 
first one either tore or could not be counted before it deteriorated (this happened if  the 
sectors were left too long under oil: they would buckle and become difficult to focus). 
Initially, care was taken as far as possible to count fields o f view along a straight line 
running through the long axis of a sector. Eventually, it was found that identical results 
could be obtained from completely random counts. UV illumination caused a darkening of 
field of view which made it easy to see where an area had already been counted. Each field 
of view took a few fractions of a second to respond to the UV light, so true randomness 
could be achieved by settling on a field before the cells became visible.
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If a membrane is correctly positioned in the Swinnex filter holder, cells should hit it 
randomly and this randomness should be reflected by a Poisson distribution in the counts, 
ie. one in which the mean and variance are the same. However, means and variances were 
repeatedly calculated for random sets of ten counts and the variance was consistently ten 
times higher than the mean.
Further work was undertaken to study of the distribution of cells on membranes in 
order to find out what the sources of bias were, if any. A membrane was prepared from a 
10 III aliquot of fresh culture and cut into quarters. 19 counts were made along the mid-line 
of each quarter, from the centre outward. The total number of counts on the membrane was 
76. The counts for each quarter from the centre outwards, are given in Table 2.3.
The statistical program SPSSX was used to calculate the following: mean =  59.4211; 
standard deviation =  29.4716; variance =  550.916. As with the 10-count series, the
variance was roughly 10 times the mean.
Analysis of variance (ANOVAR) was used in an attempt to determine the following:
- whether any quadrant was significantly different from any other;
- whether any gradient (circumference to centre of membrane) could be detected in
individual quadrants;
- whether any gradient (top to bottom, side to side) could be detected in the 
membrane as a whole.
9
The answers to all these were negative (0.57 <  p <  0.96 for the various te^ performed) 
therefore, as no significant trend could be found in any direction, it was accepted that the 
distribution was random though not Poisson.
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Ta b le  2 . 3 :  r e s u l t s  o f  e x t e n s iv e  study  o f  one f i l t e r  membrane: th e  membrane
WAS CUT IN FOUR IDENTICAL QUADRANTS AND COUNTS WERE MADE ALONG THE MIDLINE 
OF EACH, STARTING FROM THE CENTRE.
Q u a r te r  1 Q u a r te r  2 Q u a r te r  3 Q u a r te r  4
37 46 80 64
63 9 83 40
65 72 60 56
67 70 41 72
88 75 65 51
18 22 67 81
69 84 43 81
68 12 64 55
70 92 62 55
44 16 1 92
50 83 31 66
79 68 47 84
68 15 60 62
100 82 73 38
106 81 83 73
78 71 11 6
28 33 48 77
60 76 78 67
59 55 61 59
The number of fields of view which is considered necessary to count in order to 
obtain an accurate estimate of the original numbers of cells per ml varies widely in the 
literature, and some authors prefer to indicate a minimum number of individual cells counted 
per membrane (normally only one membrane is prepared per sample). A frequently quoted 
number for this time-consuming method is 10 fields, each containing in our case 64 little 
squares of 1.644x10^ mm^  each. This represents a surface area of 1.664x10^ x 64 x 10 =  
0.1065 mm*, ie. 0.028% of the total effective membrane area (380 mm*).
Additionally, the graticule area represented by each field (1.664x10^ x 64 =  
1.065x10’* mm*) is above the range (0.2-2.0x10’’ mm*) recommended by Jones & Simpson 
(1975) for 25 mm membranes. These authors also recommend counting at least 400 bacteria 
per sample (assuming a Poisson distribution, this should ensure that the confidence limits 
would be at most, 10% of the mean count). In this non-Poisson situation, 500-1000 cells 
were counted per sample.
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CHAPTER 3: VIABLE BUT NON-CULTURABLE
a  JEJUNI
3.1 SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
3.1.1 AIMS OF THE INTRODUCTION
This section gives a background to the methods used in the experiments described in 
Chapter 3, which is concerned with the work dealing with VNC (viable but non-culturable) 
organisms. This introduction deals with the direct counting of cells with the light microscope 
and the different methods for visualising metabolising cells, their advantages and 
disadvantages.
3.1.2 TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATING CELL NUMBERS IN A SUSPENSION
3.1.2.1 Direct counting of cells
Techniques for the estimation of cell density by counting under the microscope were 
developed because of a need for rapid methods for assessing the quality o f food and other 
products (Pettipher et al. , 1980). They consist essentially of filtering a representative volume 
of sample onto a filter membrane whose pores are small enough to retain all the relevant 
cells, staining the cells, placing the membrane under a microscope and counting a given area. 
The cell density is then calculated from the known area of counting and the original volume 
filtered.
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Crude techniques in the past have involved smearing a known volume of cell 
suspension onto a given area of a microscope slide, staining and counting. Although faster 
than the filter method, this is considered less accurate because of the unavoidable loss of cells 
during staining. Membrane filter techniques avoid this by either staining the cells in the 
suspension before filtering (any remaining stain disappears through the membrane’s pores) 
or, if  the stain is applied after filtration, drawing it through the membrane so that no cells 
are lost. Techniques which rely on slides include the Breed smear, developed for counting 
organisms in milk, and the direct microscopic clump count (DMCC) for counting bacteria 
in faeces.
The membranes normally recommended for the filtration work are made of 
polycarbonate rather than the more common cellulose ester. They consist of polycarbonate 
sheeting which has been bombarded with high-energy neutrons whose tracks are then 
dissolved, leaving pores of known size. Because these membranes are much thinner than 
cellulose-based ones, smaller cells do not have to cross a tortuous passage in which they are 
likely to become trapped even if they are in theory small enough to pass, and the size 
fractionation of microbial populations is more precise. A further advantage is that providing 
the smoothest (shiny) side of the membrane is used, all the cells appear in one plane, which 
is useful for the light microscope and essential for the scanning electron microscope (Jones, 
1979).
Electron microscopy clearly shows the unevenness of cellulose ester filters and that 
bacteria are trapped at varying depths. This makes focusing of the microscope difficult at 
high magnification because of the limited depth of field (Pettipher, 1989).
For filtration, membranes may be placed on a porous supporting base clamped to a 
funnel, where a vacuum may be applied, or in a disc filter holder of the Swinnex type which
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can accept pressure (through a syringe) as well as a vacuum. The problem of ensuring an 
even distribution of organisms on the membrane is more frequently encountered with the 
funnel apparatus than with the disc filter holders. If the volume filtered is too small in 
relation to the size o f the membrane, then the shape of the water-sample meniscus may be 
important, ie. more water may be filtered through the periphery of the membrane than 
through the centre. It is recommended that for a 25-mm membrane at least 6  ml o f sample 
should be filtered to overcome this. The filter holder has the disadvantage that a dead 
volume of fluid (about 0.7 ml for the 25-mm model) may not be evacuated completely 
without disturbance to the cells (Jones & Simon, 1975; Jones, 1979).
Cellulosic membranes can be cleared with immersion oil for examination by 
transmitted light microscopy, but clearing cannot be done to a sufficient degree with 
polycarbonate membranes to allow critical microscopy. The cells concentrated onto these 
can be examined with incident-light fluorescence, also called epifluorescence providing they 
are stained in an appropriate way (see Section 2.1.2). Selective staining methods (DAPI, 
immunofluorescence) can also be used to differentiate cells from any background material, 
particularly if  large volumes need to be filtered and a high background can be expected. 
Immunofluorescence can also be used to search for a particular strain o f organism known to 
have caused problems (Tortorello & Gendel, 1993).
The cell count per ml is obtained by multiplying the average number of cells/clumps 
per microscope field by the microscope factor. The microscope factor is calculated as 
follows:
Area of membrane through which sample is filtered
Microscope =
factor Microscope field area x sample volume
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FitÜREB.l: TKE EPI-FLUORESCENCE 
M IC R O S C O P E
In an epifluorescence microscope,the exciting light produced by a 
xenon arc lamp passes through an excitation filter which selects 
the proper wavelenght range (in this case 450-490 nm) . The light 
then reaches a dichromatic beam splitter which reflects the rays 
towards the objective.The dichromatic beam splitter is designed to 
have a high reflectance for exciting light,and a high transmittance 
for the fluorescence light. In this case,it will mainly reflect 
470 nm light toward the obj ective.This light will reach the speci­
men through the objective which acts also as a condenser, concentra­
ting the light on the preparation.The fluorescent light reemitted 
by the sample (in this case : 525 and 650 nm wavelenght) will go
back through the objective, up to the dichromatic beam splitter 
which is designed to transmit it to the eyepiece through a 
secondary filter.
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SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF AN EPIFLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPE
Areas are calculated in mm* and volume in ml.
3.1.2.2 Fluorescence microscopy
In a fluorescence microscope, the specimen is illuminated with light of short 
wavelength (range 250-560 nm for Leitz Orthoplan microscope). Part o f this light, filtered 
to the correct wavelength by an excitation filter, is absorbed by the specimen (a process 
called excitation) and re-emitted as fluorescence. The re-emitted light has a longer 
wavelength than that of the incident light. The light used for excitation can be filtered out 
by a barrier filter which will only admit the longer, fluorescent wavelengths. The fluorescent 
object is therefore seen as a bright image against a dark background.
High-pressure mercury arc lamps are the most commonly used for illumination. An 
excitation filter is placed between the lamp and the specimen to provide a narrow band of 
wavelengths corresponding with the absorption maximum of the fluorescent substance 
(fluorochrome). The barrier filter is placed between the specimen and the eye. It is of 
course necessary that the filter combination be suited to the particular fluorochrome under 
study. The fluorochrome is used to stain the object and make it visible.
Opaque or very thick objects can be examined using epi-illumination, a technique 
whereby the light for excitation is reflected downwards through or around the objective onto 
the specimen. Epifluorescence microscopy is therefore widely used for visualising and 
counting cells on an opaque filter membrane. The membranes are often stained black, eg. 
with Irgalan Black, to increase the contrast (pre-stained ones can now be bought 
commercially).
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic representation of an epifluorescence microscope adapted 
for excitation at 450-490 nm.
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One important application of the combination of membrane filtration and 
epifluorescence microscopy was the direct epifluorescent filter technique (DEFT), developed 
in the mid-1970s as a rapid method for estimating directly the number of bacteria in milk, 
which might contain <10^ - >10® bacteria per ml. Staining is usually with acridine orange 
(see next section). Membrane filtration allows estimation which is around 100 times more 
accurate than the Breed smear. Counting can be automated, increasing speed and reducing 
fatigue (Pettipher, 1989). DEFT is now considered by some to be too temperamental for 
routine use but the principles which were developed for it still apply.
3.1.2.3 Acridine Orange (AO)
The most commonly used fluorochrome is AO. Like many fluorochromes, it is a 
basic dye which forms positive ions. Such dyes are attracted to acidic groups carrying a 
negative charge and can bind to these sites by ion pairing. Some basic fluorochromes have 
a secondary reaction, polymerising to give a change in the fluorescence wavelength, a 
phenomenon known as metachromasia. This is important in the study of nucleic acids, since 
metachromatic dyes not only demonstrate the presence of acidic groups but also give some 
idea of the distance between them. Metachromasia is due to polymerisation as a result of 
close aggregation of the fluorochrome and is indicative of a high local concentration of the 
dye. AO is one of the most commonly used metachromatic fluorochromes and is widely used 
for nucleic acid stmning (Pettipher, 1989).
The mean exciting wavelength of AO is 470 nm. The monomer fluoresces green (525 
nm) whereas the polymer fluoresces red-orange (650 nm). When binding to RNA, AO binds 
by electrostatic or polar-type binding between the basic dye and the acidic phosphate groups 
of the polynucleotide chain. With DNA, intercalation of the dye takes place within the
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double-helical structure between neighbouring base pairs of the two polynucleotide chains. 
From studies of the ratio of AO to nucleic acid phosphorus in the case of DNA, it is known 
that AO cations are interchelated every third base pair, and that under these conditions the 
distance between the dye molecules is sufficiently great to prevent dye-dye interaction, giving 
rise to orthochromatic (green) fluorescence. In contrast, when binding to a single-stranded 
coil such as RNA, AO is bound to almost every nucleotide by its phosphate group. Flexing 
of the coil brings the dye molecules close enough for metachromasia to occur, and the 
resulting fluorescence is orange (Pettipher, 1989). See Figure 3.2 for a schematic 
representation of the relative positions of dye and nucleic acid.
It has been proposed (Hobbie et al. , 1977) that Acridine Orange (AO) could be used 
as a vital stain on the grounds that active cells contain a high proportion of RNA whose 
orange fluorescence should mask the green of the DNA. In inactive (=  "dead") cells the 
much lower RNA concentrations should allow the cells to fluoresce green because of the 
DNA. Although this appears to hold true for mammalian cells, there is little agreement that 
living and dead bacterial cells can be differentiated by AO.
AO staining and differentiation on the basis of colour has been found by some authors 
to correlate well with plate counts (Pettipher et al. , 1980; Holah et al. , 1988). Yet a number 
o f anomalies have come to light which show that the reactions are more complex still than 
originally thought (Jones & Simon, 1975; Back & KroU, 1991; Bitton et al., 1993). Some 
workers have reported reverse staining in viable and dead cells, while some have noted 
inconsistencies in the results using the same cells when altering the conditions. As there is 
much interest in developing techniques which can be used to distinguish viable cells in a 
situation where they cannot be confirmed by plate count, it is essential to understand the 
complexities involved here.
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It has emerged that the expected colour differences only occur on condition AO attains 
a sufficiently high intracellular concentration, and this itself depends on a number of factors: 
contact time with the fluorochrome, concentration of AO, and molarity and pH of the buffer 
in which it is dissolved. A low buffer molarity and high pH were found to increase the 
proportions of orange to green cells. Back & KroU (1991) showed that substances capable 
of affecting the permeability of the ceUs membrane also affected the staining colour of ceUs 
with AO. These authors found no evidence for an active uptake system for AO and have 
suggested that it travelled across membranes in its undissociated form only. It is a weak 
base, therefore the amount of charged base wiU increase as the pH is lowered, (the 
structural formula for acridine orange is shown in Figure 3.3).
Another key parameter is the amount of water associated with the filter at the time 
of examination. The original method suggests that the filter should be examined whUe stiU 
wet (Hobbie et a l., 1977; also Jones & Simon, 1975) whereas others recommend that the 
filter be air-dried for 1 - 2  min before microscopic examination (standard recommendations 
of manufacturers). Bitton et al. (1993) showed that the green fluorescence of ceUs decreases 
when the filter is dry and can be increased again if  a dried filter is re-moistened; they saw 
this as an additional reason why green or orange fluorescence could not be used as an 
indicator of ceU activity. Drying of membranes has the advantage of immobiUsing ceUs on 
the membrane surface, and of being more convenient. Membranes can be re-wetted if  a 
green fluorescence is easier to observe with the particular microscope system in use.
It is also worth noting that, even if AO were more reliable as an indicator of RNA- 
DNA proportions, low levels of RNA (as detected by green fluorescence) are as likely to 
reflect dormancy as cell death.
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In conclusion, AO is seen as a useful fluorochrome for the staining of bacteria, 
especially as it binds not only to nucleic acids but also to the cell envelope and thus shows 
clearly the outline of cells. It should not be relied upon to differentiate between live and 
dead cells but only to visualise and count them. In order to make counting easier, the 
conditions can be manipulated so that the cells fluoresce as far as possible in only one colour.
3.1.3 TECHNIQUES FOR VISUALLY ASSESSING THE VIABILITY OF CELLS
3.1.3.1 The Direct Viable Count (DVCl technique
The DVC technique was pioneered by Kogure et a l  (1979) in response to the 
observation that in environmental samples of bacteria, direct microscopic counts gave 
significantly greater results than plate counts, the latter being sometimes 0 . 1 % of the former. 
While some authors had attributed this discrepancy to the clumping of cells and to the failure 
to distinguish dead organisms and other non-living particles, Kogure et al. (1979) believed 
that the plate count may underestimate the number of bacterial cells actually living in natural 
seawaters.
Their response was to develop a technique to enable them to distinguish metabolically 
active cells under the microscope. This involved the antibiotic nalidixic acid (NLX), which 
can prevent cell division by inhibiting DNA synthesis while not affecting othCT functions of 
the cell, thus causing active cells to elongate and fatten in the presence o f nutrients in their 
attempt to divide. Counting these elongated or "DVC-positive" cells, and comparing with 
total microscopic and plate counts, indicated that more cells were metabolically active than 
were detected on plates. Higher DVC than plate counts were seen as representing both 
actively growing cells, and dormant cells which had responded to nutrients during incubation.
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The discrepancy between DVC and plate counts has been called the viable, non-culturable 
population.
The action of NLX was investigated by Goss et al. (1964, 1965) on E. coli. At low 
concentrations, the authors found no inhibition of respiration or synthesis of RNA or protein, 
and no direct effect on the integrity of the cell wall or membrane (Goss et a l., 1964). The 
effects were consistent with the inhibition of DNA synthesis only, which caused changes in 
morphology as a result of the cells’ inability to divide. They also confirmed that lethality 
was caused by the inhibition of DNA synthesis and not the corruption of pre-existing DNA. 
It also showed that the effects of NLX are reversible if the drug is removed. At a tenfold 
higher dose than that which inhibits DNA synthesis, however, the expression of certain E. 
coli genes and RNA synthesis is inhibited (Cozzarelli, 1977).
The DVC technique of Kogure et al. has become widely used for the detection of 
presumptive viable, non-culturable cells of a wide variety of mainly Gram-negative bacteria, 
sometimes involving immunofluorescence for specificity, or other modifications. Colwell 
has used the method widely (Xu et al., 1982; Roszak et al., 1984; Colwell et al., 1985; 
Rollins & Colwell, 1986, with C. jejuni; Brayton & Colwell, 1987; Byrd et al., 1991). 
Other authors have used and modified the technique for different purposes (Frank et a l., 
1992; Singh et a l ,  1990, using image analysis; Thorsen et al., 1992, with flow cytometry, 
or microscopy using DAPI stain instead of AO; Yu et a l., 1993, modified for examining the 
behaviour of biofilms in situ).
The DVC technique has been the subject of several criticisms. Medema et al. (1992) 
used it on C. jejuni and reported instances where the DVC counts declined as rapidly as the 
plate counts, in five out of their six C. jejuni strains. They saw this as being possibly due 
to strain variations, differences in inoculum history and in environmental conditions. Singh
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et al. (1990) emphasised the need to tailor the method, particularly NLX concentration, to 
the strain involved because of the possible harm done by excessive concentration. The need 
to suit the technique to individual strains is perceived as detracting from its universal 
application: Thorsen et al. (1992), who recommended altering NLX concentration and 
incubation times to suit the strain, saw this as an impossible task for field samples which 
would contain unknown bacterial species. In an environmental sample of mixed bacterial 
species, cell lengths will vary anyway and make the samples difficult to analyze on the basis 
of length. The technique also gives no information about the shape of active bacteria before 
addition o f NLX.
3.1.3.2 Microcolony techniques
Microcolonies are small groupings of cells, resulting from limited cell division on a 
solid surface, which have not reached the stage of being visible with the naked eye (colony 
stage) but can be seen with a microscope. Winding et al. (1994) showed that many stressed 
cells never progress beyond the microcolony stage and can therefore be missed when 
assessing the "viability" of a population by counting colonies on an agar plate: cells undergo 
a few divisions, which indicates that they are metabolising, and then stop. This behaviour 
is related to the theory that underpins the DVC technique: that cells exposed to NLX elongate 
as if to divide, but the same cells would not form visible colonies in the absence of NLX 
(Roszak et al. , 1984).
Microcolony techniques were originally developed as a rapid method for estimating 
bacteria in foods: bacteria were allowed to form colonies which could distinguish them from 
inanimate food particles (Winter et al. , 1971). When applied to the detection of activity in 
a non-culturable population, cell division is seen as perhaps the most incontrovertible
«
evidence of viability (Fry & Zia, 1982) and has been used for both environmental samples 
and single strains. Methods might take the form of slide cultures, in which agar-coated 
slides are used to support microcolony growth and then examined by phase-contrast 
microscopy (Fry & Zia, 1982). Alternatively, filter membranes on which the sample has 
been concentrated may be placed on the surface of solid or liquid medium, incubated then 
stained and examined by epifluorescence microscopy (Binnerup et al. , 1993; Winding et al. , 
1994).
3.1.3.3 Tétrazolium salt reduction techniques
It was found (originally in plants) that a number of colourless tétrazolium salts were 
reduced to coloured formazans, using up 2H for each tétrazolium molecule. Only one H atom 
is used up with the formation of formazan, the other combines as its ion with the Cl' anion 
to produce HCl.
The production o f formazan from tetrazole was found not to be due to the usual 
reducing substances present in the cells (glutathione, ascorbic acid, cysteine) because these 
could not reduce tétrazolium salts below pH 9.0. The characteristic reaction took place, in 
plant tissues, at pH 7.2. It was also shown that the reduction of tétrazolium salts was not due 
to reducing sugars, since these were ineffective below pH 11.0. Experiments with heating 
plant tissues indicated an enzymic process. It soon became clear that tétrazolium salts were 
acting as electron acceptors in enzyme-catalysed oxidations. The method has since been 
developed for use in dehydrogenase histochemistry.
The function of the tétrazolium salt in dehydrogenase histochemistry is to act as 
acceptor of electrons from the r&iuLeA.' substrate or, more usually, from some intermediate
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electron carrier. These electrons, if not intercepted, would normally pass by way of a 
succession of carriers to molecular oxygen. A possible reaction is as follows: 
NAD(NADP)H +  tetrazole -* NAD(NADP)^ +  formazan.
The reaction is not reversible in biological systems.
The first tétrazolium salt to be used was TTC: triphenyl tétrazolium chloride. When 
it was used in animal tissues, the difficulty of obtaining a positive reaction with TTC, and 
the weak colour and diffusibility of its formazan in the tissues were serious objections to its 
continued use. New compounds were synthesised to overcome these objections. The four 
most easily reduced in common use are: INT, M U ', Nitro-BT and TNBT.
Much of the literature concentrates on ways of maximising the production of formazan 
in experimental situations (Pearse, 1972). In histochemical practise, there are two principal 
ways in which attempts are made to channel the fiow of electrons into the tétrazolium trap, 
so the maximum amount of formazan is produced. The first is by blocking the normal 
electron transport chain, and the second is by the use of alternative (intermediate) electron 
acceptors which are capable of reversible oxidation by tétrazolium salts.
A terminal chain block is provided by anaerobic conditions, azide and cyanide. If a 
mid-chain block is used, it is important to know the precise point on the electron transfer 
chain at which tetrazoles, and other acceptors, accept electrons.
Newer evidence provided by Seidler (1991) indicates that tétrazolium salts may be 
directly reduced by superoxide radicals in the presence of oxygen and reduced flavoproteins 
or intermediate electron carriers (lECs) under anaerobic conditions. Competition between 
oxygen and tétrazolium salts for reducing equivalents is apparently relevant bo reduction 
mediated by intact micro-organisms (Thom et a l ,  1993).
Some tétrazolium salts have been developed for electron-microscopical use; BPST is 
the one of choice for the ultrastructural studies of dehydrogenating enzymes. Tétrazolium 
salts whose formazans are fluorescent have been developed, the best of which is CTC (5- 
cyan-2,3-di-p-tolyl tétrazolium chloride). This one is not regarded as useful for 
histochemistry because of the crystalline nature of the formazan; however, it is valuable for 
fluorimetric studies on redox activities of single or separated cells (Seidler, 1991). 
Tetazolium salt reducing activity can be affected by the pattern of electron transport and 
permeability of the cell envelope, and levels of SOD activity; the latter is thought to mediate 
tétrazolium salt reduction under aerobic conditions (Thom et al., 1993).
Tétrazolium salt techniques have transferred well from histochemistry to 
microbiology, though one has be cautious with the possible inclusion of certain inorganic 
salts which may interfere with the biological processes by reducing the tétrazolium salts 
spontaneously (Roslev & King, 1993).
The soluble tétrazolium salt 2-(p-iodophenyl)-3-(p-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl tétrazolium 
chloride, or INT, acts as an electron acceptor in respiring organisms, and as it is reduced it 
is deposited as red crystals of insoluble INT-formazan within the cell membrane. These 
crystals are visible under the light microscope and provide a visual indicator of which cells 
are respiring (Zimmermann et a l., 1978).
As the crystals do not indicate the outline of the cells they are in, it is necessary to 
stain the cells after treatment. This has generally been done, with bacteria, using acridine 
orange (Zimmermann et al., 1978; Oliver & Wanucha, 1989), and with some bacteria and 
yeasts, using malachite green (Bitton et al., 1991). Phase-contrast microscopy can also be 
used. For cells stained with AO, epifluorescence microscopy can be alternated with
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transmitted bright-field illumination on the same field of view so that cell outlines can be 
seen with one, and formazan with the other. On a polycarbonate membrane where clearing 
is not possible, INT-formazan has to be seen as gaps in the AO fluorescence which do not 
appear on untreated controls. Zimmermann et al. (1978) reported the clearing of 
polycarbonate filter membranes but this does not appear to be possible with the modem 
membranes available in Britain, perhaps because the refractive index of the polycarbonate 
is different. However, clearing was achieved by these authors at the expense of fluorescence 
quenching, and no mounting medium was found which would suit the requirements of both 
microscopical images. Strong fluorescence can mask the presence of formazan if alternative 
lighting is not available (Zimmermann et al. , 1978) therefore some form of confirmation is 
useful.
It is also possible to extract INT-formazan from cells retained on membrane filters, 
using dimethyl sulphoxide (Dutton et al. , 1986, quoted in Bitton et al., 1991; Awong et al. , 
1985). Dimethyl sulphoxide dissolves the cells and the filter as well as the formazan and the 
absorbance of the resulting solution is measured at 460 nm. Ethanol can also be used on cells 
that have been centrifuged from a suspension, measured at 490 nm. This method does not, 
however, indicate how many cells are respiring.
The incubation time with INT is kept short in fresh cultures (20 min for bacteria, Ih 
in the case of yeasts), mainly to prevent cell proliferation which would give a false estimate 
of the original level. Furthermore, incubation for long periods ( 6  h) can cause the large 
formazan deposits to block out fluorescence in cells (Maki & Remsen, 1981). However, in 
cultures that have become non-culturable, incubation can be extended to two to three hours 
to allow for more sluggish cells (Nilsson et al., 1991).
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INT has been extensively used for the detection of cellular activity in environmental 
samples. It has the advantage of giving information about individual cells and generally 
respects their shape (providing they are not gorged with formazan), though with INT it is not 
possible to quantify respiration. Its limitations are the detection limits o f the optics of the 
system, ie. the absence of a formazan crystal does not automatically mean the absence of 
respiration, but may reflect the resolution limits of the microscope (Zimmermann et al. , 
1978). Bacteria living in water have a tendency to reduce both their size and respiration rate 
considerably, thus one would envisage great difficulty in detecting active bacteria using this 
method, and for this reason the method has been considered inadequate for environmental 
samples (Roszak & Colwell, 1987b). Some authors also point out that biochemical tests such 
as that for respiration could reflect residual activity in moribund cells rather than possible 
infectiv0 ies(Fry & Zia, 1982).
These objections have not prevented important advances from being made in the field 
of respiration detection in dormant bacteria using tétrazolium salts. The most important is 
the advent of CTC whose formazan is fluorescent, and thus lower quantities are detectable. 
Unfortunately it fluoresces orange, slightly brighter than AO, and cannot be discriminated 
from orange-stained cells. The blue-fluorescing DAPI (4’-6*-diamidino-2-phenylindole) 
contrasts well with CTC-formazan and has been widely used with environmental samples 
(Schaule et al. , 1993; Rodriguez et al. , 1992) including assessing the efficacy of biocides on 
biofilms (Stewart et a l ,  1994), though DAPI does not stain cell walls and thus 
underestimates cell size compared with AO (Suzuki et a l., 1993). DAPI also requires a 
different set of excitation and barrier filters from CTC-formazan. If AO-stained cells can
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be successfully made to fluoresce green, CTC-formazan can be seen in contrast with the cells 
using the same set of exitation-barrier filters.
One of the most significant new developments is the use of flow cytometry to analyze 
CTC-fbrmazan-stained cells in order to assess the effects of adverse circumstances on a 
particular strain (Kaprelyants & Kell, 1993). Cell size, number and fluorescence intensity 
can all be measured at once for each cell; three-dimensional graphs are produced which 
reflect all these characteristics for the entire population. Flow cytometry is expensive and 
not currently within the reach of every laboratory.
Where DVC and tétrazolium salt techniques have been compared they were found to 
give similar results with V. mlnificus Ç^olî & Oliver, 1992) and were considered statistically 
similar with freshwater samples (Maid & Remsen, 1981) though combining the two was not 
considered helpful by these authors.
3.1.3.4 Other non-cultural techniques for determining viability
Among the other fluorescent probes which have been developed for estimating the 
viability of cells are the following: rhodamine 123 (for assessing membrane potential), 
propidium iodide (which can only penetrate, and therefore stain, dead cells), fluorescein 
diacetate (indicates the presence and activity of the enzyme esterase). Additionally, the lux 
gene has been incorporated into the bacterial genome of some cells: its activity is detected 
as the production of light.
Some of these stains are best detected with a flow cytometer rather than a 
fluorescence microscope because they are short lived. Such equipment is not, however, 
within the budget o f every laboratory, and flow cytometers are in any case currently subject
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to problems with detecting both small particles, like C. jejuni cells, and low cells numbers 
(H.M. Davey, pers. comm.).
ATP measurement in a cell suspension using a luminometer has also been used, but 
it is subject to the same objections as extracting INT- or CTC-formazan and measuring in
OL,
solution ii^spectrophotometer; it does not give information about individual cells, their state 
of activity or their shape. Thus a 50% drop in ATP output of a suspension of cells does not 
indicate whether all cells are producing ATP at 50% of their normal capacity, or whether 
half the cells are producing their maximum amount while the other half produce none. 
Microscopy is better designed to observe heterogeneity within a population, and its 
improvement, flow cytometry, can be used to quantify it (Kell et û/., 1991).
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3.2 SECTION 2: METHODS
General media are the same as those described in Chapter 2: "broth" refers to Brain- 
Heart Infusion with 1% Yeast extract; "agar" refers to Columbia Agar Base with 5% lysed 
horse blood. Broths were incubateountil late log phase in a water bath at 37®C (24 h). Agar
c
plates were incubated in anaerobic jars with the atmosphere aleady described, at either 37  ^
or 42®C depending on the perceived level of stress of the cells.
All experiments were carried out on strain 01 and were concerned with culture 
growth, the decline to non-culturability and the rod-to-coccoid transformation. Duplicate or 
triplicate broths were prepared for each experiment. Sample preparations for microscopy 
were carried out as described previously (Chapter 2).
3.2.1 SHAPE CHANGE AND CULTURABILITY
3.2.1.1 Temperature profile
The growth/temperature profile of Strain G1 was determined with a temperature 
gradient block set up to provide temperatures ranging from 24 to 49.5°C. Tubes containing 
1 0  ml volumes of fresh broth were inoculated with 0 . 1  ml samples of broth culture which 
was then enumerated. Tubes were incubated for 24 h at known temperatures along the block 
and enumerated on agar.
3.2.1.2 Agitation and the presence of oxygen in atmosphere
Flasks with 24-h cultures, grown stationary in the dark, were transferred to individual 
anaerobic jars and their caps kept loosened while the jars were thoroughly evacuated and the
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air replaced with the same gas mixture used in the partial evacuations necessary for plate 
cultures. With this anaerobic atmosphere, jars were placed on a rotary shaker at 30®C at 150 
rpm. Aerobic, shaken control flasks were placed on the same shaker, while aerobic, 
stationary controls were kept at 30°C. Cultures were tested at intervals for culturability 
only.
3.2.1.3 Effect of temperature and agitation on culturabilitv
24-h cultures were shaken at 20® and 25®C at 100, 150 and 200 rpm. Some were 
also shaken at 150 rpm at 37®C. Other 24-h cultures were centrifuged (4000 rpm, 10 mins) 
and resuspended in 0.85% (w/v) NaCl (saline) and shaken at 30®C at 150 rpm, either 
aerobically or anaerobically. All flasks were sampled at intervals for culturability only.
3.2.1.4 Physiological age of culture and shape transformation
50 ml cultures of G1 were grown at 37®C in broth to mid-exponential phase (10 h), 
late exponential phase (30 h) and stationary phase (48 h) before being placed on the shaker 
at the usual speed and temperature of 150 rpm and 30®C. Culturability and cell shape (on 
a filter membrane) were estimated at intervals.
3.2.1.5 Effects of chloramphenicol
To find out whether protein synthesis was essential for the shape transformation, a 
1 mg/ml (w/v) stock solution of chloramphenicol (Sigma) was made up in reverse osmosis 
water and filter-sterilised. The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of the strain was 
determined at 2.5 /itg/ml. The stock was added to 10 h cultures to make a final concentration
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of 2.5 and 0.25 /xg/ml in duplicate flasks. The flasks were shaken at 30®C and 150 rpm and 
culturability and cell shape were estimated at intervals.
3 .2.1.6 Effects of catalase and superoxide dismutase (SOD)
These substances were used together, and for the catalase singly as well, to act against 
oxygen derivatives which are known to be toxic to Campylobacters. Catalase (Sigma) stock 
solution was prepared in reverse osmosis water at 7(XX) units/ml. The solution was filter- 
sterilised and 0.5 ml added to 10 h cultures to give a final concentration of 70 units/ml 
(Hoffman er ah, 1979a). 3000 unit samples of superoxide dismutase (SOD) (Sigma) were 
dissolved in 10 ml sterile broth and added to 40 ml of 10 h cultures to give a Anal 
concentration of 60 units/ml (derived from Hoffman et al,, 1979a). Cultures containing 
either catalase on its own or catalase and SOD were shaken and sampled as previously 
described.
3.2.2 METHODS FOR VISUALISING VIABLE BUT NQN-CULTURABLE
CELLS
The following experiments were carried out on strains G and G1 as indicated in 
Results. Sampling for microscopy was done as previously described (Chapter 2 section 
2.1.2)
3.2.2.1 The DVC technique
The DVC test was initially carried out adhering rigidly to the method of Rollins & 
Colwell (1986), modified from Kogure et ah (1979): a nalidixic acid (NUQ stock of 3.2 
mg/ml (w/v) was prepared in 0.05 M NaOH and filter-sterilised. This stock was always used
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on the day it was made up. 5 ml o f a culture was pipetted aseptically into a sterile 
McCartney bottle, 10 ml filtered KNP buffer (see Chapter 2 for description) and 4.8 ml fresh 
BHI/YE were added and finally 0.2 ml NLX stock (to give a final concentration of 32 /xg/ml 
NLX). The bottle was vortexed and incubated for 6  h at 42®C. An aliquot was removed 
for filtration on to a membrane and subsequent counting. Allowance was made in the 
calculation for the dilution of the culture. The experiment was initially carried out on flasks 
containing 200 ml culture.
Later, the following alterations to the method were tried:
- Volumes were scaled down when smaller culture volumes were being tested (50 ml);
- KNP buffer in the incubation bottle was replaced by the same volume of BHI/YE
only;
- the incubation time was extended to 24 h;
- NLX concentration was varied as follows: 5, 10, 20 and 40 /ig/ml were tried on 
strain G l.
- 5 mM formic acid, which enhances cellular respiration in Canqyylobacter (Hoffman 
& Goodman, 1982) was added to see whether it would improve the test, which it was found 
not to do.
As an additional modification to the procedure, 10-20 ^g/ml final concentration NLX 
was incorporated into Columbia Blood Agar plates (which were used on the day they were 
poured). A small volume of culture was filtered on to a polycarbonate membrane (the same 
as used for microscopic preparations) and placed on the agar. The plate and the membrane 
were incubated for different periods (as described in Results) in a microaerobic atmosphere
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at 37°C before the membrane was removed, stained and examined (this was a modification 
of the microcolony technique, see section 3.2.2.2). Another membrane was prepared from 
the same culture at the same time, stained and examined immediately as a control.
B.2.2.2 The microcolonv technique
A small volume of culture (5-50 fd depending on the physiological state of cells, 
allowing space for microcolonies to spread) was filtered on to a (non-sterile) polycarbonate 
membrane which was placed immediately onto a Columbia Blood Agar plate. The plate was 
incubated in the usual microaerobic atmosphere at 37®C for varying time periods as indicated 
in the Results. The membrane was then removed, stained with AO and examined under oil 
immersion. Another membrane was prepared from the same culture at the same time, 
stained immediately and examined as a control. Plates on which a membrane had been 
incubated were sometimes reincubated for extended times to find out whether any colonies 
appeared on the plate intself after removal of the membrane.
Additionally, a membrane was once incubated floating on some fresh, sterile BHI/YE 
in a 37®C water bath without any special atmosphere.
S.2.2.3 The tétrazolium salt reduction techniques
Two tétrazolium salts were tested. The first, INT, was used according to 
Zimmermann et al. (1978). A 2% (w/v) stock of p-iodonitrotetrazolium violet (Sigma) was 
filter-sterilised and kept at 4®C in the dark (stable for up to six months). A small volume
of culture, usually 0.5 ml, was pipetted into a bijou bottle and 10% in volume of the stock
was added (50 fd) so that the final INT concentration was 0.4 mM. The bottle was incubated 
at 37®C in the dark for 20 mins and 50 /il formaldehyde (37% stock, BDH, Analar) was
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added to stop the reaction. A portion of the suspension was immediately filtered on to a 
membrane, stained and counted. Adjustments were made in the calculations for an additional 
1 ml volume added prior to filtration.
The following changes were later made: no fbrmalddiyde was added (adjustments 
were again made to the calculations), the length of incubation was increased up to 4 h with 
stressed cells, and also with stressed cells a volume of the culture was centrifuged (4000 
rpm, 10 mins) and resuspended in fresh sterile broth. Again with stressed cells a final 
concentration of 5 mM formic acid was added to the culture before the INT (sodium formate 
stock: 0.5 M in reverse-osmosis water, filter-sterilised, kept at 4®C no longer than 3 weeks). 
This was done on the recommendation of Hoffman & Goodman (1982) who indicate that of 
several substances tested, formate (together with hydrogen) acts as the most efficient 
substrate for C. jejuni's respiration process. Where cultures were resuspended in PBS 
instead of broth, the INT test did not work unless formate was added.
The second tétrazolium salt was CTC or cyanoditolyl tétrazolium chloride (Park 
Scientific, UK). The powder (100 mg) was dissolved in 6.6 ml reverse osmosis water and 
filter-sterilised to make a stock concentration of 50 mM. This was aliquoted and 1 ml 
quantities kept at -20®C. For everyday use the stock was kept at 4®C in the dark (the stock 
was deemed too old when orange particles of formazan could be seen with the naked eye in 
the bottle). CTC was used at a final concentration of 5 mM and incubated as for INT.
Membranes were mounted for epi-fluorescence microscopy as described in Chapter 
2. In addition, a Ploemopak filter block Hj (blue excitation range 390-490 nm, barrier 515 
nm) was used to examine CTC-formazan. The orange-fluorescing CTC-formazan deposits 
could not be distinguished from the AO staining of the cells unless the membrane or slide
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was mounted in buffer (the same used to dissolve AO) rather than immersion oil, as this 
made cells fluoresce green-white, creating a contrast with the formazan. Microscope UV 
light filters were not available to observe DAPI, the stain normally recommended to make 
the cells contrast with CTC formazan.
Several publications on tétrazolium salt methods indicate that formazans readily 
dissolve in immersion oil. This was not found to be a problem here, perhaps because the 
oil caused the membrane to buckle (which made focusing difficult) before this could happen. 
Membranes were examined a soon as possible after preparation and sectors were not mounted 
in either oil or buffer until immediately before they were needed.
Formazan deposits extracted into ethanol could be measured spectrophotometrically 
(Phillips PU 8820 UV/VIS spectrophotometer) at wavelengths 490 nm for INT-formazan 
(Awong et al. , 1985) and 525 nm for CTC-formazan (Park Scientific). Where this was tried, 
10 ml INT-treated broths were centrifuged, resuspended in 2.5 ml absolute ethanol, vortexed 
and left in the dark for 30 mins to extract. A portion was transferred to 1 ml cuvettes and 
read against an appropriate blank. Occasional variations on this are described in Results.
S.2.2.4 Overall procedure for detecting VNC cells
The strain to be used was inoculated into (usually duplicate) flasks of broth (generally 
50 ml in a 100 ml Duran bottle) either from a maintenance plate or from a 2-h broth culture. 
The flasks were incubated stationary in the dark for 24 h in a 37®C water bath. Cultures had 
then reached late log phase; at this stage they were placed on a rotary shaker running at 150 
rpm, at 30 or 4®C, after initial sampling. Further sampling was carried out at intervals of 
one or several days.
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With each sampling the cfu/ml was assessed on agar plates and the total cell number 
was estimated from microscopic counts. One or a combination of the following were also 
carried out on samples of the cultures: the DVC, microcolony and tétrazolium salt tests. INT 
and CTC tests were usually carried out in duplicate, one test with formate and one without, 
and only the one with the darkest colour was filtered onto a membrane. Details of cell 
shapes, numbers and the presence of formazan were recorded. The aim was to obtain curves 
of changing physiological state with time.
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3.3 SECTION 3: RESULTS
3.3.1 MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE. SHAPE CHANGE AND CULTURABILITY
3.3.1.1 Observations from light microscopy
Cells derived from young 24 h broth cultures were all orange, well defined and 
brightly fluorescing (Figure 3.4). Cells from older or more stressed cultures fluoresced more 
faintly and sometimes a small proportion appeared green. Cell outlines became less well 
defined, particularly in coccoid cells and rods became elongated (Figure 3.5). Young 
cultures that had been resuspended in Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) also produced cells 
which fluoresced more faintly.
Membranes were dry at the time of examining, unless green fluorescence was desired. 
Green-fluorescing (or less brightly orange) cells also appeared when cells had been left a long 
time in a low-nutrient environment such as PBS, while plate counts were unchanged. Where 
green fluorescence was desired, the membrane was mounted in aqueous medium such as 
phosphate buffer (same concentration and pH as the buffer in which the AO was made up). 
A coverslip was placed on top and a drop of non-fluorescing oil on top of that, and sufficiwit 
time was given (about half a minute) for cells to change colour. Bright green fluorescence 
was observed against a dark green background (Figure 3.6, coccoid cells; see also Figure 
3.23 for comparison with orange CTC-formazan).
3.3.1.2 Temperature profile
Cell division took place between 30 and 44°C (inclusive) with an optimum at 42®C, 
as can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.4: Late-log-phase cells on polycarbonate membrane, stained with AO, x5179 
magnification.
Figure 3.5: Naturally elongated cells taken on Day 1 of shaking at 30°C, x5179 mag. 
Figure 3.6: Coccoid cells mounted in buffer, x5179 mag.
Figure 3.19: NLX-treated late-log-phase cells, x4174 mag.
Figure 3.20: Microcolonies derived from late-log-phase cells on polycarbonate membrane, 
x8714 mag.
Figure 3.21: "Shadows" obtained on incubation for microcolonies of cells on Day 14 of 
shaking at 4°C, x5179 mag.
FIGURE 3.4 FIGURE 3.5
FIGURE 3.6 FIGURE 3.19
FIGURE 3.20
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FIGURE 3.21
FIGURE 3.7: TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
FOR STRAIN G1
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3.3.1.3 Shaking at different speeds and temperatures
Reducing the shaking speed and lowering the temperature clearly slowed down the 
rate of culturability loss in broths (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). All broths contained 10* cfu/ml or 
less by 72 h and had lost culturability by 144 h. At 37®C (Figure 3.10), however, after an 
initial drop from 10’ to 10% culturability levels remained constant at 10’ for at least 72 h. 
(Later experiments, described in Chapter 4, showed that at 4®C it took over 3 weeks to 
achieve non-culturability - defined as < 1 cfu/ml - and that stationary cultures lost 
culturability almost as fast as shaken ones at that temperature).
3.3.1.4 Aeration in broth and saline
Agitation of broth cultures at 30 °C and 150 rpm caused cultures to become non- 
culturable (<  1 cfii/ml) within about 48 h, while stationary cultures at the same temperature 
retained high cfii counts (around 10* per ml) even after 144 h. Removing oxygm from 
shaken broth cultures caused cells to survive even better than stationary ones. However, 
cells suspended in saline lost culturability very quickly whether oxygen was present or not 
(Figure 3.11).
The percentage of coccoid cells present as a proportion of total cells mirrored the 
culturability in reverse: as culturability decreased, so the proportion of coccoid cells 
increased. Cells shaking in broth were protected from shape change if oxygen was removed 
from the atmosphere, but not those in saline. Shape transformation did take place in 
stationary and anaerobic shaken broth cultures, but at a much reduced rate (Figure 3.12).
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3.3.1.5 Physiological age of culture
A difference in the Time 0 percentage of coccoid cells, from 3 to 32% of the total 
cell count, was noted in cultures at different physiological stages. However, the stage at 
which shaking began did not appear to influence the subsequent rate o f cell transformation: 
all reached around 100% coccoid cells by 40 h. If anything, the 10 h culture could be said 
to have transformed at a slightly faster rate (Figure 3.13).
The only difference which could be observed in the drop to non-culturability was that 
the 10 h culture initially fell more slowly, despite having lower numbers to start with (Figure 
3.14).
3.3.1.6 Effects of chloramphenicol
The emergence of coccoid cells was not affected by MIC or sub-MIC levels of 
chloramphenicol (Figure 3.15). Equally, all cultures demonstrated a rapid decrease in 
culturability to < 1  cfii/ml after 66 h agitation (Figure 3.16).
3.3 .1.7 Effects of catalase and SOP
Catalase both alone and in combination with SOD had a temporary delaying effect on 
culturability loss and cell shape change; this effect was most noticeable at 15 h and was 
slightly greater in the case of the combination of the enzymes. By 65 h, however, all 
cultures were non-culturable and by 90 h all were over 90% coccoid (Figures 3.17 and 3.18).
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3.3.2 DETECTION OF VIABILITY IN NON-CULTURABLE CELLS
3.3.2.1 The direct viable count (DVC) technique
The late-log-phase stage at which cultures were set shaking was called Day 0. After 
initial sampling flasks were placed on a rotary shaker at 150 rpm at 30®C. Subsequent 
samples were taken at 24 h intervals for which the results are labelled Day 1, Day 2 etc.
NLX treatment o f a Day 0 culture resulted in a number of long, thread-like cells 
against a background of smaller ones (Figure 3.19). Positive cells were those which were 
considered to be at least three times longer than those of a control membrane prepared at the 
time the DVC sample was taken: these were called "long cells". Counts of long cells were 
complicated by the fact that cells in adverse circumstances elongate naturally (compare 
Figure 19 with Figure 3.5). The main difficulty in counting long cells was therefore 
deciding a cut-off point between cells of graded lengths. Normal length was difficult to 
define, as cell lengths varied even in the untreated population. Shorter cells were always 
present in a treated population, so it was clear that not all cells reacted the same way to six 
hours incubation with NLX. The shorter ones in treated samples were often thinner than 
short cells in the untreated ones, but only the longest were counted as positives.
Because of the difficulties in counting, rq>eat experiments were performed on each 
strain from which it was nob considered helpful to calculate mean values. In the following 
presentation of results, comparison of DVC results and culturable counts across experiments 
was deemed more helpful to the understanding of the issues raised here than a study of the 
progression in time of mean cell number values. Results of individual experiments are
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therefore presented in Tables 3.1-3.4, rather than in graphs, to enable the important 
comparisons to be made easily.
Different experiments carried out in different weeks are identified by the date (all in 
1992) on which that week began. The Tables of results are organised in the following 
manner: two sets of Day 0 results, all relating to different experiments on different strains, 
are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. These are followed by results from the same 
experiments on the following days, in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 (related to those in Tables 3.1 and
3.2 by their dates).
In each experiment long cell counts were compared with total cells counts (untreated 
sample microscopic count) and with plate counts (cfu/ml). However, it is the comparison 
with plate counts which is most relevant, as the expectation is that as a culture ages, the 
numbers of elongated cells should outstrip culturable counts to give an indication of the 
viable but non-culturable population.
Table 3.1 gives comparisons of DVC and plate counts on Day 0 for strains 2766(1), 
2766(2) and G on different occasions. It was consistently found that DVC counts were at 
least half a log cycle lower than cfu/ml on Day 0. An increased NLX concentration on 
Week 6/4 (to 64 pim/ml) made very little difference.
As Gl cells were particularly pleomorphic in their untreated state, the experiment was 
repeated on four occasions for which the Day 0 results are presented in Table 3.2. The 
naturally occurring long cells are recorded here as a percentage of the control count. Their 
numbers were subtracted from DVC positive counts to obtain the final DVC counts in the 
Table 3.2. Again, numbers were consistently lower than the culturable count where one 
would expect them to be the same.
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Tables 3.3 and 3.4 indicate results of some of these tests from Day 1 onward. Day 
1 controls of all strains frequently contained much larger proportions of very long cells, some 
stretching right across a field of view (one field was about 900 fim across) and many looking 
thin and degenerate. By Day 2 most cells were coccoid. Table 3.3 shows results of one 
experiment only, that involving strain G on the week beginning 10/2.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show that numbers of NLX-induced long cells were still lower on 
Day 1 than culturable counts. Additionally, numbers of naturally occurring long cells 
actually outstripped those counted in NLX-teated samples.
In an attempt to improve the performance of the test, on Day 1 of week 1/6 the DVC 
test flask was initially incubated at 37°C for 1 h before being transferred to 42®C. Resulting 
counts were still lower than culturable counts. This flask was incubated a further 3 h to 
provide a 9 h count which was 1.87xl(y cells/ml (not shown), lower than the 6 h count of 
1.1x10^ cells/ml.
Futher efforts were made to improve the method with strain G l by varying the 
concentration of NLX, as there may be strain-to-strain variation in the optimum concentration 
(Desmonts et al., 1992). A sample from a late log-phase culture was incubated with NLX 
at 42®C for 4 and 24 h; the plate count was 2.5xlOP cfu/ml. The results at 4 h showed too 
much gradation of cell size to be worth counting. Table 3.5 shows the 24 h DVC results 
from which the naturally occurring long cell counts (2.5x10^ cells/ml) have been subtracted. 
The 5 fig/ml flask additionally contained 4.2 x 10* short rods, indicating that NLX 
concentration was too low to prevent cells from dividing.
On the basis of this test, 10 ^g/ml gave the best numerical result since it approached 
most closely the culturable count, though it was not equal to it. Using this result, 5 mM
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TABLE 3.1» CULTÜRABILITY (CFU/ML) AND DVC (LONG CELLS/ML) RESULTS FOR THREE 
STRAINS ON DAY 0 OF DIFFERENT OCCASIONS, INDICATED BY THE DATE OF THE START 
OF THE RELEVANT WEEK (ALL IN 1992). INSTANCES ARE SHOWN IN ROW "TEST" WHERE 
THE DVC TEST CONDITIONS DIFFERED FROM THE USUAL (6 H INCUBATION WITH 32 M/ML 
NLX). (MICROSCOPE FACTOR 3593).
Week Strain Test cond. Cfu/ml DVC res.
27/1 2766(1) normal 7.0x10* 2.57x10*
3/2 2766(1) normal 5.0x10* 1.55x10*
10/2
2766(2) incub. 0/N 1.5x10* <1.4x10*
G incub. O/N 4.0x10* <1.4x10*
3/3 G noirmal 2. 6x10’ <1.4x10*
6/4 G
32 pg/ml NLX 1.2x10* 4.28x10’
64 /ig/ml NLX 1.2x10* 5.86x10’
TABLE 3.2» DAY 0 CULTURABILITY AND DVC POSITIVE RESULTS FOR STRAIN 01 ONLY, 
ON FOUR DIFFERENT OCCASION.
Week 5/5 18/5 1/6 15/6
% natural long 
cells
5.6 4.5 3.7 9.1
Cfu/ml 7.1x10’ 10* 1.7x10* 6.3x10’
DVC results 1.17x10’ 3.1x10’ 3.4x10’ 1.2x10’
TABLE 3.3: POST-DAY 0 RESULTS FOR STRAIN G FOR WEEK STARTING 10/2
Day 1 2 3
1 Cfu/ml 2.2x10’ <2x10* <1
1 DVC 8.6x10* <3.6x10* <3.6x10*
TABLE 3.4: POST-DAY 0 RESULTS FOR STRAIN G1 FOR THREE SEPARATE EXPERIMENTS.
Week 18/5 1/6 15/6
Day 1 2 1 1
Cfu/ml 1.8x10* <0.1 1.1x10’ 1.6x10*
DVC 1.9x10* <2.9x10* 5.46x10* <7.2x10*
TABLE 3.5: Gl EXPERIMENTS WITH A FRESH CULTURE AND DIFFERING NLX
CONCENTRATIONS, INCUBATED 24 H AT 42°C.
NLX conc.pg/ml II 40 20 10 5 1
I DVC counts 1 2.19x10’ 8.37x10’ 1.05x10* 6.65x10’ I
formate was added to a test flask which was incubated alongside a control with 10 /xg/ml 
NLX for 24 h at 42®C. Table 3.6 shows that formate, despite its ability to enhance the 
respiration rate in C. jejuni (Hoffman & Goodman, 1982), did not improve the DVC counts. 
It was also noted that about half the cells seen had not elongated in 20 h.
TABLE 3.6: INFLUENCE OF 5 m M  FORMIC ACID ON DVC ON FRESH 61 CULTURE AT 10 
jvCG/ML NLX, INCUBATED FOR 24 H AT 42®C.
Culturable count 5.56x10*
Total cell count 6.27x10*
DVC with formate 1.09x10*
DVC without formate 1.29x10*
In a further attempt to improve the test, it was proposed that mechanical disruption 
of long cells during filtration might be a cause o f the low recovery of DVC positives after 
NLX treatment. Cells were therefore filtered before treatment and the membrane used to 
collect them placed on Columbia Agar plates containing 10 ^g/ml NLX, as described in 
Methods for Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2.1). Table 3.7 contains the results of a preliminary 
experiment of this kind carried out on a late log-phase culture of strain G l in which two 
membranes for NLX incubation were prepared from the same culture and incubated for 4.5 
and 24 h respectively. The control membrane was not incubated so that a total cell count 
was obtained.
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TABLE 3.7: EFFECT ON THE DVC TEST OF FILTERING Gl BEFORE TREATMENT AND
INCUBATION OF MEMBRANES (AT 37®C) ON NLX-CONTAINING PLATES (10 jVUG/ML).
Culturable count 4.4x10*
Total cell count 5.28x10*
DVC at 4.5 h incubation 4.24x10*
DVC at 24 h incubation 1.11x10*
The 4.5 h count gave the most encouraging result yet. Much debris and evidence of 
lysis was noted on the 24 h membrane and cell clumps were noticed on the 4.5 h membrane.
This modification of the DVC technique was investigated further with shaken Gl 
cultures in conjunction with the microcolony technique presented in the next section, and the 
results are presented together in Tables 3.9 and 3.10 as part of section 3.3.2.2.
3.S.2.2 The microcolony technique
Late log-phase cells filtered on to a membrane and incubated for 3 h on an agar plate 
in a preliminary experiment showed evidence of microcolony formation in the shape of cell 
clumps which where absent from the control membrane. The clumps are shown in Figure 
3.20. When the technique was tried with the membrane floating on broth without the correct 
atmosphere, all cells turned coccoid and did not divide, so the broth method was abandoned.
When the clumps were counted under the microscope after 3 h, only enough 
individual cells had formed microcolonies to account for 2.23x10* colony-forming units, 
whereas the plate count indicated that 7.0x10* cells/ml were capable of division. Clumps of 
cells varied in size from 3 or 4 cells to over 10.
Re-incubating the plate from which the membrane had been removed revealed that a 
very small number of cells (accounting for about 10^  per ml out of 7xl(y per ml of the
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original broth) crossed the membrane to form colonies. Experiments in which the incubation 
time of the membrane was varied before removing and reincubating the plate showed that this 
occurred mainly when cells were dividing; otherwise they were too large to cross onto the 
agar, as one would expect from their known size. This loss of cells was considered to be 
too small to be significant. Systematic re-incubation of the plates also showed that although 
the membranes had not been sterilised especially for the experiment, contamination hardly 
ever occurred.
In a separate experiment, presented in Table 3.8, the incubation times were varied 
from 2 h to 5 h with a late log-phase Gl culture to find out how this would affect the counts. 
5 h incubation gave the best results: only marginally lower than culturable counts.
TABLE 3.8: MICROCOLONY COUNTS ON Gl WITH INCREASING INCUBATION TIME OF THE 
MEMBRANE.
Count type Results 1
Total cells 1.08x10* 1
Cfu/ml 7.5x10’ 1
Microcolonies 
per ml original 
culture
2 h <7.19x10* 1
3 h 2.08x10’ 1
4 h 2.37x10’ 1
5 h 5.75x10’ 1
In order to assess both membrane DVC and microcolony techniques in oxygen- 
stressed cells at 30®C, duplicate broths (A & B) were inoculated with G1 and incubated for 
24 h at 37®C, and cfii/ml, total cells, microcolonies and DVC-posMve cells were recorded 
on Days 0 , 1 and 2 while the flasks were shaken at 30®C at 150 ipm. The DVC test was
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carried out on membranes placed on NLX agar, at 37°C for 5-6 h. NLX concentration was 
10 f*g/ml on Day 0 and 15 /ig/ml on Days 1 and 2. The results are recorded in Table 3.9.
TABLE 3.9: ANALYSIS OF MICROCOLONY AND DVC POSITIVE COUNTS ON Gl CULTURES A 
AND B SHAKING AT 30°C AT 150 RPH. DVC DONE ON MEMBRANES.
Culture Count type Day 0 Day 1 Day 2 |
A
Total cell 3.54x10* 3.44x10* 4.67x10* j
Cfu/ml 3.75x10* 2.8x10* 110
Microcol. 3.17x10* 1.08x10* <7.2x10*
DVC 2.01x10' <1.2x10* <7.2x10*
B
Total cell 3.66x10* 4.05x108 4.67x10*
Cfu/ml 2.75x10* 2.1x10* 160
Microcol. 2.27x10* 6.47x10’ <7.2x10*
DVC 1.44x10’ <1.2x10* <7.2x10*
This modification of the DVC test gave counts that were closest to the plate count 
(particularly for broth A) on Day 0 but on Day 1, for both broths, the number of naturally 
occurring long cells in the total cell count again outstripped the number of NLX-induced long 
cells seen on the DVC membrane. On Day 2, where no naturally occurring long cells were 
seen in the total cell count, <  7.2 x 10* DVC positives were present. No microcolonies were 
se ^  on Day 2, perhaps because the culture volume filtered was too small (filtering large 
volumes is usually difficult with these techniques). Microcolony counts compared well with 
culturable counts on Day 0 but were lower than these, rather than higher, on Day 1. A 
confusing phenomenon was noted on Day 1, which was that with 10 /tg/ml NLX in the agar 
some apparent microcolonies were seen on membrane even though it had been assumed 
hitherto that this concentration was enough to prevent cell division. The NLX concentration
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was then increased to 15 ^g/ml in subsequent plates but microcolonies still appeared on Day 
2.
The same tests as above were conducted on duplicate flasks (C & D) shaken cultures 
at 4°C on Day 14 only (see Table 3.10). The DVC test was done with 20 /tg/ml NLX in 
agar; incubation of membranes was for 5 h at 37®C.
T a n T .it 3.10: MICROCOLONY AND MEMBRANE DVC COUNTS FOR SAMPLES OF DAY 14 61 
CULTURES (C AND D) SHAKING AT 4°C.
Culture Count type Day 14
c
Total count 2.90x10*
Cfu/ml 2.25x10’
Microcolonies 4.10x10’
DVC <7.2x10*
D
Total count 2.52x10*
Cfu/ml 2.75x10’
Microcolonies 1.65x10’
DVC <7.2x10*
The total cell count contained no very long cells, but all cells seen on the DVC 
membranes were coccoid. Microcolonies on the plain agar plates consisted of 5 cells or less 
and there were many "shadows", stained patches which gave the impression that a 
microcolony had been there and had lysed (see Figure 3.21). Several single cells were 
surrounded by these, and there were many more of them than of "true" microcolonies where 
cells could unequivocally be seen. Only true microcolonies were included in the count and 
their numbers were comparable with the culturable counts but not higher.
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3.3.2.3 The tétrazolium salt techniques: observations and problems
In all the following experiments similar observations were made for CTC as for INT.
The colour of the culture after incubation with tétrazolium salt gave a preliminary 
indication of the success of the test: depending on the activity and concentration o f the cells 
it varied from deep red to pale pink in the case of INT, and from deq) to pale orange for 
CTC.
INT-formazan could be detected by epi-fluorescence microscopy in individual cells 
as non-fluorescing patches (see Figure 3.22). These were very clear in young cells but 
became harder to see in older ones. Results were best determined by comparison with 
untreated controls. Furthermore, the absence of formazan in a cell may have reflected the 
limits of the optical system rather than being an indication of any lack of cellular respiration. 
Equally, too much formazan, resulting from over-incubation, could prevent AO staining and 
thus obscure the presence of a cell altogether.
CTC-formazan in orange-fluorescing crystals contrasted with the green-fluorescing 
cells mounted in buffer (Figure 3.23). Short rods in young cultures generally had one or 
two, or more, such inclusions compared with usually one for INT-formazan. The orange 
colour of incubating broth developed a little faster for CTC than the red colour for INT.
In their original paper on the use of INT for detecting respiration in bacteria, 
2ümmermann et ah (1978) recommended "clearing" the membrane with immersion oil, i.e . 
rendering it transparent. Formazan inclusions could then be confirmed by switching the 
illumination firom epi-fluorescence to bright-field which made them appear as dark (red) 
granules in the place of the former gaps in the AO staining, though the cell outlines could
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Figure 3.22: INT-treated cells stained with AO, x6000 magnification for both. Left: 
epifluorescent illumination; right: combined epifluorescent and bright-field illuminations to 
show dark formazan crystals appearing where gaps in fluorescent stain occur.
Figure 3.23: CTC-treated cells stained with AO and mounted in buffer to enhance the 
contrast with CTC-formazan. Left: mainly coccoid cells (x5179 magnification); Right: rod 
cells with two crystals of formazan in each (x8714 magnification).
Figure 3.28: Sharp, well-defined coccoid cells stained with AO and mounted in immersion 
oil, x5179 mag.
Figure 3.29: 3 coccoid cells stained with AO and mounted in buffer, two filled with CTC- 
formazan and the third (top) containing two crystals, x6000 mag.
Figure 3.30: Intermediate cells between rods and coccoids, x5179 mag. for both. Left: large 
coccoid swellings with residual "tails"; right: long rods with small swellings.
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no longer be made out. Clearing with immersion oil did not occur with Millipore’s 
polycarbonate membranes, black or white. Another clearing fluid, Clearax (Searle 
Diagnostic), mounted with the membrane sector under a cover slip, did not work either. 
Technical staff at Millipore confirmed that it is not possible to clear their membranes. Other 
sources indicated that clearing of polycarbonate membranes with chloroform or methylene 
chloride dissolves or distorts the membranes (Jones, 1979).
Confirmation of the presence o f formazan inside cells could therefore be obtained by 
doing heat-fixed smears on slides (see Figure 3.22). This was not quantitative and sometimes 
more difficult to interpret because of the extra stained debris that would otherwise disappear 
through the holes in the membrane.
Measuring formazans dissolved in ethanol gave an indication of total formazan, both 
intracellular and extracellular, however, it also gave no indication of the variability of 
individual cells in reducing INT. Additionally, OD readings were low (0.2) considering such 
a large volume of cells was used. The method was helpful, however, for comparing total 
amounts of formazan produced by cells in different circumstances, as will be seen later on.
Formazan which is produced in association with the cell membrane but which passes 
out of the cell (extracellular formazan) is a phenomenon that has caused problems with 
certain other organisms (eg. Listeria monocytogenes). In order to assess to what extent this 
occurs in C. jejuni strain G l, filtrates o f INT- (and CTC) treated broths passed through 0.22 
fim cellulose ester filters contained the colour which one associates with the cells, though the 
cells were now absent. The coloured material appeared to the naked eye dissolved rather 
than particulate, though in aqueous medium. This was measured spectrophotometrically 
against an appropriate blank, while an unfiltered (whole-cell) equivalent was also measured
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against a whole-cell blank so that the difference between these two readings could be 
attributed entirely to formazan. These results indicated that 26% measurable formazan was 
lost through filtration (the figure was 12% for CTC).
One problem occurred which appeared to be unique to Canqjylobacter jejuni. 
Zimmermann er al. (1978) and other workers using tétrazolium salts to measure cellular 
activity used formaldehyde to stop the reaction. They also attempted to confirm the validity 
of the test itself by treating some cells with formaldehyde before adding INT. The aim was 
to show that dead cells do not reduce the tétrazolium salt, thus the presence of formazan 
could be taken to be an indication of cellular activity and therefore "life".
When the strains used in the present study were treated with the recommended level 
of formaldehyde before adding INT, they reduced INT at least as much as untreated cells! 
When the test was applied to a laboratory strain of Staphylococcus aureus as a control, 
formaldehyde treatment inhibited the reduction of INT as described in the literature. 
Formaldehyde-treated C. jejuni cells were found to contain formazan filling the the whole 
cell, while for the same incubation time untreated cells produced only the inclusions 
previously described. OD readings of the extracted formazan confirmed that more formazan 
was produced by formaldehyde-treated cells as can be seen in Table 3.11:
TABLE 3.11% OD READINGS FOR 10 ML VOLUMES OF LATE-LOG-PHASE CULTURE TREATED 
WITH FORMALDEHYDE AND THEN WITH INT, EXTRACTED WITH 2.5 ML ETHANOL AND READ 
AT 490 NM
Control formald.-treated
CD 0.222 0.274
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This effect with Campylobacter was noted by other workers (J. Wallace, pers. com.) 
and was taken to throw doubt on the theory that tétrazolium salt reduction to formazan is an 
indicator of cellular activity. However, several subsequent observations and experiments, 
described below, suggested that the reduction of INT by formaldehyde-treated cells is itself 
an artefact, possibly due to a particularly reducing environment inside Campylobacter cells 
caused by the formaldehyde itself. So far, it is not known why this does not occur with the 
other bacteria on which it was done. Initial experiments showed that formaldehyde on its 
own did not cause the reduction of INT, nor the broth on its own, even broth in which cells 
had grown but which had been filter-sterilised. It appears that the presence of cells is 
necessary for the reduction to take place at all.
In order to link formazan production with cellular activity, several other methods of 
killing cells were investigated with late-log-phase cultures. INT results were read on the 
basis of broth colour after incubation and microscopic examination and were in most cases 
compared with the plate count. 5% (w/v) glutaraldehyde was found to have the same effect 
as formaldehyde: treated cells reduced INT more quickly than untreated controls, even 
though they were not culturable. Boiling cells for 10 mins dramatically reduced formazan 
production but, as most cells lost their shape, it was difficult to draw conclusions.
A few drops of chloroform were pipetted into a culture, shaken, allowed to drop to 
the bottom and the supernatant culture pipetted off. Examination of broth and individual 
cells showed that chloroform treatment also enhances tétrazolium salt reduction (culturability 
was not checked).
Cells in broth were treated with mercuric chloride (HgClz, BDH general purpose) at 
0.05% and 0.1% (w/v) for 30 mins at room temperature. This treatment reduced production 
of CTC-formazan and completely inhibited that of INT-formazan without affecting the shape
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of the cells. This appeared to be the first indication of a link between killing cells and 
inhibiting formazan production. However, this experiment may be invalid because INT and 
mercuric chloride together were later shown to co-precipitate when used in PBS, which may 
not have been obvious in broth. Mercuric-chloride-treated cells which were centrifuged and 
resuspended in broth did produce formazan. This is worth noting because killing by 
mercuric chloride has been used by other workers to validate the INT test (Zimmermann et 
al., 1978).
If the continued reduction of INT by formaldehyde-treated cells was due to a non­
specific reducing environment inside the cells caused as an artefact of the formaldehyde 
itself, killing with hypochlorite (which is an oxidising agent) would be expected to have the 
opposite effect. 5% and 10% hypochlorite were used to treat cells suspended in PBS with 
formate. No pink colour or inclusions developed after INT test but most cells, especially 
those treated with 10% hypochlorite, were found to have lysed. The experiment was 
repeated after treatment with formaldehyde (to fix cells) followed or not by re-suspension in 
PBS with formate. Cells retained their normal shape as long as formaldehyde was still 
present in the solution and both concentrations o f hypochlorite were effective in preventing 
formazan production. This seemed to confirm that the formaldehyde effect was an artefact.
Further attempts were made to link formazan production more directly with 
respiration. The azide ion causes cell death by blocking the final step of the electron 
transport chain. 0.1% sodium azide (NaN,) is the level normally used to preserve sera. 
0.05% and 0.1% (w/v) final concentrations were used to treat cells in PBS and broth, with 
and without formate. After 20 mins treatment cultures were sampled for culturability and 
INT reduction. Results showed that most cells were still culturable after this treatment and 
that azide treatment enhanced formazan production, especially when formate was added.
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Examination of the literature showed that in mammalian cells, tétrazolium salts divert 
electrons from the chain well before the last step and that removal of oxygen increases the 
reaction by removing competition. Azide treatment is equivalent to removing oxygen, thus 
if  the mammalian situation can be taken to be true for bacterial cells, the presence of azide 
would be expected to enhance formazan production.
Cyanide acts in the same way as azide by blocking the final cytochrome of the 
respiratory chain. However, Hoffman & Goodman (1982) showed that in Campylobacter 
jejuni, cyanide has the additional effect of inhibiting the oxidase responsible for the 
respiratory metabolism of several substrates including formate. 0.01 M cyanide was reported 
to reduce the rate of formate-induced respiration to 30% of the control. Therefore if cyanide 
could be shown to inhibit formate-induced formazan production, the latter could thus be 
linked to respiration.
0.01 M final volume potassium cyanide, treated with appropriate precautions, was 
used to treat cells prior to INT testing. The experiment was done in PBS with formate as 
the only substrate (cells do not produce formazan in pure PBS),
For safety reasons, results were read on the basis of the colour 
reaction only. They showed that cyanide indeed reduced formazan production so that the test 
susp^sion was only very pale pink compared with the dark purple control.
This experiment, together with the fact that formate, a stimulator of respiration, was 
necessary in PBS for INT and CTC reduction, was taken to prove the link between formazan 
production from tétrazolium salts and respiration (the method was modified, though, to 
exclude the step of "stopping the reaction" with formaldehyde). These results made it 
possible to proceed with efforts to detect formazan production in non-culturable cells, which 
was done by microscopy rather than spectrophotometric reading.
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3.3.2.4 The tétrazolium salt techniques: cell counts
Mean results for strains G and Gl shaken at 30°C and Gl at 4®C are shown in graph 
form in Figures 3.24-3.27. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show results at 30°C for strains G and 
G l respectively. Figure 3.26 shows 4®C results for strain G l, while Figure 3.27 indicates 
results for rods only for the same experiment.
Counts ended when formazan inclusions became too small to see. There was no 
difficulty in detecting formazan in coccoid cells, though it became harder in rods because of 
their narrow width. At 4®C all the processes were slowed down and more transitional stages 
could be seen; it was noted then that there was a progression in coccoid cells from small, 
well-staining (with AO), sharply defined entities to larger, diffuse, poorly staining cells (only 
these latter were noted at 30°C). Figure 3.28 shows a mixture o f these coccoids. CTC- 
formazan appeared to form more discrete crystals in young coccoids while they filled the 
whole cell in older ones; INT-formazan appeared to form a single crystal in younger coccoids 
and many smaller ones in older ones. Figure 3.29 shows CTC-formazan in coccoid forms.
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FIGURE 3.24: EFFECTS OF SHAKING 
AT SO X ON STRAIN G
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FIGURE 3.26: EFFECTS OF SHAKING 
AT 30°C ON STJRAIN G1
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FIGURE 3.26: EFFECT OF SHAKING 
AT 4°0 ON STRAIN G1
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FIGURE 3.27: RESPIRATION OF RODS 
DURING SHAKING AT 4"C OF STRAIN G1
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3.4 SECTION 4: DISCUSSION
3.4.1 CULTURABILITY AND CELL MORPHOLOGY (Strain Gl onM
The temperature profile showed that strain G l is typical of thermophilic 
Campylobacters in that it divides fastest at 42^C and not at all at or below 29^C. It will not 
grow at or above 45 ®C, which makes it slightly more heat-sensitive than the strains examined 
by Doyle & Roman (1981).
The experiments with cultures shaking at different speeds and different temperatures 
confirm other workers’ observations that the decline in culturability takes place more slowly 
at lower temperatures (Rollins & Colwell, 1986). They support these authors’ conclusion 
that the metabolic rate is faster at higher temperatures: this may allow the toxic species in 
aerated medium to cause more damage. The surprise was that cultures shaken at 37°C 
retained high numbers of culturable cells: it was concluded that cells could divide fast enough 
at that temperature to replace those lost through aeration.
In all the later experiments culturability loss and the percentage coccoid cells mirrored 
each other, supporting the already widespread notion that coccoid cells of C. jejuni are non- 
culturable (Rollins & Colwell, 1986; Jones & Rhodes-Roberts, 1981). These phenomena are 
therefore mostly discussed together.
Cultures shaken in anaerobic and starvation conditions reacted very differently from 
those in air and rich medium. Many experiments reported in the literature involving the
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gradual death of C. jejuni in suspension were designed to mimic natural environmental 
conditions, and included starvation and aeration together (eg. natural stream water, Rollins 
& Colwell, 1986). The experiments carried out here sought to dissociate the various factors. 
They showed that oxygenation, not the mechanical action of shaking, is the cause of 
culturability loss in nutrient-rich broth, but in starvation conditions the removal of oxygen 
did not protect the cells. This makes it less likely that oxygenation is a specific trigger for 
coccoid cell transformation, and more likely that the transformation is a response to adverse 
conditions and takes place as a prelude to cell death.
Older cultures contained higher initial percentages of coccoid cells, consistent with 
previous reports (Smibert, 1978; Buck et al. , 1983). Jones et al. (1991) suggested that only 
the younger cells undergo transformation to the coccoid form. This was not borne out when 
cultures were observed as the transition was initiated at different stages in the growth cycle. 
The present results differ also from the situation described for Vibrio vulnificus (Oliver et al. ,
1991) in which stationary-phase cells took longer than younger cultures to become non- 
culturable under standard conditions. Non-culturability in V. vulnificus occurs in response 
to a specific low-temperature trigger (Wolf & Oliver, 1992). The present results reinforce 
the suggestion that no single specific trigger exists for culturability loss and shape change 
in C. jejuni.
The results with chloramphenicol indicate that de novo protein synthesis is not 
required for the cell shape transformation. Chloramphenicol is a bacteriostatic antibiotic 
which inhibits protein synthesis in prokaryotes by preventing peptide bond formation. If 
coccoid cell formation had been inhibited by chloramphenicol it could have been deduced that
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development of coccoids was an active process reliant on protein synthesis. This was not the 
case.
The results with catalase and superoxide dismutase confirm those of Moran & Upton 
(1987a) for stationary suspensions stored in air: oxygen radical scavengers delay the effects 
of shaking, and this points to the direct role of toxic oxygen derivatives in the non- 
culturability process. It is known that oxygen free radicals are toxic to microaerophiles such 
as C. jejuni (Hoffman et a l ,  1979a; see also Sections 5.1.2 and 5.3.2). Aerated culture 
medium can spontaneously produce toxic molecules via the reduction of molecular oxygen 
by the components in the culture medium:
O2 O2 -* HQz* -* H2O2 
The superoxide anion can be scavenged by SOD which catalyses the following reaction:
O 2  '  +  O 2  H 2 O 2  +  O 2  
The hydrogen peroxide formed by this reaction and by the uncatalysed reaction of 
hydroperoxy radicals can be scavenged by catalase:
H 2 O 2  +  H 2 O 2  2 H 2 O  +  O 2  
Thus it clear that the enzymes are more effective when acting together rather than if  catalase 
is alone. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show that the temporary protection conferred by the 
enzymes was indeed slightly greater in the case of the combination than of catalase alone, 
though the major effect appeared to be achieved by catalase. This may indicate that 
hydrogen peroxide causes more far-reaching problems in the course of aeration than the 
superoxide anion, at least early on in the aeration process.
Results so far have suggested that coccoid transformation may be triggered by the 
same conditions that cause non-culturability. These experiments support this, though it also.
shows that the percentage of coccoid cells at the point of non-culturability was lower for 
catalase- and SOD-treated cultures than for the control. This suggests that both these events 
may be a result of a combination of factors, only some of which are affected by the enzymes.
3.4.2 VIABLE. NON-CULTURABLE CELLS
3.4.2.1 The DVC and microcolony techniques
The expectation of the DVC technique was that, since cell elongation indicates an 
active metabolism (Kogure et al. , 1979), all cells able to form colonies should elongate after 
incubation with NLX, as experienced by Rollins & Colwell (1986). Furthermore, as a 
culture becomes stressed by its environment, numbers of cells able to elongate should exceed 
the plate count. The difference between elongating and culturable counts is then taken as the 
viable, non-culturable population.
However, in none of the experiments with these strains could the numbers o f NLX- 
induced long cells be unequivocally taken to match the culturable counts, let alone exceed 
them. Thus, as the first of these two expectations was never met satisfactorily, it is not 
surprising that the second, which the technique was initially developed to show, was equally 
disappointing. Contrary to the conclusions of Rollins & Colwell (1986), there was no 
evidence here that this technique could be used reliably to prove the existence o f a viable, 
non-culturable state for C. jejuni.
Increasing the incubation time to 24 h did not improve the technique, on the contrary, 
the increased background caused by the debris of lysed cells made results harder to read. 
In some experiments it gave much lower counts.
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Authors of more recent publications (Desmonts et al., 1992), believe the NLX 
concentration should be optimised for the strain. While high concentrations of NLX (>  or 
equal to 50 /ig/ml) interfere with several metabolic activities of Gram-negative cells, a 
moderate concentration specifically inhibits DNA synthesis only (Goss et al. , 1964 & 1965; 
Cozzarelli, 1977; Singh et al., 1990). With Salmonella, 'De&mon\s et al. (1992) 
demonstrated the importance of determining the optimal concentration of NLX to be used for 
each organism under study and of optimising the DVC method not just for specific organisms 
but for the specific conditions of interest. This need for fine-tuning makes the technique 
difficult to apply to a mixed culture or to environmental samples, which it was designed for 
and which contain unknown strains, although it should in theory remain useful as a 
laboratory tool with which to study the metabolism of cells under stress. With the C. jejuni 
strains under study here, reducing the NLX concentration to 10 fig/mi in liquid medium 
appeared to gave results most closely approaching the colony counts (though still slightly 
lower). However, when this concentration was incorporated into agar and cells were 
incubated on a membrane, the appearance of clumps of short cells indicated that the NLX 
may not have achieved its objective of inhibiting cell division (though no macrocolonies were 
seen when membranes were incubated over 24 h). Even these changes, which improved the 
counts in unstressed cells, did not give the results hoped for in aerated ones.
Reducing incubation temperature from 42 to 37®C improves the recovery of culturable 
cells from stressed cultures and the use of 42°C could account for the results of early 
attempts with shaken cultures (Tables 3.1-3.6). However, the use of a lower temperature 
did not achieve the desired objective when the test was carried out on agar.
The fact that the results turned out best, in terms of long cell counts and with late log- 
phase G l, when cells were incubated on a membrane supported by agar, may show that
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mechanical disruption played a part in the poor recovery of long cells processed from liquid 
medium.
The greatest problem with the technique was interpreting the cell sizes. The literature 
points to different size definitions, eg. Desmonts et al. (1992) decided that, for Salmonella, 
NLX-induced long cells were defined as being four times the mean initial size. For C. jejuni 
however, as stated previously (Section 3.3.2.1), cultures in late log phase possess a high 
proportion (up to 9% of total in G l) of naturally occurring long cells. On Day 1 of cultures 
shaking at 30®C, in all strains investigated, the majority of cells elongated significantly 
before coccoid cells became predominant, which caused the broth to become more cloudy 
than it was in the late log phase. Where the numbers of exaggeratedly long cells was noted, 
there was no numerical evidence from our data that they needed to be culturable in order to 
make up the plate count. The phenomenon of elongation in liquid culture has been 
documented for C. jejuni (Griffiths, 1993), and because of the position in the growth curve
rV\QS»b
at which it occur^(late stationary/ early decline phases), could be interpreted as an initial 
response to stress. In many instances on Day 1, NLX-induced long cells were outnumbered 
by the naturally occurring ones counted in the controls. The total number of cells counted 
in the NLX-treated samples including short ones (not shown in tables) was invariably lower 
than those in the untreated control. Thus, the disappearance of cells o f all sizes suggested 
that the test must have applied its own stresses to an already stressed population.
Some workers in this field believe that cell elongation in C. jejuni may be purely a 
stress response (B. Mackey, Reading AFRC, pers. comm.; also Griffiths, 1993), and it is 
possible that NLX simply increases the stress on a cell. This possibility is reinforced by the 
observation that in older cultures, low numbers of long cells could not unequivocally be
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ascribed solely to the action of NLX. Contrary to this experience, Rollins & Colwell (1986) 
obtained substantially higher numbers of NLX-induced long cells than colony-forming units 
with their single strain of C. jejuni. However, they did not discuss either the existence or 
numbers of naturally occurring long cells in this strain. Moreover, the present experiments 
differed from theirs by being carried out in broth rather than in a microcosm of filtered lake 
water. It may be that the success of the experiment depends on the type of stress, in which 
case the technique is even less universally applicable than these authors would wish to 
suggest. The natural elongation of C. jejuni cells in older cultures is opposite from the 
situation in E, co/f, in which stationary-phase cells shorten (Griffiths, 1993). These authors 
tentatively ascribe the elongation of C. jejuni in older liquid cultures to the inhibition of cell 
division concomitant with the cells’ continued ability to metabolise nutrients, which is 
precisely the function of NLX.
That elongation could be purely a stress response has been given weight through the 
suggestion by Barer et al. (1993) is that quinolones (of which NLX is one) are known to be 
strong inducers of the SOS response in bacteria, one manifestation of which in E. coli is the 
formation of filaments.
A further complication exists in that there is evidence in the literature that even where 
the test is successful, it may not be applicable to all strains. Medema et al. (1992) found that 
in five out o f six of their strains, DVC results exceeded plate counts only slightly and 
numbers fell almost as sharply: only one of their strains showed the prolonged discrepancy 
between DVC and culture counts which was reported, admittedly for one strain only, by 
Rollins & Colwell (1986). These authors point to another instance of the same phenomenon, 
where the decline in DVC was as rapid as as the decline in plate counts (Roszak, 1989: 
Ph.D. thesis quoted in Medema et al., 1992).
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One explanation for this may be found in the fact that bacteria are known to have 
different thresholds for the different types of damage caused by NLX (Cozzarelli, 1977). 
The lowest concentrations cause DNA damage only, while higher amounts affect RNA and 
protein synthesis. It is clear from the work of Desmonts et al. (1992), Singh et al. (1990) 
and Thorsen et al. (1992) that the NLX concentration which should be used for this technique 
is the one at which cell division is inhibited while the other cellular functions continue. It 
may be that for some strains these two thresholds are so close as to be indistinguishable, and 
therefore that any concentration of NLX capable of causing inhibition of cell division causes 
other types of damage as well, particularly if  cells are stressed. Although some cells do 
indeed elongate in the above experiments, in C. jejuni this could be purely ascribed to stress. 
It may therefore be a matter of chance whether the DVC technique worked on a given strain 
or not.
The above experiments have shown that it would be difficult to test for the precise 
concentration that would inhibit cell division. Concentrations that cause a decline in overall 
numbers in liquid medium do not prevent the formation of clumps on solid medium, which 
indicate apparent cell division. It is possible that in liquid medium some cells divide while 
others lyse, as this would not show up in the overall numbers.
Kogure er al. (1979), who developed the technique, pointed out that in natural 
populations it was impossible to prevent cell division in a small proportion of cells, probably 
owing to NLX resistance in those. Their aim, therefore, was to retard the beginning of the 
exponential growth phase for at least 6 h (the duration of incubation) to avoid an 
overestimation of living cells.
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The microcolony test was intended to replace the DVC technique by showing a similar 
feature: that cells can continue to metabolise, even undergo a few cell divisions, in conditions 
where they would not form macrocolonies visible on plates. That this occurs in some 
bacteria is documented (Fry & Zia, 1982; Binnerup et al.y 1993; Winding et al., 1994). 
Initially this test was more successful than the DVC technique with strain G l, because when 
both were carried out on the same population, numbers of microcolonies were higher on Day 
0 in the presence of NXL in otherwise identical conditions. By Day 1 (30®C shaking) 
however, microcolony counts were, disappointingly, lower than culturable counts. DVC 
counts had fallen substantially behind even microcolony counts by then, and this 
together with the lower Day 0 counts gives further support to the idea that NLX causes stress 
and is therefore unsuited to fragile cells.
Shaking cultures at 4®C is a much gentler way of making them non-culturable. On 
Day 14, when one would expect to find much higher respiring than culturable counts (see 
Figure 3.27; at that point overall numbers of rods for the results relating to that Figure were 
10% of coccoid numbers; total cell numbers were still in the region of 10^, microcolony
rv\ejnftbrtw\£- plokûùd on t^ L \
counts still hovered at the same level as culturable counts, while DVC counts or^agai were 
so low they could not be estimated.
One explanation given above for the failure of the DVC technique, that NLX may 
affect more cellular functions than one would want, cannot be used here as no NLX was 
involved. It may be that non-culturable cells of this strain do not possess the ability to 
"continue dividing for a few rounds and then stop", which is the function that both these 
techniques rest upon. This also may contribute to the failure of the DVC technique.
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Several questions about the microcolony test were not answered. One was the 
presence of "shadows" where microcolonies appeared to have been. Were they indeed 
microcolonies? If so why should they disappear? Some looked as if they contained coccoid 
cells, as if  the cells had divided and then turned coccoid. It was difficult to be certain about 
this, but it would agree with the theory that some cells can survive for a few divisions 
without giving macrocolonies on a plate. Further work could be done with cultures shaking 
at 4^C, varying the time o f a membrane’s incubation to obtain a balance between cells that 
divide and then lyse and those that do not divide until later, if this is what is happening.
The test could also be combined with other staining techniques, such a DAPI and the 
fluorescent redox probe CTC (see Section 3.2.2.3) both to give an indication of the viability 
of cells making up a microcolony, and to provide a way of differentiating whole cells from 
debris within the "shadows".
This technique showed clearly that not all cells in a supposedly uniform population 
divided at the same time or at the same rate. It was also clear, from the average number of 
cells making up microcolonies in the different conditions, that stressed cells divide on 
average more slowly than unstressed ones. The technique could be turned into a tool for 
studying cells’ response to various forms of sub-lethal stress as regards their ability to divide.
It was felt that more could be made of this technique and that it might eventually 
contribute information on viable, non-culturable cells.
There are disadvantages to both these techniques. DVC, even should it work as 
desired, does not indicate what shape cells were before they elongated, ie. it would not be 
possible to tell whether coccoid cells had reverted to rod shape and elongated (though there
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was no numerical evidence for this). The microcolony method depends on cell division for 
the detection of positives. Cells may show signs of activity without cell division, but this 
would go undetected unless another test were combined with it.
Enumeration techniques that depend on concentrating cells on a filter membrane 
possess an inherent limitation when very low numbers o f cells need to be estimated. 
Filtering larger volumes of culture increases the likelihood of detecting cells or cell types that 
were present in low numbers, but it was found that exceeding 500 fil caused such an intense 
background of debris and short cells that the cell types under study were difficult to detect 
at all. 500 1^ of culture gave a detection limit of 7x10* cells/ml, not s^sitive enough in 
situations where culturability has fallen below 1 cfu/ml. Numbers of cells counted in this 
way in the work o f Rollins & Colwell (1986) did not fall below 10* cells/ml.
Additional observations: Day 1 of 30®C shaking: on microcolony membrane, naturally 
occurring long cells detected on the control had disappeared. Extra indication that elongation 
was an initial response to stress and that when the stress is taken away cells shorten. It was 
not possible to tell which cells of the original culture had given rise to microcolonies.
3 .4.2 .2 The tétrazolium salt techniques
The reduction of tétrazolium salts to visible formazan was successfully linked to 
respiration in C. jejuni by the unexpected use of cyanide. Bacterial respiratory systems vary 
considerably more among different species, whilst those of eukaryotes are more conserved: 
in both plants and animals cyanide and azide ions block the final stage of the electron
transport chain at the point where the electrons would be picked up by oxygen. Studies of
compound^
tétrazolium salts in animals and plants have shown tha^such as INT and others pick up their
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electrons well upstream, in the electron transport chain, of this terminal point (Pearse, 1972; 
see also Introduction to Chapter 3, Section 3.1.3.3). When studying dehydrogensase 
chemistry in these organisms, therefore, it is common to maximise the diversion of electrons 
to the indicating tétrazolium salt by either anaerobiosis or the chemical blocking, using 
cyanide, azide or carbon monoxide, of the final step. Zimmerman e/ (d, (1978) showed that 
this held true for the bacteria in their experiments because they showed that the presence of 
0.2 mM sodium cyanide d a n ced  the reduction of INT to its formazan. They could not 
explain this reaction, but from the knowledge gained from histochemistry it seems clear that 
INT must pick up electrons upstream from the point at which cyanide affects the electron 
transport chain.
The effects ofIcyanid^on the electron transport chain of C. jejuni have not been 
demonstrated, but cyanide has been shown, at a much higher concentration (10 mM), to 
inhibit the oxidase reponsible for the metabolism of formate (Hoffman & Goodman, 1982). 
This effect, taking place upstream in the whole repiratory process from the electron transport 
chain to which INT connects, would be expected to inhibit the reduction of INT to formazan, 
which indeed it did.
The INT and CTC count results were in marked contrast to the DVC and microcolony 
results, for they showed continued vitality in cells that had become non-culturable. All three 
graphs (Figures 3.24-3.26) show that the number of respiring cells exceeded the culturable 
count from the beginning. This trend continued as culturability fell. Respiring cell numbers 
fell also, but much more slowly. Where formazan could be seen in intermediate cells, it was 
normally in the coccoid swelling. Workers such as Moran & Upton (1987) and Ng et al. 
(1985) have concluded from their work that coccoid forms are degenerating, whereas Jones
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et al. (1991), in their EM studies, found that a proportion of coccoids in their culture (but 
not the rods) showed no signs o f degeneration, and had an appearance consistent with 
continued viability. The results presented here would tend to support this latter view while 
providing the strongest evidence yet of the continued vitality of these cells, despite their 
inability to be cultured.
However, numbers were falling as can be seen in all graphs (Figures 3.24-3.26), and 
coccoid cells progressed from the younger to the older types (see Results Section 3.3.2.4) 
which tended to clump together. Progress towards degeneration was slow but clear. The 
requirement for formate stimulation and for longer incubation as a culture aged lend credence 
to the theory that these cells are not in a steady, dormant state but were in fact in decline. 
30®C results show a slow fall in the total cell numbers, which indicates that cells were 
lysing.
The advantage of this method over the DVC technique, had the latter worked 
satisfactorily, would be that cells retain their shape. If it were likely that coccoids could 
revert to rods to provide the long forms which are taken as positives in the DVC test, there 
would be no information on what shape the cells were initially: this is not a problem here. 
The technique also provides information about individual cells rather than a culture as a 
whole. The argument against ATP tests, for example, which can only be read in the culture 
supernatant, is that if a particular circumstance causes the amount of ATP to be reduced by 
half, this could mean either that each cell produces only half the normal amount, or that half 
the population is producing the full amount while the rest is inactive. The problems are the 
same if  one relies purely on the OD readings of either a treated culture or extracted 
formazan. The experience of these experiments has shown that cells within a single
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population, of a single strain, all subject to the same circumstances, can be so variable as to 
make information about individual cells relevant.
Its disadvantages are its detection limits: if formazan is not seen, this does not 
automatically mean it is not present but that whatever is there may be beyond the detection 
limits of the system. Additionally, a drop in total cell numbers occurs through the incubation 
of portions of culture at 37®C, even if  the shaking medium has been replaced by fresh sterile 
medium. This appears to indicate that the test itself, carried out at 37°C, is stressful to an 
already fragile culture. The technique presents similar problems to the DVC technique when 
low numbers of respiring cells are present compared to total cells: the volume that has to be 
filtered in order for the respiring cell counts to be representative may produce such large 
numbers of non-respiring cells that positive results may be obscured. In addition, the 
tediousness of counting may cause subjectivity in the counts.
Some of these problems could be resolved using flow cytometry, which would 
measure automatically the numbers, size and shape of individual cells, while recording their 
intensity of fluorescence with CTC-formazan, which cannot be measured accurately by eye 
(INT-formazan could not be detected). Flow cytometry could be used in combination with 
other fluorescent vital stains such a rhodamine, which measures membrane potential and is 
only retained inside a cell for a few minutes, which makes it unsuitable for microscopy. 
Propidium iodide, which stains only dead cells, could be used for sorting and measuring sizes 
of different stained and unstained cells. Preliminary results with flow cytometry in this 
laboratory have shown that Campylobacters are below the size detection limit o f some 
instruments, which is a problem that would have to be addressed. Flow cytometry has 
already been successfully used with other bacteria for the purpose of observing the behaviour 
of stressed and non-culturable cells (Kaprelyants & Kell, 1992 & 1993).
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A further drawback of the tétrazolium techniques may be the difficulty of detecting 
formazan in older, non-transfbrmed rods which represent the non-culturable rod population.
Some authors (Barer et al., 1993) criticise the interpretations placed on the reduction 
of tétrazolium salts by non-culturable cells, as the relationship between this ability and cell 
viability is not clear. They indicate the possibility of enzymatic reduction in the presence 
of a mixture of substrates, though this is refuted in our case because of the effect of cyanide 
and of formate. It might have been interesting to check the effects of cyanide on non- 
culturable cells. Other authors (Bovill et al., 1994) consider that in some organisms, INT 
gives a falsely high indication of viability and that formazan is likely to be due to residual 
activity from lethally injured cells. They found CTC reduction capacity, on the other hand, 
to be a good indicator of metabolic activity. However, our experiments with C. jejuni did 
not detect the large discrepancies which these authors found between INT and CTC reduction 
in Listeria monocytogenes and thus the situation may be different with each organism. Other 
workers with L. monocytogenes found that the retention of CTC-formazan inside the cell was 
highly dependent on the osmotic properties of the medium and that under certain 
circumstances, large amounts of extracellular formazan would appear while the number of 
cells containing formazan within them would be signi ficantly lower than the plate count (von 
Caron, Unilever UK, pers. comm.). These problems were not noted with our strains of C. 
jejuni.
It would be a mistake to assume that all non-culturable cells are coccoid, thus 
underestimating the significance of the non-culturable rod portion of the culture. The total 
number of rods in the control always exceeded the plated counts at 30® as well as 4®C. Yet 
the number of rods in which any formazan could be seen hovered around the culturable count
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until the last few counts, when they exceeded it (Figure 3.27). Rods are very thin and the 
presence of formazan is less clear than it is in coccoids, which indicates another limitation 
of the method as it is. More unequivocal ways of detecting formazan in individual cells need 
to be developed.
3.4.3 CELL SHAPE AND TOTAL NUMBERS
It is clear from the graphs (Figures 3.25 & 3.26 mainly) that the drop in culturability 
is dramatic, and as it is faster than the conversion of rods to coccoid forms, large numbers 
of non-culturable rods are present. The plateable counts are never higher than the total 
number of rods, which supports the conclusion of this and other work that only the rods are 
culturable. The number of rods decreases particularly rapidly while that of coccoids, once 
they have appeared, remains steadier: the drop in cell numbers slows down considerably 
when there are no rods left. It appears that those cells capable of coccoid transformation 
remain present for longer periods of time, although they do eventually degenerate. At 30®C, 
the numbers of coccoids remain relatively more stable throughout, and the reasons for this 
could be one of the following: either all the rods are slowly transforming into coccoids while 
older coccoids are disappearing, or a proportion of rods never transform into coccoids and 
disappear themselves more quickly, while the coccoids, once they are formed, remain stable 
for longer than rods.
At 30®C, between one quarter and one half of the rods initially present seemed to die 
within a day without transforming into coccoids. One could also conclude that they did 
transform, but that the disappearance rate of coccoids was particularly rapid at that time; 
however, evidence about the durability of coccoids in culture supports the first explanation.
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At 4®C, however, the total cell numbers hardly fell during the time of the experiment, 
while the proportion of coccoids increased from 0 to nearly 100%. Thus it appears that all 
cells have the ability to become coccoid, which one would expect from a single-strain 
culture, but that under the more stressful circumstances of 30®C only a proportion do. It is 
not known what triggers lysis or shape transformation.
From the several intermediate forms seen during the transition from rods to coccoid 
forms as a culture aged, it was possible to infer the manner in which that transition took 
place, particularly for G whose transformation was slower. Many cells were seen that 
consisted of a clearly recognisable coccoid form from which a rod appeared to protrude, like 
a "tail": these were assumed to be intermediates between rods and coccoids. The tails varied 
in length from that of a long rod to a very short one, and the proportion of intermediates 
with short tails as opposed to long ones increased as a culture got older. The coccoid 
swelling frequently fluoresced more strongly that the accompanying tail. Long rods with a 
clear swelling at one end, not yet coccoid in shape but already fluorescing more strongly than 
the rest of the organism, were also observed in younger shaken cultures alongside other 
intermediates. Thus a tentative progression could be described for the rod-coccoid 
transformation: a swelling appears at one end o f a rod, and increases its size to that of a 
coccoid form (though these vary somewhat in size). The tail generally shortens until it 
disappears, although some may fall off as a result of the filtration procedure.
Several workers have described intermediate forms in the coccoid form production 
of C. jejuni. Ng et al. (1985) saw "ring forms" on their scanning-electron micrographs and 
took those to be intermediates. These ring forms were not seen by any other authors 
carrying out similar work, and Moran & Upton (1987) suggest that they may have been
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artifacts of the drying process prior to SEM. These latter authors, as a result of their own 
scanning- and transmission-electron microscopy studies, have described the transformation 
process as follows: the organism "first loses its characteristic curved or spiral morphology, 
then the cell becomes shorter while the cytoplasm is retracted towards a cell terminal region 
which becomes swollen. Swelling of this region and retraction of the cytoplasm continue 
until a coccoid form is produced".
The observations resulting from G experiments (with the light microscope only) 
broadly support the description of Moran & Upton (1986), with the difference that the 
swelling destined to become a coccoid form begins to occur not on short cells that have lost 
their spiral morphology, but on long ones that are still spiral (see Figure 3.30 shows 
intermediate forms at different stages). The evidence from this work, particularly with G l, 
is that young, healthily growing cells are not long but very short, usually displaying the 
curved or spiral morphology, and that they lengthen in response to nutrient limitation in the 
media, perhaps as a stress response or a means of increasing the surface area for absorption. 
The fact that shaking at 30®C increases this reaction far more than at 4®C may indicate that 
the former rather than the latter explanation is operating. The production of coccoid forms 
in G l varies slightly from G in that the swelling sometimes occurs towards the middle rather 
than at the end of a cell: the resulting intermediate forms sometimes have two faintly staining 
tails.
One assumption which has been made throughout, both in the literature and in the 
present work, is that each rod produces no more than one coccoid cell. None of the 
evidence from intermediates described above challenges this assumption, and in addition it 
was clear from the 30®C data that total cell numbers were falling, whereas they should either
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rise or remain steady if several coccoids were produced from each transforming rod. In the 
slower experiment with Gl at 4®G, total numbers did remain steady, and certain observations 
challenged the one-rod-one-coccoid assumption: from a certain point in time (noted from Day 
13), when coccoids were becoming more diffuse and starting to clump, so many were seen 
in pairs that it was tempting to conclude that they had been derived from a single rod. 
However, if  this were the case one would expect the pairing to happen right at the start of 
the rod-coccoid conversion, but instead it only occurs later and once the cells are beginning 
to clump anyway, so it was ascribed to the natural tendency of older coccoid cells to clump.
The tendency of coccoid cells to clump together may be the result of an increase in 
surface hydrophobicity which is known to take place in some cells in adverse circumstances 
such as starvation (Kaprelyants et al. , 1993). It is pointed out elsewhere (Mozes & Rouxhet,
1992) that starvation of marine bacteria leads to the formation of small cells with greater 
survival and adhesive capacities. The presence of a surface was shown to increase the 
organisms’ chances of a return to normal when circumstances became favourable again.
3.4.4 FINAL COMMENTS
If the VNC state exists, and it is not proven that it does not, the only real tests can 
be a firm definition of what it is, what induces it and what triggers a reversal to infectivity. 
The following chapter, on the VNC d^ate in the literature, takes this point further and 
examines closely the debates and disagreements surrounding the VNC issue.
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3.5 SECTION 5: DISCUSSION ON THE VNC DEBATE
3.5.1 GENERAL
The viable non-culturable (VNC) concept remains an hypothesis which needs more 
work to prove both its existence and its relevance to epidemiology.
VNC is seen by proponents as a separate state induced by a specific trigger (or set 
o f triggers) and which requires another specific trigger to cause cells to become culturable 
and/or infective again. They also see the VNC state as being similar to bacterial endospores, 
but because of the lack of physical structures to support this, this idea is questioned by many 
authors (Barer et al. , 1993).
The generally held definition is of a cell which cannot be detected by conventional 
cultural methods but is still infective. See Figure 3.31 for a pictorial representation of a 
VNC or "active" cell population where adverse circumstances prevail for a given length of 
time; time and circumstances may vary with the organism. What is proposed is an alternative 
life-cycle in which VNC state represents a form of dormancy induced by environmental stress 
and/or nutritional deprivation (Barer et al., 1993). Of prime concern, of course, is the 
question of whether VNC bacteria remain virulent.
3.5 .2  DEFINITIONS AND DEBATE
The existence of a VNC state for pathogenic bacteria is hotly debated among 
environmental microbiologists. While some take the existence of such a state for granted.
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FIGURE 3.31: TYPICAL PATTERN OF COUNTS 
WHERE A VNC POPULATION IS DETECTED
Log cells or cfu/ml
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Culturable count
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Time (arbitrary units) 
R e p r o d u c e d  f r o m  B a r e r  e t  al., 1 9 9 3 .
others question it, either by rejecting the concept altogether or by redefining its parameters 
and giving it new names.
Much disagreement therefore centres around the definition and terminology which is 
to be used to describe this state, particularly as many authors believe that the word "viable" 
means culturable, and that therefore VNC is a contradiction in terms. Many authors like to 
equate the word "viable" with the ability of a cell to be cultured, ie, to form a visible colony 
on agar. They consider therefore that the expression "viable non-culturable" is a 
contradiction in terms: they would prefer to substitute the terms "vital" or "active" for 
"viable". In 1987 (b), Roszak & Colwell replaced their own term of "viable but non- 
culturable cell" with "somnicell" to denote cells which exhibit living attributes other than the 
ability to reproduce in culture media. "Somnicell" is not used by anyone else.
Kaprelyants & Kell (1992) define "viable" as referring to cells which can form a 
colony on an agar plate when plated directly fi’om the sample of interest. They use the 
words "vital" or "dormant" to refer to those which can do so only after resuscitation, and 
"non-viable" to refer to those which cannot do so under any tested condition. These three 
states refer to the ability, or lack of it, to form colonies on solid media: viability is therefore 
equated with culturability and there is no place for the VNC state in this scheme. Other 
authors use these same definitions to describe dormant cells (Davey, pers. comm, SAB 
meeting Nottingham, 1993). Such distinctions between dormancy (reversible culturability 
with resuscitation) and non-viability (cells incapable of colony formation under any 
circumstances) may be perceived as a little dubious, as one may regard a "non-viable" (or 
"non-culturable") cell as one whose conditions for re-growth simply have not yet been found. 
Similarly, one can regard resuscitation simply as a more sensitive form of cultivation and not 
see it as distinct firom conventional plating, so that cells which require it are not regarded as
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physiologically distinct from those that can be plated normally. These distinctions may 
simply reflect differences in methodology.
Barer er al. (1993) define VNC as non-culturable cells which have occasionally 
yielded conventionally culturable cells, still to be identified beyond doubt; and ANC (active 
but non-culturable cells) as those possessing assayable biochemical activities.
VNC is used throughout this thesis in the sense that it is usually meant in the general 
literature that deals with it, that is to say, to designate cells which cannot be cultured, display 
measurable metabolic activity, and from which a reversion to the culturable state might at 
some point be expected and has occasionally been observed. It is in this sense that the 
expression has entered the vocabulary of common debate. These definitions are summarised 
in Table 3.12.
A logical extension of this concept is that cell death is considered to be observed 
when a non-culturable cell does not show any detectable signs of metabolic activity.
3.5.3 TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION
The different techniques that have been used to detect activity in cells which cannot 
be cultured depend on different cellular functions, which may be differentially affected by 
different types of stress. Fluorescent vital stains include AO colour differentiation, CTC 
reduction, rhodamine 123 accumulation, FDA cleavage and PI accumulation. DVC, 
microcolonies and non-fluorescing tétrazolium salt techniques have also been used (for more 
details on all of these see Sections 3.1.3.3 and 3.1.3.4). Microscopy and flow cytometry are 
the principal methods of detecting reacting cells, the former sometimes coupled with image 
analysis.
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TABLE 3.12 DEFINITIONS USED FOR CULTURABLE AND NON-CULTURABLE STATES BY
DIFFERENT AUTHORS
Roszak et ai. (1984) VNC
Roszak & Colwell (1987) Somnicell
Kaprel. & Kell (1992) Viable
Dormant
Dead
Barer et ai. (1993) VNC
ANC
Cells which display metabolic activity 
but have not been cultured;
The same as their previous definition of 
VNC, taking into account that many 
worker consider the word "viable” to 
equal "culturable";
Culturable by conventional plating 
techniques;
Proven culturability but only after 
resuscitation;
Culturability not demonstrated, even if 
cells show metabolic acitivity; 
Non-culturable cells which have 
occasionally yielded culturable ones 
(usually by animal passage), still to be 
identified beyond doubt;
Active but non-culturable: those
possessing assayable biochemical 
activities.
Some authors (Barer et al. , 1993) feel that the usefulness of the information provided 
about cells by these methods is far from clear, as they provide only circumstantial evidence 
for identifying cells in the VNC state. Cell division is felt by some authors (Kaprelyants & 
Kell, 1993) to be the benchmark criterion of viability, even though indirect but faster 
approaches are acknowledged as described above. However this does not address situations 
where cells can divide only a limited number of times, and where, while limited cell division 
is detectable microscopically, it does not lead to macrocolonies (Winding et al. , 1994).
The central question is whether VNC cells detected by these techniques are viable or 
whether they are dead or moribund, and performance and interpretation of reported assay 
techniques, as well as methods for recovering VNC as culturable forms, are a central issue 
(Barer et al. , 1993).
3.5.4 CELL SHAPE AND SIZE
The temptation to believe in the existence of a physiologically separate VNC state is 
increased by the observation that many bacteria undergo visible morphological changes when 
subjected to adverse conditions. A change to coccoid shape is associated with the 
development of VNC forms of normally rod-shaped cells (Nilsson et al., 1991; Rollins & 
Colwell, 1986). Bacteria in oligotrophic environments are knowAto form tiny cells or 
ultramicrobacteria, or dwarf cells. They are seen as oligotrophic bacteria living in situations 
o f low nutrients, and whose metabolism must therefore adapt by adopting less profligate way 
o f life. However, some ultramicrobacteria were found to be obligatorily oligotrophic upon 
first cultivation. Tiny bacteria are therefore not necessarily dormant but actively growing 
in their oligotrophic environment (Kaprelyants et al., 1993). Barer et al. (1993) consider 
coccoid cells as < 2  /^ m across, to be the product of a non-fissional transformation or cell
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divisions which have been preceded by little or no increase in cell mass since the previous 
division.
Starvation enters the debate often because natural environments are usually nutrient 
limiting. However, not all moiphological change is induced by starvation. V. vulnificus, 
whose non-culturable state is induced by temperature change, also diminishes in size and 
volume as a result, becoming coccoid (Nilsson et al., 1991). C. jejuni becomes coccoid in 
adverse circumstances but these need not include starvation. The formation of coccoid cells, 
as we have seen, is not an active process requiring protein synthesis.
The coccoid form of C. jejuni is known to be non-culturable, and for this reason there 
has been the assumption that only the coccoid cells represent the VNC form. There is 
increasing evidence that some spiral cells are non-culturable. Experiments where cells have 
reverted to culturablility have involved mixtures of non-culturable rods and coccoids (Jones 
et al., 1991), even though the authors themselves believed the coccoids were responsible; 
some experiments where reversion was unsuccessful were carried out on coccoid cultures 
only (Beumer e /û/., 1992).
The electron microscopy studies of both Ng et al., and Moran & Upton indicate that 
during coccal transformation there occurs loss of membrane integrity and leakage of cellular 
components, and both these are consistent with the idea o f degenerative change. Both their 
publications state that cells become non-viable as more of them become coccoid. However, 
as both papers pre-date the viable-non-culturable work of Rollins & Colwell, an organism’s 
"viability" was expressed in terms o f its ability to grow on solid media, so that it really only 
amounts to culturability, and there is no way of telling how truly viable those cells were. 
Still, the authors do insist that their observations concerning the cell wall are consistent with 
degenerative change.
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Rollins & C olw ^also showed that non-culturable cells were predominantly coccoid, 
but their transmission electron micrographs revealed an apparantly intact, though 
asymmetrical, membrane around most coccoid forms. These cells varied significantly in size 
and shape. Jones et showed that a non-culturable suspension contained a mixture of rods 
and coccoids and that the rods were very distorted and appeared non-viable. While most of 
the coccoids appeared degenerate, a small proportion retained integrity and had an 
appearance "that could be associated with viability". Thus for the authors of this work, the 
viable cells within a non-culturable suspension are the coccoid forms.
3.5.5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VNC AND OTHER STRESS RESPONSES
It may be useful to refer back to the definitions summarised in Table 3.12 to 
supplement this section.
As dormancy and sub-lethal injury have also been invoked by various workers to 
describe the response of cells to stress, some authors insist upon the differences between 
these states and seek to emphasise the features separating them from the hypothesised VNC 
state. Some o f these authors (such as Kaprelyants & Kell, 1992) are frequently misquoted 
as having demonstrated the VNC state in micrococci using either CTC or rhodamine 123 in 
combination with flow cytometry. However, they themselves have been at pains to point out 
that they are dealing with dormancy, not with the VNC state, and in their review 
(Kaprelyants et a l ,  1993) they attempt to emphasise the differences, which can be 
summarised as follows.
In their own studies they found that although "dormant" cells may have different 
origins, they all possess common characters such as decreased cell size and RNA content, 
a condensed cytoplasm, the accumulation o f specific proteins, decreased respiration, changes
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in cell morphology, resistance to environmental insults and an inability to multiply as judged 
by traditional plating methods. These characteristics may seem very close to a VNC 
definition, but the authors also point out that the metabolic (eg. respiratory) activity of 
dormant (reversibly culturable) cells may be lower than that o f "dead" (absolutely non- 
culturable) cells, which whilst unable to divide, preserve significant metabolic activity (they 
are what are seen as VNC cells). Thus they consider that VNC cells are moribund, though 
they may retain residual metabolic activity which is not thought to be significant in terms of 
their long-term survival. They therefore consider that dormant cells, according to their 
definition of dormancy, are of more environmental significance than our definition of VNC 
cells. They point out that there is evidence that the transition to dormancy is an active 
metabolic process requiring protein synthesis (starvation proteins).
They have found good correlation between rhodamine 123 accumulation and the 
categories of viability which they have defined (though the application of membrane-potential 
dyes has been criticised by later authors - Mason et al. , 1995 - as being possibly the result 
of non-specific energy-independent binding, and therefore not an indication of a cell’s 
metabolic state).
Kaprelyants et al. (1993) also stress what they see as the principal difference between
the dormant bacteria and sub-lethally injured organisms, which mainly come down to
ÿ.
d ifferen ce onset processes: injury (sudden stress, rapid onset) and starved or dormant (slow 
active adaptation of metabolism). The authors feel that little is known about the biochemical 
mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of dormancy, though it is known that starvation 
induces the production of proteins which confer cross-protection against other forms of 
stress.
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Barer et a l  (1993), who have not recognised Kaprelyants et û /.’s definition of 
dormancy as distinct from the VNC state, point out that injured cells (such as including 
starved or heated ones) become more resistant than control bacteria to the stress they have 
just been exposed to. They remark additionally that sub-lethal injury, because of the 
protection which results, causes higher levels of culturability rather than lower, compared 
with control cultures. This stress response differs from VNC for this reason, yet has the 
same protective purpose as the VNC state. They pose the question as to why gU stressed 
cells do not become VNC as a general response, if  the VNC state is an adaptation to stressful 
conditions.
Injured cells therefore make a further category, distinct from VNC. Barer et d .  
(1993) propose that VNC cells might be formed if a certain threshold of the particular stress 
is reached, but it is a separate state. Recovery conditions given to sub-lethally injured cells 
isolated from food and water produce higher plate counts than conventionally plated ones 
from the same source. The question arises whether these cells should be considered as 
transiently non-culturable, in contrast to profoundly non-culturable which the VNC are 
considered to be. The authors point out that the relationship between these different stress 
responses is unclear.
3.5 .6 ARGUMENTS AGAINST VNC CONCEPT
There are several serious problems raised by the VNC hypothesis. The techniques 
described above for the detection of metabolic activity in non-culturable cells enable us to 
detect signs of life, but it is questionable how relevant they are to the infectious potential of 
the cells. This is particularly true as different conclusions may be reached about a population 
depending on the test which is applied. Thus if death, in the VNC concept, is seen as the
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point at which no activity is detected, death may have different definitions and thresholds 
depending on which test is used to detect viability.
The weak point of all these approaches is our lack of knowledge of the minimum 
requirements for defining cell viability. Failure, for example, to reduce tétrazolium salts 
does not necessarily indicate non-viability, as it has been shown that Gram-positive spores 
possess no detectable tétrazolium salt reducing activity and would by VNC definitions be 
considered dead (Barer et al. , 1993). This supports the statement by Kaprelyants et al. 
(1993) that "dormant" cells (those whose return to culturability under certain conditions has 
been demonstrated) have a lower metabolic activity than non-culturable ones ("dead" by 
Kaprelyants et aV s  definition). Furthermore, minicells, which are the DNA-lacking 
products of certain divisions, can synthesise macromolecules, retain redox activity and would 
be expected to give positive reactions in "viability" assays even though they are incapable 
of replication (Barer et al., 1993).
Several authors (Diaper & Edwards, 1994) point out that different media showed 
markedly different abilities to recover starved cells and they ascribe VNC assumptions to the 
failure to find the correct medium on which an injured cell might form colonies. Kaprelyants 
et al. (1993) also found that a liquid medium sometimes succeeded in returning cells to 
culturability where solid media did not. They also found differences between the response 
of starving cells to liquid media (dilute) and plates, perhaps due to substrate-accelerated 
death.
The environmental significance of VNC hinges on ability to become infectious. There 
are many instances where this appears to have been achieved in totally non-culturable 
populations through animal passage or ileal loop injection (Colwell et al., 1985; Grimes &
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Colwell, 1986; Hussong et al., 1987; Magarinos et al., 1994) including C. jejuni (Jones et 
al., 1991; Stem et al., 1994). A further number of studies with C. jejuni have failed to 
recover non-culturable C. jejuni (Beumer et al., 1992; Medema et al., 1992). Some workers 
criticise the resul^as possibly due to small numbers of intact cells in the population which 
could be responsible for growth (Kaprelyants et a l., 1993). Failure to culture these cells is 
ascribed by them to failure to find appropriate nutritional conditions.
Many authors (eg. Kaprelyants et al., 1993; Barer et al., 1993) consider the 
resuscitation of non-culturable V. vulnificus (Nilsson et al., 1991), caused by temperature 
shift with no addition of nutrients, as the most convincing to date. However, this has been 
disputed by a later publication on this subject (Weichart et a l., 1992) which argues that they 
are not observing resuscitation of VNC cells but cryptic growth of small numbers of intact 
cells feeding on lysing ones, hence the fact tha^ number of cells remain? the same after 
"resuscitation". Apparent change in and out of the VNC state by temperature change has 
also been observed in V. cholerae, but the apparent resuscitation was also shown by similar 
dilution experients to be a result of the regrowth of a small number of cells that remained 
cult urable (Ravel et al., 1995). This emphasizes not only how easy it is to be mistaken 
about resuscitation, but also how it is possible to miss culturable cells that are present in 
small numbers; this throws doubt on experiments where success in reversion from the VNC 
state has been claimed after animal passage.
Barer et al. (1993) make the point that VNC studies have been carried out in 
undefined microcosms (eg. pond water) and that for microaerophiles like Campylobacter and 
Helicobacter, oxidant stress conditions have not been controlled. They point out that the 
various groups who have worked on the VNC concept have not standardised their techniques
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for causing stress in the different bacteria, and that this makes comparisons of their work 
diffîcult. It is almost impossible to identify the conditions different groups use for inducing 
VNC transition or to make comparisons between their findings, and this explains the 
confused picture on the subject of VNC organisms. It is clear that we do not know, beyond 
circumstantial evidence, what phenomena are essential to the transformation to the VNC 
state.
3.5.7  ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF A VNC STATE
The recovery of VNC organisms by either gradual nutrient supplementation or animal 
passage is seen as constituting body of evidence in favour of VNC state. Even authors who 
do not recognise the hypothesis (Kaprelyants et d , , 1993) admit that they cannot explain all 
reported instances of VNC and ileal loop resuscitation. They see VNC as potentially 
important as a reservoir, including following a course of antibiotic treatment.
The VNC hypothesis has been used to explain relapsing infections, as well as the 
discrepancy between prevalence and recovery of organisms from likely environmental 
sources. Evidence from certain outbreaks such as that documented by Palmer et d .  (1983), 
supports a role for VNC forms in the transmission of campylobacteriosis by their failure to 
isolate the organism from the most likely source.
The VNC hypothesis cannot be ignored for the present as it provides novel approaches 
to as yet unexplained features in the epidemiology of certain infections. Nevertheless, many 
issues need to be resolved before clinical bacteriologists will either need or be able to take 
account of the phenomenon in routine practice.
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3.5.8 CURRENT STATE OF THE DEBATE: POSITION OF C JEJUNI
Many publications have appeared which do not appear to question the existence of the 
VNC state (including a review: McKay, 1992), even less attempt to define it precisely in 
physiological or anatomical terms. Papers are still appearing which take for granted the 
existence of a VNC state (Servis et al., 1995; Mason et al., 1995). While this confusion 
exists, it is likely that the opposite camps o f this debate will remain very divided.
The final answer could rest somewhere between the two extreme positions, ie. that 
different situations occur in different organisms. As there is a greater body of evidence 
supporting the VNC hypothesis in Gram-negatives than in Gram-positives, the division may 
occur there.
As far as C. jejuni is concerned, it seems that only reversion to culturability (by 
animal passage or any other means) can serve as a final proof of the significance of the 
theory. Neither of the experiments in which non-culturable C. jejuni were recovered as 
culturable after animal passage included a direct microscopic technique for assessing cellular 
activity. Techniques which indicate metabolic activity in non-culturable cells, much as they 
still need improving, need to be related more clearly to reversion experiments in animals if  
they are not to be considered merely to be detecting residual functions in moribund cells.
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CHAPTER 4; ANIMAL WORK
4.1 SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
&L1 AIM
The aim of the experiments described in this chapter was to attempt the reversion to 
culturability of non-culturable C. jejuni Strain G1 by passage through rats in which a human 
gut flora had been established.
4.1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF C  JEJUNI REVERSION
The potential for infectivity of non-culturable cells is seen as a crucial factor when 
discussing the importance of the VNC state to environmental microbiology. If VNC cells 
are not infective to humans or cannot be made so by animal passage, then it would be fair 
to dismiss the VNC concept as irrelevant.
Since a VNC state was first postulated for C. jejuni (Rollins & Colwell, 1986), 
several studies have been undertaken by different groups of workers to try to achieve a 
reversion to culturability in VNC forms of this organism by animal passage and, in one case, 
the use of three human volunteers. Success was apparently achieved in three cases (Saha et 
al., 1991; Jones et al., 1991 and Stem et a l ,  1994) while a further three publications 
(Beumer et a l ,  1992; Medema et al., 1992 and Feamley et al., in press) report failure.
One might challenge the results of Saha et al. (1991) on the basis that inadequate 
efforts were made to ensure that the chances of culturable cells being given to the animals
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might be negligible; however, no such criticism can be levelled at the other two successful 
publications. The authors of these obtained their non-culturable forms by storing suspensions 
of cells in either PBS or sterile pond water without agitation at 4®C, and animal studies were 
conducted in mice (Jones et al., 1991) and chicks (Stem et al., 1994). No microscopy was 
carried out in either case on the non-culturable cells prior to their administration to animals, 
so that there was no indication at that stage either of thdr shape or of their viability.
In the less successful studies non-culturability was achieved by storage of cells in 
physiological saline at room temperature (Beumer et a l., 1992), shaking in Brucella broth 
at room temperature (Medema et al., 1992) and storage in deionised water at 4®C (Feamley 
et al., 1994). Microscopy was carried out in all three studies to determine the presence of 
coccoid forms in the first, viability by DVC experiments in the second and viability by CTC 
detection in the third. Viability of coccoid forms was detected in the first study by ATP 
measurement. The non-culturable cells were passaged in mice, rabbits and humans in the 
first study, and in chicks in the other two.
The experimental conditions used in the different studies were varied enough to 
answer most o f the criticisms that each of these groups may have of each other’s work. For 
example. Stem et û/. (1994) ascribe the failure of Medema et a /.’s experiments with chicks 
to the fact that non-culturable forms were produced at relatively high (room) temperature 
where death is more rapid, but Feamley et al.'s work, in which non-culturable cells were 
obtained at 4®C, contradicts this. Only one study (Beumer et al.) insisted on producing 
coccoid forms, while the electron microscopy carried out on the inoculum in Jones et al. ’s 
successful experiment revealed a mixture of 80% spiral and 20% coccoid morphologies. The 
opinion of these latter authors was that while all the spiral forms appeared degenerate, a
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proportion of coccoids looked intact and might therefore have been responsible for the 
apparent reversion to culturability, but of course these observations are highly subjective.
In short, there are no firm hypotheses about what triggers the reversion of VNC cells 
to infectivity (if this is what is really happening), about what types of cell revert, or about 
what conditions applied to the cells prior to the animal passage favour reversion. Because 
of the variability of results across the different publications, none o f the animal models 
appears to be ideal.
Thus although any successful experimental reversion is significant, many questions 
remain as to what causes it and as to how VNC cells might react in humans. The purpose 
of the following experiments was therefore to explore the effects on VNC cells o f human gut 
flora within the gut of another mammal, the rat.
4.1.3 ESTABLISHING HUMAN GUT FLORA IN GERM-FREE RODENTS
4.1.3.1 Concept of germ-free (GF) animals
The term GF refers to animals which are reared mtirely without any bacterial flora 
on any part of their body (gnotobiotic refers to those which possess a bacterial flora which 
is known or defined). The production of GF animals depends on the fact that embryos 
developing in the uterus of a healthy mother are microbiologically sterile and can be 
delivered aseptically by hysterectomy or caesarian section into a sterile environment. The 
hand-rearing which used to follow such a procedure was tedious and time-consuming, but 
now breeding colonies of GF rodents have been established, and new strains are obtained by 
fostering surgically derived young onto GF lactating does. GF animals spend their lives in 
isolators to prevent a return of their normal flora; all food and instruments introduced to
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them are sterile. The GF state has been induced in small mammals, farm animals and birds 
(Saito & Nomura, 1984).
The GF state is not without its effects on the animals themselves. Their reproductive 
capacity can be very low in some cases, and as rearing procedures for some species are 
extremely tedious, it can be difficult to produce the large numbers necessary to permit 
statistical analysis (about 10 animals per experimental and control group; Saito & Nomura, 
1984). The GF state also causes anatomical changes such as a significant enlargement of the 
caecum (from 2% to 5% of the total body weight in mice, Hazenberg et aï., 1981; see also 
Figure 4.1 for a pictorial representation of the intestinal tract of the rat), which reduces to 
its normal size when GF animals are colonised with a givai bacterial fiora. Hie exact 
reasons for and consequences of this are unknown. Lastly, their rearing in isolators means 
that GF animals are infrequently picked up and handled, therefore they tend to be more 
nervous than their normal counterparts.
4.1.3.2 Introducing human gut flora to GF rodents
Several workers have introduced a human gut fiora into GF rats and mice, which are 
then termed HFA or human flora-associated. It was found that the flora retained many 
characteristics of human gut microfiora, which facilitates the study of diet, toxic chemicals, 
carcinogens and other factors on human gut flora and circumvents ethical and other problems 
associated with such studies in humans (Rumney & Rowland, 1992). The procedure is, 
however, recognised to be expensive and it is accepted that host physiology may be different 
from that found in humans.
Human fiora is introduced to GF rodents by inoculating with suspensions of human 
faeces, used as far as possible within 2 h of collection, by gavage. Hazenberg et al. (1981)
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showed, by counting total numbers of anaerobes in caecal flora, and comparing percentages 
Gram-positive and -negative rods and cocci at weekly samples after inoculation, that the 
gross bacterial composition of the experimental flora was similar to that o f the donors and 
distinct from that of indigenous murine flora. They also showed that HFA animals must be 
protected from outside contamination if  the human flora is to persist for long periods of time.
For routine purposes, there are several ways of showing that the flora introduced to 
GF animals is like that of the human donor, but all are approximations and some are very 
time-consuming. A donor’s flora will vary in any case and animals themselves may vary in 
how they take it up: male-female variations have been observed (I.R. Rowland, BIBRA, 
pers. comm.). Bacterial counts of each species are time-consuming, expensive and difficult.
Alternatives are available in the form of microscopic cell counts, percentages of 
anaerobic to aerobic flora (about 99% in humans) and assays for metabolite profiles (enzymes 
and SCFA’s, short-chain fatty acids) known to be specific for a given flora.
Enzyme profiles (specific biochemical detection of presence and levels of B- 
glucuronidase, fi-glucosidase, nitrate reductase, nitroreductase and azoreductase) are routinely 
used in such studies (Mallett et al,, 1987). API-Zym provides a cruder technique for 
assessing the profiles of a number of enzymes, including two of the above.
SCFA’s are nearly exclusively produced by the intestinal flora, rather than the host. 
They are partly absorbed and partly excreted in the faeces (Midtvedt, 1989). The principal 
SCFA found in the human gut are acetic, propionic and butyric acids, present mainly as 
anions in the intestine because of the high pH. Though levels in the gut vary with diet, 
excreted faeces has been shown to be fairly constant in its composition of these molecules
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unless antibiotics have been taken by the subject (Cummings, 1985). SCFA’s are detected 
and measured by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC).
4.1.3.3 Animals used in this work
There are precedents (Epoke & Coker, 1991) for using rats as a model for C. jejuni 
infection. GF Lister Hooded rats were readily available from the animal unit by breeding 
without more animals needing to be bought in: they were therefore used in the HFA 
experiment involving culturable and non-culturable C. jejuni G l.
4.1.4 SELECTIVE MEDIA FOR C. JEJUNI
Among the several selective media available for C. jejuni, two were chosen for trial 
with Strain G l which featured in some of the previous reversion experiments referred to 
above. They were Blaser-Wang supplements used by Beumer et al,, 1992) and the blood- 
free modified CCDA (mCCDA) used by Jones et al, (1991) and Medema et al, (1992).
The Exeter supplements which were eventually also used (formulation EXl in 
Humphrey, 1986a, with the exception of colistin) were initially designed specifically to 
inhibit lactose-fermenting coliforms for the isolation of C. jejuni from milk during selective
one
enrichment (because these organi _^ms lower the pH and inhibit campyobacters).'Th^J also 
known to inhibit contaminants better than other media.
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4.2 SECTION 2: METHODS
4.2.1 SUMMARY OF OVERALL PROCEDURE
The aim was to feed viable but non-culturable (as defined in Chapter 3: capable of 
reducing tétrazolium salts) C. jejw ii strains to gnotobiotic rats which had been given a human 
intestinal flora (called human-flora-associated, or HFA, rats), to test whether these conditions 
would be sufficient to cause a reversion to culturability of these cells.
The procedures involved (explained in full in the following sections) are summarised 
here. See also Figure 4.2 for a pictorial summary.
Human intestinal flora was obtained from fresh human faeces and fed to the rats by 
gavage. After allowing one week for establishment, the flora was tested by obtaining faecal 
samples from the animals and checking its composition in three ways (culture, enzymes and 
fatty acids), to determine whether the flora reflected the human one given them.
Two weeks after gavage the animals were fed (orally) viable, non-culturable cells of 
Strain G1 (positive control animals were fed culturable cells) and their faeces were sampled 
1,3,  and 6  days after feeding. Freshly passed faeces were obtained and placed immediately 
in broth and agar containing antibiotic supplements. Broths were sub-cultured at intervals 
and all G l isolation plates were incubated in a microaerobic atmosphere in an anaerobic jar 
(see Chapter 2).
A second challenge was carried out 10 days after the first. Faeces were sampled 3 
days after this; the following day the animals were sacrificed and the caecae sampled.
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A number of preliminary experiments were conducted to test the effectiveness of: 
selective media for isolating and growing Gl; of anaerobic methods used to store and culture 
the faecal samples; enzyme and other tests designed to check the composition of the animal 
gut flora after gavage.
4.2.2 PRELIMINARY TESTS
4.2.2.1 Strain and selective media
The strain of C. jejuni was G l, previously described in Chapter 2.
Broths and agar plates described in Chapter 2 were used as bases for selective 
supplements, except in the case of the blood-free medium, modified CCDA, which was 
obtained from Unipath and used with the correct selective supplements (see Table 4.1 for the 
sources and concentrations of antibiotics provided by each supplement). All plates used in 
the isolation of G l were incubated in the microaerobic atmosphere described in Chapter 2.
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TABLE 4.1: ANTIBIOTICS CONCENTRATION IN MG OR I.U. PER LITRE MEDIUM IN EACH 
SET OF SUPPLEMENTS. BW REFERS TO BLASER-WANG. NI: NOT INCLUDED. BLASER-WANG 
AND CCDA SUPPLEMENTS WERE PROVIDED BY UNIPATH; FOR EXETER SUPPLEMENTS THOSE 
WITH * CAME FROM SIGMA. TRIMETHOPRIM AND RIFAMPICIN STOCK SOLUTIONS WERE 
DILUTED INITIALLY IN ETHANOL BEFORE WATER WAS ADDED.
Antibiotic BW CCDA Exeter
Polymixin B 2500 I.U. NI 4 mg *
Vancomycin 10.0 mg NI NI
Trimethoprim 5.0 mg NI 10 mg *
Amphoterecin B 1.0 mg 10 mg 2 mg
Cephalothin 7.5 mg NI NI
Cephoperazone NI 32 mg 15 mg
Rifampicin NI NI 10 mg *
Blaser-Wang (or BW) and mCCDA selective supplements were initially chosen for 
preliminary testing. They were made up as directed by Unipath in both BHI/YE broth and 
the relevant agar. They were tested for their ability to select Gl from among the following 
common faecal organisms: Enterobacter aerogenes, Escherichia, coli, Proteus mirabilis. 
Staphylococcus epidermidis and Candida utilis (C, albicans not available).
Selectivity and Gl growth were assessed with these media in broth and agars, 
incubating at 37® and 42®C for 24-48 h. Gl was recognised by colonial morphology 
followed by Gram stain.
As a result of preliminary tests (see Results), it was decided to use BW supplements 
with Columbia Agar Base supplemented with 5% lysed horse blood and with BHI/YE. 
Incubation at 42®C was chosen (with 2 h initial incubation at 37®C to take account of 
possible cell injury and the effects of antibiotics at that temperature) for a minimum of 48 
h with examination (for plates) and streaking onto BW agar (for broths) at 24 h and daily 
thereafter.
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Later recommendations from Dr. T. Humphrey (Exeter P.H .L.S., pers. comm.) led 
to the use of Exeter supplements (Table 4.1), the inclusion of FBP supplements (Unipath, 
described in Chapter 2) and extending the initial incubation at 37 ®C to overnight before 
transfer to 42®C.
4.2.2.2 Selecting for Gl in the presence of an anaerobe
The selection experiment above was clearly designed not to deal with strict anaerobes 
which would not survive the microaerobic conditions of plate incubation, but it was perceived 
that these organisms could grow in Brain-Heart Infusion without any special atmospheric 
conditions. The system was therefore tested to see whether Gl could be isolated in the 
presence of B. fragilis, by growing both organisms together and using the supplements to 
select for G l.
4.2.2.3 Testing if human faecal donor is C  ieiuni carrier
A fresh human faecal sample was transferred to two charcoal swabs previously 
moistened in sterile MRD (this method had previously been shown to be effective for postal 
transport of C. jejum). Swabs were rolled on BW plates and the inoculum streaked for single 
colonies, and the cotton end of the swab cut into BW broth with flamed scissors.
4.2.2.4 Anaerobic conditions and media for faecal samples
ThioglycoUate Medium (Unipath) is a broth thickened with 0.05% agar and designed 
for the cultivation of anaerobic organisms without the need either for a paraffin layer on top 
or for anaerobic incubation. The indicator resazurin makes the medium yellow providing its 
Eh is below -50 mV, above which the medium turns pink. This facility was used to decide
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what volumes and storage conditions were best for this medium, which was to be used for 
the transport of fresh rat faeces between the animal house and the laboratory prior to 
anaerobic cultivation. This was one of the methods used to check the establishment of 
human flora in the gut of the animals.
A strain of the strict anaerobe Bacteroides fragilis was used to test the effectiveness 
of Wilkins-Chalgren Anaerobe Agar (Unipath) and of Gaspaks (BBL). The jar was to be 
used to transport fresh faeces with a minimum of loss of anaerobic strains, and the agar 
designed to be used for total anaerobic counts.
The agar, called WCA agar, was made up of Wilkins-Chalgren broth to which 1 % 
agar and 5 % lysed horse blood (after autoclaving) were added. The plates were poured and 
kept in the anaerobic cabinet for at least 18 h before use and used within one week. A metal 
anaerobic jar with a Gaspak (used according to instructions) together with a fresh catalyst 
was compared with the anaerobic cabinet for growth of B. fragilis.
4.2.2.S Enzyme testing
The enzymes produced by a community of microorganisms can be profiled in order 
to obtain an idea of the composistion of that community. An enzyme profile o f a preliminary 
sample of human faeces was obtained using API-Zym which offers 19 tests on a strip. (See 
Table 4.2 for the list of enzymes and their substrates and their corresponding numbers).
0.5 g faeces were vortexed in a capped tube with 4 ml water for about 1 min. The 
resulting sludge, still very fibrous, was centrifuged for 5 min and 2 ml supernatant pipetted 
off to prevent re-mixing. 65 yX of the supernatant was pipetted into each capsule on the strip 
which was incubated and treated as directed in the instructions. This proved too difficult to 
read because of the natural colour of the suspension (see Results), so a further strip
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preliminary was prepared in which the suspension was further diluted. Consequently, for 
all future tests the following dilutions were prepared: 0.5 g faeces to 4 ml water followed 
by preparation of a 1/50 dilution.
4.2.3 GAVAGE WITH HUMAN FAECAL FLORA
4.2.3.1 Treatment of human faecal sample
A human volunteer was selected who had not had any antibiotic treatment for the 
preceding 3 months. The sample used for gavage was obtained first thing in the morning and 
had to be kept anaerobic while it was taken to the laboratory. A 1-litre plastic pot containing 
the specimen was placed with loosened cap in an anaerobic jar containing a Gaspak, a 
rejuvenated catalyst and several packs of dry ice which had been placed in the jar overnight 
and had evaporated to create a CO, atmosphere in the jar, so that most of the oxygen would 
be displaced. The Gaspak was activated and the jar sealed and transported to the laboratory. 
The specimen was always kept at ambient temperature.
20% suspensions (w/v) of sample were prepared in 0.9% NaCl universals and 
vortexed (the saline previously prepared by being placed in the anaerobic cabinet immediately 
after autoclaving). These were used for gavage.
4.2 .3.2 Animals and gavage
Germ-free Lister Hooded Rats were weaned three weeks after birth and gavage took 
place after the fourth week. Gavage is the introduction of 1-2 ml of the sample per animal 
directly into the stomach by intubation. There were two isolators with 5 rats in each 
distributed among 3 cages per isolator.
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4 2 .3 .3  Culture
Total culture was performed in order to determine the proportions of aerobes to 
anaerobes, which are known to characterise the faeces of different species. Human stools 
should contain roughly the following:
1 0 ‘° anaerobes per gram 
KT-IO* aerobes per gram 
Culture was done both to check these proportions and to find out whether a significant 
number of anaerobes was lost during the transportation of the sample.
Pre-reduced MRD was used for all dilutions (placed in anaerobic cabinet while still 
warm from autoclaving). Samples were handled using wide-bore pipette tips (their pointed 
ends had been cut off with flamed scissors to widen the holes. These tips were shown still 
to hold the correct volumes of fluid in their altered state).
For anaerobic counts WCA agar was used, made with Wilkins-Chalgren broths with 
1% agar (containing 10% blood instead of 5%, recommended by Dr. I. Rowland, BIBRA, 
pers. comm.). Plates were pre-reduced and given minimal drying time. All manipulations 
of the faecal sample took place inside the anaerobic incubator. Duplicate spread plates with 
dilutions 10^-10  ^were incubated at ±35®C for 10 days, within the anaerobic cabinet.
For aerobic counts, Columbia Blood Agar (5 % blood) plates were used. These were 
not pre-reduced but were kept overnight at room temperature. Duplicate spread plates with 
dilutions W -W  were incubated subsequently at 37®C in aerobic conditions for 3 days.
4.2.3.4 Direct microscopic clump count (DMCO
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The total number of bacteria per gram of faeces was calculated according to the 
DMCC method described on p. 124 of the Anaerobe Laboratory Manual (Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute, 4th ed. 1977).
Briefly, smears of 1 cm  ^ were prepared using the Id’ and 10  ^ dilutions prepared 
above, air-dried and heat-fixed. They were Gram-stained and again air-dried before being 
examined under the light microscope with the xlOO objective. The easiest dilution to read 
was chosen and total number of organisms (or clumps if in chains) estimated from 
microscopic counts as directed.
4.2.3.5 Selection for C. leium
This was done with BW agar and broth as described previously.
4.2.3.6 API-Zvm
The test was performed as previously described on the fresh specimen.
4.2.3.7 Gas-liquid chromatography (GLC)
This technique was used to complement the counts and enzyme tests for the 
characterisation of human faeces as distinct from rat using the profile of the short-chain fatty 
acids (SCFA) produced as by-products of the community of bacteria found in the material. 
This should, as for the enzyme strip, produce a profile which is unique for the mammalian 
species.
Each sample was weighed, placed in distilled water and vortexed (samples could be 
preserved at -20®C at this stage until all were collected so they could be processed at the 
same time). The suspension was then transferred to a 5 ml volumetric flask, 2 drops
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concentrated H2 SO4  were added in order to acidify the sample below pH 3 (this favours the 
extraction of SCFAs into ether by converting them into their undissociated forms). The 
volume was made upto the mark with water and the correct volumes of diethyl ether were 
added to make the samples equivalent on the basis of their original wet weights. The pH was 
less than 1, which favours the extraction of anions. Chromatography was carried out on a 
Pye Unicam model 104 with flame ionising detector using standards 0.1% acetate, butyrate 
and isovalerate in diethyl ether. Injection temperature: setting 3 on model 104, around 
150®C; detector temperature: 170®C; column oven: isothermal at 120®C; carrier gas: 
nitrogen; flow mix:normal ratio H,: 40 ml/min and air 350 ml/min. Carrier flow rate: 50 
ml/min.
4.2.3.S Tests for the establishment of human flora
The rats living in isolators were not used to being handled. When they were picked 
up, their anxiety made them produce faeces which could be collected directly, thus fresh 
samples were easily obtained.
The gavaged flora was allowed one week to establish before testing. Faeces for 
culture were collected into ThioglycoUate Medium from one rat in each cage of each isolator. 
The samples from one animal in each of the three cage^the same isolator were pooled and 
used for the culture and microscopy counts. The weights of the pooled samples were 
recorded by weighing the universal before and after collection. The remaining animals (two 
per isolator) produced samples into separate empty universals which were set aside for 
enzyme and fatty acid tests. It was not possible to pool the global sample and then divide 
for the various tests, as those for culture needed to be kept strictly anaerobic and were
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therefore placed immediately in ThioglycoUate medium, which might have prejudiced the 
results of the biochemical tests.
Culture and DMCC tests were performed immediately and were used to justify 
proceeding to the next step, the challenge.
Faeces were also obtained from normal Lister Hooded Rats with their conventional 
flora, in order to compare with HFA rats. These animals were kept in a different animal 
house in conventional cages; however, because they were much tamer, faeces could not be 
obtained fresh from the animal and so it was not considered useful to try to culture or count 
total ceU numbers. Only API-Zym and SCFA analysis were carried out on these samples.
4.2.4 THE Gl CHALLENGE
4.2.4.1 Preparation of the organism
Strain G l was inoculated into dupUcate Duran flasks of 50 ml BHI/YE and incubated 
in a 37®C water bath untU cultures had reached late log phase (24 h). Flasks were then 
shaken at 4®C and 150 rpm for several weeks. They were sampled at intervals for 
culturabiUty, shape and abiUty to reduce INT (see Chapter 3, Methods Section 3.2 2.3). 
One of the flasks was selected on Day 40 of its shaking.
For a positive control, a late-log-phase culture of Strain Gl was prepared for the 
challenge.
4.2.4.2 Challenge medium
It was recommended that this taste sweet if possible, as the challenge was to be oral.
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To find out whether a sweetener would have any detrimental effect on organisms, 10 
ml late-log-phase culture was centrifuged and resuspended in PBS. 5 ml was pipetted in a 
control tube and 5 ml into a test bottle. The latter received glucose to a final concentration 
of 1% (w/v). Both tubes were maintained at 4®C overnight and sampled the next day for 
cfu/ml. If anything, it was found that glucose enhanced the survival of G l.
4.2.4.3 First challenge
2 ml Day 40 culture were centrifuged and the pellet resuspended in 2 ml PBS with 
1% glucose and used for the oral challenge; another 2 ml of the rest of the culture was 
removed for the INT test. To check further the non-culturability of the suspension, the rest 
of the contents of the flask was cultured in the following volume combinations which were 
incubated for several days at 37°C:
3 X 1 ml in separate 10 ml fresh broth;
3 x 10 ml in separate 50 ml fresh broth.
The late-log-phase culture was diluted to 10  ^ in PBS with 1 % glucose and used for 
feeding as positive control. The culture was found to contain 3.85 x 10* as a mean of 
duplicate plates.
All the rats of each one of the isolators were given either the test suspension or the 
control. Each was fed 0.2 ml of the relevant suspension. The following list indicates what 
was given to each in terms of cells:
Isolator 3: a non-culturable suspension containing:
2.9 X 10^  total cells of which 63.9% were coccoid and 2.1 x 10* respiring (91.7% of which 
were coccoid).
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Isolator 4: 7.7 x KT cfu.
4.2.4.4 Sampling
A sample was obtained at 24 h intervals on Days 1,3 and 6 after the challenge. 
Samples were placed individually in universals containing half-strength broths BHI/YE in 
PBS (without antibiotics) to prevent overgrowth and cultured within half an hour or as shortly 
after that as possible.
For each sample the faecal pellet was retrieved from broth with sterile forceps and 
cut into four pieces, two of which were spread and then streaked onto BW agar (called direct 
plates) and the other two placed in BW broths which were sub-cultured on to BW plates after
2, 5 and 24 h incubation. Incubation conditions were as previously described.
Day 6 sample was treated according to advice from Dr. T. Humphrey (pers. com.): 
Exeter supplements (Table 4.1) were included in broth for collection and culture and Exeter 
supplements were included in all plates instead of BW.
4.2.4.5 Second challenge
A second challenge was performed with a higher dose.
This time a new non-culturable suspension was prepared from a 30®C Day 2 shaking 
culture (see Chapter 3), which achieved non-culturability much more quickly (although non- 
culturable cells are generally in better condition at 4°C).
The positive control was a late-log-phase culture as before, centrifuged and 
resuspended without dilution in sugared PBS.
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The second challenge took place 10 days after the first. Each rat received 0.2 ml 
sugared suspension containing cells as follows:
Isolator 3: a non-culturable suspension containing 2 x lO’ cells of which 23.9% were 
coccoid and 8.6 x 10* respiring cells (of which 90.9% coccoid);
Isolator 4: 4.8 X 10^  cfu.
4.2.4.6 Faecal samples
Broths containing Exeter supplements were used to collect samples 72 h after 
challenge. In the laboratory, a portion of the samples was aseptically removed while the rest 
was left in the broth which was incubated as described previously. The removed sample was 
spread and streaked on plates containing Exeter supplements.
Broths were sub-cultured after 2, 20 and 44 h total incubation.
4.2.4.T Caecal samples
Rats were sacrificed four days after the second challenge. The caecae were removed 
and placed in broths containing Exeter supplements.
Each caecum was cut open aseptically and the contents spread and streaked on plates 
containing Exeter supplements. Caecae were returned to broths for further incubation. 
Broths were sub-cultured at 4 and at 20 h on to Exeter plates.
4.2.4.S Spiked human faeces
The Exeter supplements was tested on a sample of human faeces from the same donor 
spiked with Strain G l. 200 1^ of a late-log-phase Gl broth was added to a samples of faeces
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and mixed (about 10’ organisms). About one third of this was streaked on to plates while 
the other two went into duplicate broths. They were incubated as described previously.
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4.3 SECTION 3: RESULTS
4.3.1 RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY TESTS
4.3.1.1 Selective media
It was found that both BW and mCCDA inhibited all the non-Campylobacter 
organisms on agar. Incubation at 37®C gave much poorer results for both supplements 
(lower numbers recovered) than at 42°C even with longer incubation, despite the fact that 
mCCDA supplements were designed for use at 37°C (Unipath). Gl grew more slowly in 
broths and on agar where mCCDA supplements were included than in the presence of BW 
supplements.
No preliminary tests were carried out on Exeter supplements because of the shortage 
of time.
The anaerobe B. fragilis was easily inhibited and C. jejuni isolated after 24 h 
incubation of the BW broth. However, in the unsupplemented broth (mimicking the situation 
where an anaerobe may be resistant to BW supplements) G l was isolated after 2 h incubation
but no longer from 5 or 24 h.
4.3.1.2 Human faecal donor as C jeim i carrier
There was no growth on the BW plates after 48 h incubation but broths became
cloudy from 24 h. No CampylobacterAXkt organism could be cultured from subs of the 
broths but some contaminants did come through the antibiotics from the broths.
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4.3.1.3 Testing anaerobic conditions
Tightly screwed metal caps did not prevent the visible oxidation of ThioglycoUate 
Medium in air but this could be kept to a minimum (so that only a thin layer on top went 
pink) when 20 ml rather than 10 ml volumes were used in Universal bottles. For the 
experiment, the medium was transferred to the anaerobic cabinet immediately after 
autoclaving and stored there until needed.
B. fragilis grew well in the anaerobic jar on WC agar. Two 10 ml volumes of 
ThioclycoUate Medium in loosely capped Universals placed in the same anerobic jar did not 
turn pink at all while their equivalents in air turned pink for 2/3 of the way down the tube. 
It was concluded that these conditions were stringent enough for the successful transport and 
culture of anaerobes.
4.3 .1.4 Enzyme preliminaries with API-Zym
The results of the initial test, read against a colour chart in which many of the 
positives were expected to be some shade of orange, were difficult to read because of the 
natural orange colour of the supernatant at that dilution.
A 1/50 dilution of the supernatant, a very pale yellow colour, was pipetted on to 
another strip which, when treated as per the instuctions, gave much clearer results.
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4.3.2 EXAMINATIQN_QF FAECES_EQR ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN FLORA IN
m r
4.3.2.1 Culture and microscopic counts
Aerobic plates were counted after 72 h incubation although no change took place after 
the first 24 h. Anaerobic plates were incubated for 10 days. Table 4.3 indicates the results 
for the human faeces used for gavage and for pooled rat faeces from each isolator, together 
with ratios and DMCC results. All figures were adjusted to take account of the original wet 
weight of faeces and the volume of broth into which it was first diluted, so that results per 
gram sample (wet weight) were obtained.
TABLE 4.3; TOTAL AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC CULTURE RESULTS AND DIRECT MICROSCOPIC 
CLUMP COUNTS (DMCC) PER GRAM HUMAN FAECES USED FOR GAVAGE AND POOLED RAT 
FAECES ONE WEEK AFTER GAVAGE. PROP. REFERS TO AEROBIC TO ANAEROBIC 
PROPORTIONS, CALCULATED BY DIVIDING THE NUMBER OF ANAEROBES BY THE NUMBER OF 
AEROBES.
Aerobic Anaerobic Prop. DMCC
Human 7.8 X 10’ 6.9 X 10’ 88.46 1.4 X 10“
Isolator 3 4.7 X 10' 5.1 X 10” 108.51 3.5 X 10”
Isolator 4 6.2 X 10* 6.1 X 10” 98.39 7.0 X 10”
The counts for HFA rat and human samples were comparable with each other, though 
higher for rat. Anaerobe to aerobe proportions varied by about 10% above and below a 
median figure provided by Isolator 4 (98.39), which itself is close to the expected proportion 
for human stool.
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The counts obtained for the human donor sample indicate that, if  each animal was 
gavaged with 1 ml of a 20% suspension of the stool, each received about 1.4 x 10* cfu. 
They concur well with the predicted amounts and indicate that significant numbers of 
anaerobes were not lost during transportation.
4.3.2.2 Enzyme analysis
Scores between 0-5 were assigned to each of the different capsules on the strip 
according to the strength of the colour reaction, 0 being negative and 1-5 increasingly 
positive. The colour intensities were graded by reference to a chart provided by the 
manufacturer. As explained in Methods the different experiments were standardised as far 
as possible so that the liquid used to inoculate the strips was obtained from the same 
proportion of faeces to water in each case. This was in order to make the tests comparable 
with each other. The results are presented in Table 4.4 and also pictorially in Figure 4.3. 
Enzyme names corresponding to numbers can be found in Table 4.2, under the Methods 
section of this chapter.
Substantial differences appeared between the samples, particularly in the cases of a- 
galactosidase (13), B-galactosidase (14) and N-acetyl-B-glucosaminidase (18). On the whole 
the HFA samples from the isolators appeared to resemble more closely the Normal Rat 
sample than that of the original human donor. However, the main problem may have been 
one of enzyme concentration, since most of the individual tests in rats achieved a rating of 
or less.
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Table 4.4: Enzyme profile results for human faeces used for gavage,
ONOTOBIOTZC RAT FAECES ONE WEEK AFTER GAVAGE AND NORMAL RAT FAECES.
Enzyme No. Human I s o l . 3 I s o l . 4 N orm al r a t
1 0 0 0 0
2 4 5 5 5
3 1 4 % %
4 1 % % %
5 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 % 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
11 2 2 1 1
12 1 1 % %
13 2 0 0 0
14 3 % % %
15 0 0 0 0
16 1 1 0 0
17 % 0 0 0
18 3 % 0 0
19 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0
4.S.2.3 Short-chain fatty acid analysis
Details can be seen in Figure 4.4. A summary of numerical results (relative retention 
times areas under peaks) can be found in Table 4.5. This Table provides an identification 
o f the peaks of the graphs and the area under peak s show the relative concentrations of the 
different fatty acids. Identifications were obtained from standards used with the run for 
acetate, ÿutyrate and isovalerate and from standards used in previous runs for the others. 
Some peaks, corresponding to two different RRTs, remain unidentified: they are the ones 
with a relative retention time (RRT) in the region of 2.7 for the normal rat sample and 3.3 
for the others, and could, if  they are SCFA’s, indicate the presence of valeric and a- 
Isocaproic acids respectively.
The concentrations can be compared across the graphs because the amount of sample 
used for each run was standardised. Samples were identified with the aid of standards which 
were run either with the samples (acetate, N-butyrate and isovalerate) or in a separate run 
with the same column and conditions (propionate and isobutyrate).
The sample from Isolator 4 lacked the isobutyrate shoulder which appeared in all the 
others (though weak in Isolator 3 sample); otherwise peaks for acetate, propionate and 
nbutyrate were present throughout. Differences occurred between the Normal Rat and other 
samples in the integrated area of unidentified peaks. The presence or absence of these peaks 
are distinguishing features of the Normal Rat versus Human Stool and HFA-rat samples, as 
the former contains the one whose RRT is 2.7 while the latter all contain the one whose RRT 
is 3.3.
Further distinguishing features rest with the concentrations of the identified SCFA, 
which seemed to be lower in the Normal Rat sample than in the others, very noticeably so 
in the case of n-butyric acid. This gives the overall graphs a distinctive profile which makes
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TABLE 4.5: GLC ANALYSIS OF SHORT-CHAIN FATTY ACIDS (SCFAS) IN FAECAL 
SAMPLES: NUMERICAL RESULTS
ISOLATOR 3 RAT
PKNO
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7
RT
0.675
2.562
3.522
3.80
5.102
6 . 0
8.350
RRT
0.2635
1
1.3748
1.4832
1.9915
2.3419
3.2592
AREA
25681
10700
13789
17929
NAME
solvent
acetate
propionate
isobutyrate
nbutyrate
isovalerate
unidentified
ISOLATOR 4 RAT
PKNO RT RRT AREA NAME
1 0.653 0.257 27480 solvent
2 2.542 1 20459 acetate
3 3.498 1.3764 9260 propionate
4 5.092 2.0033 23599 nbutyrate
5 8.360 3.2887 unidentified
NORMAL RAT
PKNO RT RRT AREA NAME
1 0.673 0.2623 18482 solvent
2 2.567 1 8881 acetate
3 3.533 1.3766 11021 propionate
4 3.95 1.5388 isobutyrate
5 5.20 2.0257 nbutyrate
6 6.15 2.3958 isovalerate
7 7.0 2.7269 unident.
HUMAN STOOL
PKNO RT RRT AREA NAME
1 0.683 0.2579 20346 solvent
2 2.648 1 9831 acetate
3 3.642 1.3753 19844 propionate
4 4.08 1.5408 isobutyrate
5 5.293 2.0000 21867 nbutyrate
6 6.25 2.3603 15194 isovalerate
7 8.72 3.2931 unidentified
STANDARDS (AT END OF RUN)
PKNO RT RRT AREA NAME
1 0.675 0.2638 17722 solvent
2 2.558 1 40962 acetate
3 5.125 2.0033 79784 nbutyrate
4 6.1 2.3844 102231 isovalerate
Code: PKNO = peak number, see Figure 4.4; RT « retention time in min., 
typical of SCFA, worked out by machine or by hand; RRT = relative 
retention time, RT divided by the RT of acetate, more precisely typical 
of the SCFA than RT alone; AREA = area under the curve, indicates the 
concentration of the SCFA: shown for SCFAs indentified by machine; 
NAME = identification of SCFA.
the HFA-rat stools resemble more closely the human stool than that from the conventional 
rat.
4.3.2.4 G1 test before gavage
G1 was not isolated from either direct plates or broths. Broths grew a resistant 
Gram-negative rod on 24 h sub-culture, which emphasises the need for early sub-culturing 
of broths.
No G1 was cultured from any of the non-culturability test broths derived from the 
non-culturable suspension used in the first challenge.
4.3.2.5 Challenge organisms
The flask selected on Day 40 of shaking had been shown to contain < 1 cfu/ml on 
Day 28 and < 0 .5  cfu/ml on Day 36. On Day 40 the INT test and microscopy revealed that 
it contained 1.44 x 10^  total cells of which 63.9% were coccoid and 1.04 x 10^  respiring 
cells of which 91% were coccoid.
4.3.3 RESULTS OF ATTEMPTS TO RECOVER G1 FROM RATS
4.3.3.1 Day 1 and 3 samples from first challenge
These three samples were cultured on BW broths and plates; samples from individual 
animals were treated separately. No Campylobacter was detected on any of the direct plates 
or plates arising from the sub-culturing of broths.
A single resistant organism, a Gram-positive rod growing much faster than Strain G l, 
did appear on plates and in broths (though it was not isolated on any media derived from the
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original human faeces. Broths rapidly (24 h) became very cloudy and eventually dark and 
foul-smelling, an indication that some of the anaerobic organisms were able to resist the
antibiotics as well.
It was thought that the resistant organisms could be outgrowing any G l to such an 
extent that the latter, if  present, was not able to grow at all. A change of selective 
supplements was therefore tried in order to achieve total inhibition of non-Campylobacter 
bacteria.
4.3.3.2 Day 6 sample from first challenge
The Exeter supplements inhibited all the aerobic organisms and slowed the 
development of cloudiness in broths at 24 h; however broths were still dark and foul-smelling 
by 48 h.
G l did not appear on any direct plates after 48 h or on 20 h sub-cultures. A Gram 
stain of a smear of a 48 h broth revealed a mix of rods and cocci, none recognisably 
Campylobacter-]ik&.
No diarrhoea was noted in any of the animals at this stage.
4.3.2.3 Faecal and caecal samples from second challenge
Day 3 faecal samples behaved like the Day 6 samples of the first challenge (except 
that the fast-growing. Gram-positive organism was inhibited); no Gl was isolated even from 
the positive controls despite the massive dose.
Caecal direct plates of the caecal samples grew a sparse, small white colony which 
would not have masked Gl colonies had they been present, but they were not. Broths did
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not isolate Gl upon sub-culturing at 4 and at 20 h and were discarded at 48 h smelling foul 
even with their caps on.
Direct plates of these two samples were incubated for 8 days before being discarded 
as negative.
No diarrhoea was noted in the animals.
4.S.2.4 Spiked human faeces
Direct plates as well as 2, 4 and 24 h broths sub-cultures all isolated G l, confirmed 
by microscopy. After 5 days incubation the broths were very dark and foul-smelling, and 
no G l was isolated upon sub-culture.
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4.4 SECTION 4: DISCUSSION
4.4.1 SUCCESS OF ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN GUT FLORA
4.4.1.1 Cultural and microscopic counts
The cultural and microscopic counts appeared to support the conclusion that the 
human flora had become weU established after one week. Total numbers were similar to the 
donor flora, though higher per gram in the animals, and there was reasonable correlation 
between the aerobe-to-anaerobe proportions (see Table 4.3). These factors are accepted as 
indicators of good establishment (Runmey & Rowland, 1992). For comparison purposes, it 
is worth noting that the following mean microscopic counts were reported by Mallett et al. 
(1987): conventional Lister Hooded Rat caecae: 3.5 x 10“; HFA Lister Hooded Rat caecae:
2.2 X 10" and human faeces: 9.1 x 10'°. Our numbers were lower overall (though for the 
animals this could be explained by their origin being faecal rather than caecal) and markedly 
lower than their report for the conventional rats.
However, on the BW selective media a resistant. Gram-positive, aerobic organism 
was isolated which was not picked up in either of the selective tests performed on the original 
faecal sample. As all the samples were treated individually after the challenges, it is possible 
to trace how this organism appeared. For the first faecal sample after the first challenge it 
was isolated from all samples from one isolator (3, that given the non-culturable suspension) 
and from only one from the other. By Day 3 the same resistant organism was isolated from 
most direct plates and broth sub-cultures, therefore it had spread.
As the animals were kept in isolators and the resistant organism appeared in both 
isolators almost simultaneously, one cannot conclude that there was contamination from the
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environment. The fact that the organism was not seen in the donor faeces does not 
automatically indicate that it was not present, simply that it might have been there in lower 
numbers (the total aerobic population makes up 1% of total anaerobic population). The 
gradual way in which it appeared indicated an evolution in the faecal composition of the 
animals, with some exhibiting it before others. This must indicate that some shifting in the 
proportions of organisms took place since the gavage and therefore that the composition of 
the final HFA rat flora differed from the donor’s at least in that respect. Furthermore, it is 
not absolutely impossible that the sugared PBS used to feed the challenge organism was 
contaminated and the problem began there.
4.4 .1.2 Enzyme analysis
Most of the enzyme tests chosen by Rowland (Rumney et al, , 1993; Rowland & 
Tanaka, 1993) to back up their culturable evidence of good establishment were chosen to 
reflect the reactions whose products could cause cancer. Only two of those were tested for 
by the API-Zym strip, 8-glucuronidase (No. 15) and B-glucosidase (No. 17). It was 
therefore surprising that these two rated only 0 and respectively in our tests, particularly 
for the human samples. 8-glucuronidase is particularly recognisable on the API-Zym strip 
by its blue colour contrasting with any natural colouration of the sample, and it registered 
3 when the very first sample was done with concentrated supernatant. The overall results 
must therefore have been affected by the fact that the concentration had to be kept low 
because of colour interference.
Mallett et a l (1983) used API-ZYM for qualitative comparison between rat microfiora 
held in continuous culture and rat caecal contents, to obtain a visual estimation of the 
chromophoric products. A 10% w/v suspension of caecal material was prepared (in
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phosphate-buffer saline). The supernatant of this was presumably used to inoculate API-Zym 
strips. Our initial dilutions compared well with 10% (0.5 g in 4 ml water represents 12.5 %). 
But as this was too highly coloured for the test it was diluted again 50 times, reducing the 
concentration to 0.25% of the original. This is much lower than rqx>rted in the paper and 
could account for poor results. It is possible that the caecal contents of rats were not so 
highly coloured as to required much dilution.
It is not known what effects the lack of freshness of the stool obtained from normal 
rats may have had on the test. Otherwise it is clear that HFA rat stools resemble each other 
and normal rat stool in their API-Zym profile rather than the human donor stool.
4.4 .1.3 Short-chain fatty acid analysis
The SCFA results one week after gavage pointed to more variation in individual 
uptake than the cultural tests, perhaps because they were obtained for single animals rather 
than pooled samples. Individual animals are known to vary in their uptake of the human 
flora (I.R. Rowland, BIBRA, pers. comm.). However, it is clear, as described in the Results 
section, that SCFA profiles for HFA rats resemble human stool more closely than 
conventional rat. Midtvedt et ah (1987) examined the re-establishment of normal flora in 
germ-free rats (AGUS strain) by various methods, including the monitoring of SCFA 
composition and content. Their results indicated that the conventional rat flora, unlike the 
profiles obtained here, contains mainly acetic acid (around 67-70%), while the other SCFA’s 
(propionic, isobutyric, n-butyric, isovaleric and n-valeric) formed but small parts (max. 20% 
for propionic) of the total SCFA content. Remesy & Demigne (1976) reported the following 
results with the faeces of Sherman rats: acetic acid made up 64% of the total SCFA content, 
while propionic and n-butyric acids accounted for 23% and 13% respectively. The human
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and HFA rat profiles presented here show quite different proportions from the rat ones in 
these publications.
4 .4.1 .4  Conclusions on establisment
The cultural, DMCC and SCFA results indicate that the gut microflora o f HFA rats 
resembled closely that of the original human donor The SCFA results indicate additionally 
that HFA rat gut flora differs more from that of normal rat than from the human 
sample. The enzyme tests in the form of API-Zym strips cannot be relied upon because of 
the conflict between the need for adequate concentration of enzymes and a low level of 
colour. The poor results with the enzyme tests may also have reflected longer time taken 
for the newly established flora to produce the same levels of enzymes compared with SCFA. 
It is possible to conclude that the establishment of human gut flora in these animals by this 
technique, as detectable after one week, was successful.
4 .4.2 FAILURE TO ISOLATE G l FROM POSITIVE CONTROLS
These experiments were designed to examine the possible reversion of non-culturable 
G l to culturability by passage through HFA rats. However, failure to detect any colony-
forming units in test animals cannot be discussed without first investigating fully the reasons
I
why no organisms were isolated from the animals infected with the culturable, postive 
control. The following paragraphs seek to explore several reasons why this might have 
occurred.
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4.4.2.1 Inadequate selective media or incubation conditions
The Gram-positive aerobe which caused problems on BW media was inhibited by the 
Exeter supplements, therefore its overgrowth cannot be blamed for the failure to isolate G l.
Several papers recommend the use of CCD A medium and supplements either from 
among a choice involving several media with blood-containing bases including Blaser-Wang 
(Gun-Munro er û /., 1987) or just from comparison with Preston Agar (Peterz, 1991). Blood- 
free media were developed as a response to the difficulty of some laboratories, especially in 
developing countries, in obtaining regular supplies of blood.
Unfortunately, the poor growth of Strain Gl on this medium meant that a different 
selective system was required. As the same supplements used in the CCD A system (plus 
others) were present in Exeter medium on which Strain Gl grew normally, the poor growth 
on mCCDA must have been related to the blood-free basal medium rather than to the 
supplements.
Because all anaerobes were not inhibited by this medium, low numbers of injured 
Campylobacters requiring gentle enrichment before isolation could have been missed even in 
this medium. However, Gl was isolated successfully in the "spiked faeces" experiment using 
Exeter supplements. Furthermore, where rat colonisation has been successful (Field et a l., 
1981; Epoke & Coker, 1991) such large numbers of cells were recovered as to make 
enrichment unnecessary. It therefore seemed reasonable to assume that the same might 
happen here.
4.4.2.2 Colony-forming unit dose too low
The dose of colony-forming units may have been too low in the first challenge. 
Epoke & Coker’s work (1991) would support this, as they found that Kf cfu of C. jejum
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were needed to colonise albino rats for more than a few days (they used 4 strains, though in 
the results they did not distinguish between the strains). However, Jones et al. (1991) found 
that with mice the infective dose depended on the strain of C. jejuni and could range from 
50 to 10*. In humans it has been shown to be as low as 500 cfu in milk (Robinson, 1981). 
Because of the expense involved in gnotobiotic animal work, no preliminary studies were 
carried out in the present work to establish the infective dose in HFA Lister Hooded Rats for 
Strain G l so a figure of about 10* was adopted, which seemed reasonable at the time.
10* may be better justified than 10* when it comes to accidental human infection. It 
is very hard to be certain what sort on numbers may be involved in food contamination but 
it is important to bear in mind that storage temperatures are too low for C. jejuni 
multiplication, so it has to rely on lower numbers than other food pathogens.
The low dose argument cannot be used to explain the results of the second challenge, 
for which the dose was much higher.
Oral administration was used by Jones et al. (1991) and Epoke and Coker (1991), 
intra-gastric for Field et al. (1981). The administration methods are not standardised across 
experiments and probably not relevant.
4.4 .2.3 Inadequate preparation of animals
Several workers point out that their animals were fasted before administration o f the 
pathogen (Epoke & Coker, 1991; Field et a l., 1981). Some did not mention it: Jones et al. 
(1991) (though they used one-day-old animals which might not have been fed at all); Fox et 
al. (1982); Beumer et al. (1992) indicate that human volunteers were on empty stomach but 
does not indicate the state of mice and rabbits (they had no positive controls, so no idea of 
infective dose); Medema et al. (1992) do not mention starvation for their chicks.
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Our animals were not fasted, and there is a possibility that this may have influenced 
the outcome. In humans, gastric secretions of pH 1-3.5 are produced in response to the 
presence or the aniticipation of food. Between the acid-producing glands, the stomach 
mucosa has a continuous layer of mucous glands which continually secrete an alkaline mucus, 
which acts as a thick layer to protect the stomach from the effects of its own gastric juices. 
In the inter-digestive period the stomach secretes little gastric juice and no acid: the mucous 
fluid is therefore slightly alkaline (Guyton, 1986). It is assumed that similar pH variations 
take place in other mammals, and that the reason they are sometimes administered a pathogen 
on an empty stomach is to maximise its chances of getting through the gastric barrier, 
particularly for a pH-sensitive organism like C. jejuni. However, the effectiveness of this 
may depend on the method of administration. Intragastric injection would be the most 
effective, but oral might give the stomach a chance to produce gastric juices, and then a 
stomach full of food might have a chance of protecting the cells. A good strategy might then 
have been to provide a buffered challenge medium, which PBS may have been inadequate 
for.
Schoeni & Wong also showed that feeding the chicks extra carbohydrates reduced C. 
jejuni colonisation as well, by inhibiting adherance or decreasing caecal pH, or influencing 
bacterial populations in the intestine. However, Fox et a l., 1982 showed with hamsters that 
high sucrose levels in the feed did not affect C. jejuni colonisation compared with controls. 
Therefore the composition of the feed is not likely to be a factor.
4.4.2.4 Rats a poor model for C jejuni infection
Neonatal mice, hamsters, rats and rabbits were investigated as potential models for 
C. jejuni infection (Field et a l., 1981). Again, animals were starved (in proportion to their
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age) before challenge. Rats were given 2.1 x 10* cfu intra-gastrically. Rats, together with 
mice and rabbits, were seen as promising models for C. jq/ww enteritis. Hamsters, however, 
were not so good in this case, contrary to the findings of Fox et al. (1982), indicating that 
different studies can give conflicting results.
Epoke & Coker (1991) examined the infective dose in rats and subsequent 
colonisation. In albino rats, the infective dose needed to be at least 10* cfu for colonisation 
to last more than a few days. The higher the dose the sooner it began to be excreted and the 
longer colonisation persisted. No clinical diarrhoea or fever was noted in colonised rats. 
The general features of these experiments were that rats generally did not become ill 
(temperature remains normal and formed stools are produced), colonisation was self-limiting 
(indicating that rodents are not a natural reservoir for C. jejuni), that very large infective 
doses were required and that large numbers were recovered in the gut and faeces.
The fact that such high infective doses are needed in rats may, contrary to the 
conclusions of the above-mentioned papers, indicate that the rat is in fact a poor model. This 
is in contrast to 50 cfii needed in some cases to colonise mice (Jones et a l., 1991) and 500 
in humans (Robinson, 1981). Although this does not explain the failure in our experiments 
to isolated Gl from positive controls whoi they were given similarly high doses, it is worth 
noting that the need for such large doses must militate against the successful implantation in 
rats of small numbers of C. jejuni cells that might have reverted from the non-culturable 
state.
The argument that rats may be a poor model may sit with difficulty in a situation 
where the rats have been so modified that they carry a human flora. However, the 
importance of host factors in infection cannot be understimated, especially as it has been
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shown that where C. jejuni has colonised rats successfully, they do not cause any symptoms, 
contrary to the situation in humans (Epoke & Coker, 1991).
4.4.2.S Other possible problems
Schoeni & Wong (1994) used a technique termed competitive exclusion (CE) in young 
chicks as a means of deliberately preventing C. jejuni colonisation in chickens. A defined 
CE fiora was investigated, made up of facultative anaerobes: equal concentrations of 
Gtrobacter diversus, Klebsiella pneumoniae and Escherichia coli were most effective. These 
three occupy the same niche as C. jejuni in the caecal crypts of chicks and produce 
metabolites antagonistic to it. Each chick was fed l(y cfu of the CE flora and/or l(f  cfu C. 
jejuni in order to test the exclusion. The paper does not say how permanently the CE 
organisms colonised the animals or for how long exclusion of C. jejuni was maintained. 
Another example o f CE is available in mice: Hazenberg et al. (1981) found that an anaerobic 
fiora could protect immunosuppressed GF mice against infection (by Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa in this case).
Human intestinal fiora, which varies enough from that of rodents, cannot be assumed 
to be equivalent to that o f chicks. However, if competitive exclusion takes place in the latter 
there may be a chance that it may have taken place in the HFA rats as well, the more so
r
because while chickens are a common resevoir for C. jejuni carriage, humans and rats are
infection
not. The possibility of CE taking place in humans makes C. jejun^Si hazardous business if  
it is dependent on the host flora and may help to explain, from the host’s point of view, how 
a strain may affect different people in different ways.
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Thus it may be important to take into account the individual properties of the strain 
and flora concerned, and the possibility that there may simply be an incompatibility between 
them.
4.4.3 FURTHER WORK
More work clearly needs to be done on C. jejuni infection with HFA rats, as the 
parameters are far from understood. Experiments with GF rats and defined floras, rather
f cthan a human donor flora, would provide useful informtion about whether CE against C. 
jejuni can take place in mammals at all as well as in this particular HFA rat situation. 
Different strains of C. jejum  need to be investigated to find out whether G l does not colonise 
in this situation, and different doses of colony-forming units should be investigated. All this 
would be expensive work in rats, and it may be worthwhile developing a HFA system for 
birds who are a more natural host.
If the problems can be solved for HFA rats, they could provide useful answers on the 
question on whether, in what circumstances and how reversion to culturability takes place.
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CHAPTER 5: ROLE OF SURFACES IN C. JEJUNI
SURVIVAL
5.1 SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
5.1.1 AIMS
C. jejuni is not known to be a slime-producing organism. While some studies have 
been undertaken on the subject of C. jejuni and biofilms (D.M. Jones, Manchester PHLS, 
pers. comm.), these have never been published.
Preliminary experiments in this laboratory showed that the culturability of C. jejuni 
strain G l in shaken broth at 30®C could be prolonged significantly beyond the usual two days 
if  a block of wood was present in the broth. On the other hand, blocks o f Formica and 
polypropylene had no effect. The work of this chapter was aimed at understanding the 
mechanism by which wood protects cells which are otherwise so sensitive to aeration, and 
whether this has a relevance to the environmental survival of C. jejum  or to domestic or 
industrial food handling.
This section introduces the techniques and ideas which find application in Chapter 5.
5.1.2 FREE RADICALS
5.1.2.1 Definition
The sensitivity of C. jejuni to oxygen free radicals (Hoffman, 1979a & b; see also 
Introduction section 1.8) must be taken into account in any study of its survival in adverse
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circumstances. This part o f the work was intended to find any relationship between the 
presence of wood and the effects on cells of these molecules.
A free radical is defined as any species (atom or molecule) capable of independent 
existence that contains one or more unpaired electrons; an unpaired electron is one that 
occupies an atomic or molecular orbital by itself (Halliwell & Gutteridge, 1989). The 
presmce of one or more unpaired electrons can make the species highly reactive and 
therefore short-lived.
Free radicals can be formed by the loss of a single electron from a non-radical, or by 
the gain of a single electron by a non-radical. They can be formed when a covalent bond 
is broken if  one electron from each of the pair shared remains with each atom (homolytic 
fission). The above broad definition indicates that there are many free radicals in chemistry 
and biology, and they are not necessarily oxygen-centred (Halliwell & Gutteridge, 1989). 
They may be centred around oxides of nitrogen, certain transition metals, carbon or nitrogen.
The hydroxyl radical OH is the most reactive of the oxygen-centred radicals, but not 
necessarily the most important. It does not travel far because it reacts with the first bio­
molecule it encounters. It is particularly damaging to DNA, but has to be produced in its 
vicinity in order to affect it (Evans e /fl/., 1991).
0% is the more dangerous, superoxide ion. It is less reactive than hydroxyl, 
hydroperoxyl and peroxyl radicals. The superoxide radicals can form HGj* reversibly. 
Under certain circumstances, they can form a chain reaction which is particularly damaging 
to lipids (Evans et a l ,  1991).
Aerated culture medium can spontaneously produce toxic molecules via the reduction 
of molecular oxygen by the components in the culture medium:
.
0 % -* 0 % H O ;' -* H jO ;
Some radicals are formed by redox processes, the most important of which is the 
Fenton reaction:
Fe"" +  H2 O2  Fe+"+ 4- OH 4 - O H ~
Fe^  ^ acts as electron donor and H2 O2  as acceptor.
5.1.2.2 Free radical measurement 
Galvinox)g2 ,6 -di-fC7 ï-butyl-cK-(3 ,5 -di-fcrr-butyl-4 -oxo-2 ,5 -cyclohexadiene-l-ylidene)-
p-tolyloxy, see Figure 5.1 for diagram of molecule) is a coloured free radical which couples 
with other free radicals, resulting in a measurable loss of colour in solution. 
Spectrophotometric observation of the colour disappearance is the most direct and simple 
method measurement of free radical production and levels (Barlett & Funahashi, 1962). This 
molecule, which is available commercially, was chosen for the the measurement of free 
radicals arising in broth from shaking. The effects of wood on free radical levels were also 
investigated in this way.
5.1.2.3 Antioxidants
Several vitamins have the effect o f scavenging particular oxygen free radical species 
and were chosen to find out whether the effects of wood could be mimicked, which would 
have revealed whether wood exerted its effects primarily through the scavenging of molecules 
which are toxic to C. jejum.
Uric acid reacts with singlet oxygen; a-tocopherol (vitamin E; a more water-soluble 
form is marketed under the name Trolox) reacts with peroxy and other reactive radicals; 
ascorbic acid (vitamin C) scavenges singlet oxygen and reacts rapidly with 'OH, (X** and
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HO;'. Ascorbic acid is regarded as the most effective aqueous-phase antioxidant in human 
blood plasma (Evans et al., 1991).
5.1.3 WOOD AND OTHER MATERIALS
Many studies have been carried out on the survival of enteropathogenic bacteria on 
kitchen surfaces to find out how catering materials affect the drying process. The aim here 
was initially to see whether the smoothness, porosity and thickness of materials had any 
effect in circumstances which were known to be adverse to C. jejuni such as oxygenation of 
a broth by shaking. The surprising results with wood prompted further research in this 
direction. For this purpose, materials possessing a number of different characteristics were 
chosen.
5.1.3.1 Composition of wood
lignin is an integral part of all vascular plants including herbaceous species; it is the 
major constituent of tree trunks. Lignin contributes to the compressive strength of the cell 
wall and represents an adaptation of plants to the terrestrial habitat. It is a polymer which 
is formed by enzymatic dehydrogenation of cinnamyl alcohols (also called monolignols, see 
Figure 5.2) which are the primary building blocks of lignin. The biosynthesis of cinnamyl 
alcohols themselves originiates from L-phenylalanine, the aromatic amino acid ultimately 
derived from carbohydrate metabolism. The type of cinnamyl alcohol will vary with the 
plant origin.
The polymerisation of monolignols to lignin is initiated by the oxidation of the 
phenolic hydroxyl group of these monomers, yielding phenoxy radicals. Coupling o f these
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radicals leads to dilignols (see Figure 5,3) which, after reoxidation and radical coupling, are 
converted to oligomeric intermediates which finally combine to form the lignin 
macromolecule. The enzyme peroxidase is responsible for the first stage of lignification, 
together with HjOj. HjOj origninates within the cell wall at the site of lignification 
(Grisebach, 1981).
Plants contain a broad spectrum of peroxidase isoforms (Lewis & Yamamoto, 1990). 
(It is assumed that sterilisation - autoclaving or dry heat - would dispose of these for the 
purposes of the experiments). It has generally been assumed that lignins exist in plant tissues 
as randomly linked polymers, which would set them appart from almost all other naturally 
occurring products. This assumption, however, is not accepted by all investigators.
5 .1 .3 ^  Wood orientation
Depending on how it is cut, a cube of wood displays at least two and sometimes three 
types of cut face, corresponding to the orientation of the xylem elements (vertical water- 
transporting tubes) inside the original trunk. All cubes derived from a cut chopping board 
display a transverse section, (TS) on two of their faces. The other four are longitudinal faces 
which fall into two categories: tangential longitudinal sections (TLS) appear on at least two, 
and possibly on all four, corresponding to a random longitudinal cut. But some longitudinal 
cuts may go along a line that passes through the centre of the trunk and then a particular cut 
face occurs, called a radial longitudinal section or (RLS).
These three face types are easily recognisable in beech (see Figure 5.4). A 
commercial chopping board displays only longitudinal sections on its outer surfaces, the TS 
being the one likely to absorb fluid most easily. Sawing up blocks exposes the TS, therefore
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the effect of the exposure of the different types of cut face was investigated for its effect of 
cell survival.
5.1.3.3 Surface properties of plastics
The nature and orientation of the exposed groups of atoms on a surface determine its 
wettability, which is measurable by the contact angle of a droplet of water placed on the 
surface (see Figure 5.5 for a pictorial representation of contact angle). It is possible, by 
placing a few droplets of water on a surface, to get an immediate impression of the surface’s 
affinity for water by the way in which the droplets appear to spread. This property can be 
measured very precisely by magnifying a droplet and measuring the angle (0 ) created at the 
drop-surface interface.
Contact angles are affected not only by the orientation of exposed groups on a surface 
(which is the quality we are interested in) but also by surface roughness. Surfaces measured 
clearly have to be clean, but this is not usually enough to limit variation if  there is 
roughness. Thus readings must be taken on both sides of a number of drops o f identical 
volume and, where possible, on both sides of the substratum concerned. The mean and 
standard deviation of angle measurements give a numerical description of the properties of 
the surface.
The wettability of a normally hydrophobic surface (such as a plastic block) can be 
increased by the release of an electric discharge near or around the block. The changes 
effected by this treatment could be measured before blocks were autoclaved and exposed to 
cells in culture.
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5.2 SECTION 2: METHODS
5.2.1 GENERAL METHODS
Unless otherwise stated, the following procedures were followed. Strain 01 was used 
throughout, with the same broth and agar media described in Chapter 2.
Wood, or any other material used, was autoclaved either with the broth or separately 
and added at the time of inoculation.
50 ml broths (in 100 ml Duran flasks) were inoculated either from a maintenance 
plate (see Ch. 2) or (wherever comparisons were necessary) with a standard volume from a 
2 hour broth, and then incubated in a 37°C water bath for 24 h and placed on a rotary shaker 
at 30°C and shaken at 150 rpm. Broths were sampled for culturability at time intervals of 
one or several days, using the Miles & Misra technique, spread plates or the spiral plater 
(depending on the experiment and the relative advantages of each method). Where numbers 
were likely to fall below 10 cfu/ml, 3 x 1 ml were pipetted into separate, fresh 10 ml broths 
which were then incubated for several days at 37®C and streaked onto agar for growth. EBP 
supplements were omitted for the reasons stated in Chapter 2. Plates were usually incubated 
at 37®C for two hours before transfer to 42®C for samples from shaking cultures. 
Experiments were carried out in duplicate or triplicate.
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5.2.2 EFFECTS OF WOOD BLOCKS
5.2.2.1 Preliminaries
The preliminary experiments with wood, described in Introduction Section 5.1.1, were 
repeated over a longer period of time, adding Formica and polypropylene as extra surfaces.
5.2.2.2 Source and treatment of wood blocks
Chopping boards made of laminated beech boards were obtained from kitchen supply 
shops and sawn into blocks 20 x 20 mm by whatever the thickness o f the board (usually 18 
mm). They were sawn along the grain and at right angles to it and care was taken
to avoid areas where the boards were glued together. Unless otherwise stated, all 
experiments involving wood blocks were carried out with samples such these.
Raw seasoned beech offcuts were obtained from a Salisbury DIY shop and labelled 
"raw" to compare with wood derived from chopping boards.
Some wood blocks were sterilised by dry heat to determine whether autoclaving 
affected the outcome. They were sterilised in individual glass beakers in a Gallenkamp 
Hotbox for 1 h at between 160 and 200®C. Each block was allowed to cool before being 
placed aseptically in sterile broth which was then inoculated and treated as above.
In further experiments with chopping board wood only, the effects on cell growth of 
leachate from the wood were tested by removing blocks after autoclaving and inoculating the 
remaining, slightly darkened medium, to compare with ordinary broth.
For all further experiments involving wood the wood was derived from chopping 
boards only.
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S.2.2.3 Wood block isolation
An explanation was sought for the effect of wood on shaking cultures at 30°C. This 
was examined in three ways:
- Blocks were placed singly inside 45 mm wide dialysis membrane (Medicell; 12,000- 
14,000 MW; boiled for 10 min in 2% w/v sodium hydrogen carbonate and 1 mM disodium 
EDTA and thoroughly rinsed) which was then closed by knotting at either ^ d  and added to 
the broth.
- Blocks were coated in collodion (Hopkin & Williams), a nitrocellulose substance 
usually dissolved in amyl acetate and which forms a water-permeable pellicle on evaporation 
of the solvent. As amyl acetate was not available, acetone was used to form a viscous 
solution. Wood blocks were autoclaved immersed in water and drained before use, to avoid 
expansion of the wood which would crack the collodion pellicle. Each block was coated 
aseptically and dropped into broth after hardening (there was no further processing to remove 
any acetone trapped inside the wood).
- 2% w/v Bacteriological agar (Unipath, No. 1) in R.O. water was autoclaved and 
kept molten in a sterile petri dish. Sterile waterlogged blocks were drained and coated in 
agar, and allowed to harden before being dropped into broth. This and the previous 
experiment were carried out in a Class n  cabinet wiped with IMS to minimise contamination.
All broths were inoculated and handled as previously described (5.2.1).
In a further experiment sawdust derived from the sawing up of the blocks was 
weighed out to the equivalent of a block (about 5 g) and autoclaved in broth. The resulting 
flasks were also inoculated, incubated, shaken and sampled as the above.
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5.2.3 POSSIBLE ROLE OF FREE RADICALS
These experiments were conducted to assess the importance of toxic oxygen 
derivatives in the fate of cells in shaken broths, and the role of wood in their protection.
5.2.3.1 Free radical measurements
Aeration of liquid media increases the build up of oxygen-derived free radicals to 
which C. jejuni is known to be sensitive (Hoffman et al., 1979a & b). The following 
experiments were designed to detect, and monitor changes in, levels of free radicals in the 
medium as it is shaken. Galvinoxyl (2,6-di-/erf- butyl-a-(3,5-di-re/t-butyl-4-oxo-2,5- 
cyclohexadiene-l-ylidene)-p-tolyloxy) is a free-radical scavenger and itself a free radical 
(Bartlett & Funahashi, 1962). It is coloured in solution and becomes colourless as it couples 
with free radicals in the medium; thus the levels of free radicals in the system can be 
measured by the colour loss of Galvinoxyl and expressed as the number of Galvinoxyl 
molecules used up per volume broth. Colour loss can be measured spectrophotometrically, 
an extinction coefficient worked out and the molarity of solutions linked to the absorbance 
by the formula:
A =  E X C X T
where A is absorbance at a particular wavelength, E the extinction coefficient at that 
wavelength, C the Galvinoxyl concentration (M) and T the cuvette path length (cm). The 
cuvette path length was always 1 cm.
Galvinoxyl (Aldrich Chemical Co.) is a blue powder which does not dissolve in 
aqueous media. If dissolved in ethanol or methanol it precipitates out as soon as water is
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added. A solvent was sought which did not mix with water and n-butanol (butan-l-ol) 
(Fisons, AnalaR) was chosen because it is relatively safe to handle, does not degrade plastic 
cuvettes and floats on aqueous medium. Galvinoxyl dissolved in butanol is no longer blue 
but turns from red-brown through yellow to colourless with decreasing concentration.
Scanning of a Ifl' M solution showed that absorbance was greatest at 434 nm. At that 
molarity A =  1.433, therefore E =  1.433 4- 0.00001 =  143,300.
Galvinoxyl was dissolved as a 10*’ M stock in n-butanol and kept in the dark, as it 
was prone to deterioration at the working dilution of 10*’ M. The stock was made up fresh 
each week and the working dilution prepared as required each day. All were kept in the dark 
at room temperature, in bottles wrapped in aluminium foil.
As butanol floats on water, Galvinoxyl in solution could be easily pipetted off into 
cuvettes after being put in contact with broth. The cuvettes were read in a Philips PU 8820 
UV/VIS spectrophotometer.
The experiments were carried out on combinations of inoculated and control broths 
prepared as follows: with and without a wood block; with sawdust equivalent in weight to 
a wood block, shaking and stationary at 30®C. Readings were taken by removing 1 ml 
broth, mixing it with 3 ml of the working dilution of Galvinoxyl in butanol in a bijou bottle 
and waiting until the phases had settled out. If the emulsion had not separated completely 
into two phases and the butanol phase was cloudy, the mixture was transferred to a test tube 
and briefly centrifuged. The butanol phase was then pipetted into a cuvette and read against 
pure butanol at 434 nm in the spectrophotometer. The free radical content of test broths was 
worked out from the difference in reading (loss of colour) between the control and test 
butanol phase, bearing in mind that 1 ml broth to 3 ml Galvinoxyl were used. Loss of
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colour in tests was measured by reference to the absorbance of the control which consisted 
of the working dilution of Galvinoxyl made up that day.
S.2.3.2 Effects on cells of H,0,-£enerated OH radicals
It was proposed to study the effects on cell culturability o f oxygen free radicals
produced in a controlled manner, for which it would be necessary to exclude oxygen from
the system to ensure that few radicals could appear spontaneously.
Hydrogen peroxide (H^OJ generates OH radicals, one of the most toxic oxygen free 
radicals to Campylobacters. This reaction occurs in the presence of an electron donor; when 
this is the Fe*  ^ ion it is called the Fenton reaction:
Fe++ + H A  Fe+++ + 0H  +  OH 
The following concentrations ofH^O  ^were chosen: 0.05 %, 0.01 %, 0.005 %, 0.001 %, 
0.0001% (from Moran & Upton, 1987)). Ammonium ferrous sulphate (BDH, GPR) at 10% 
of the lowest molar concentration of H^ O; used was recommended as a source o f Fe*  ^ ions 
(Dr. R. Bolton, pers. comm.). Because 0.0001 % hydrogen peroxide corresponded to a a 
molarity of 2.94xlfr’, a final concentration of 3xW  M ferrous ammonium sulphate was 
chosen for all the experiments. A stock of 10*’ M was prepared in 0.01 M HjSO*. 
Preliminary experiments showed that this did not affect either the final pH or cell growth; 
all controls contained ferrous ammonium sulphate at the same concentration.
Cultures were grown up aerobically to late log phase before H^ Oz and ammonium 
ferrous sulphate were added. Manipulations were carried out anaerobically in a glove box 
under a nitrogen stream. Flasks were incubated with loosened c^ s in anaerobic jars filled 
with anaerobic cylinder gas (BOC) comprising 80% Nj, 10% COj and 10% Hj.
Anaerobic jars and aerobic controls were incubated stationary at 30®C.
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5.2.3.3 H ,0, and wood
These experiments were designed to test whether wood, in block or sawdust form, 
could protect the cells from the effects of the highest concentration of 0.05% HjOj. HjOj 
was added to late- log-phase cultures of plain broth or those containing a wood block or 5 
g sawdust. Controls were also prepared and the flasks were handled anaerobically at 30°C 
as described in the preceding section.
5.2.3.4 Antioxidants
The antioxidants ascorbic acid, uric acid and "Trolox" (a more water-soluble version 
of a-tocopherol, or vitamin E) were tested to establish if they could protect cells in shaking 
cultures in the absence of wood. Ascorbic acid (Sigma) was dissolved in R.O. water as a
10 mM stock. Uric acid (30 mM) was made up in 0.05 M NaOH on the day of use. Trolox
was first dissolved in 5 ml absolute ethanol and 5 ml water was added gently, to make a final 
stock concentration of 5 mM. All three were filter-sterilised and added to late-log-phase 
cultures to give a final concentration in the broth of 100th of the stock as shown in Table 
5.1.
TABLE 5.1: FINAL CONCENTRATION OF ANTIOXIDANTS IN BROTHS (CONCENTRATIONS
RECOMMENDED IN EVANS, 1991).
Ascorbic acid 0.1 mM
Uric acid 0.3 mM
"Trolox" 0.05 mM
In later experiments, the concentration of ascorbic acid alone was varied between 0.1 
mM and 10 mM. In another experiment 5 mM formic acid was also tested.
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5.2.4 IMPORTANCE OF TEMPERATURE
These experiments sought to find out whether the protective effects of wood on cells 
could be observed at lower temperatures.
5.2.4.1 Wood blocks at different temperatures
Late-log-phase cultures prq)ared as previously described were placed on shakers at 
25® and 4®C, shaken at 150 ipm and sampled as previously described (Section 5.2.1).
5.2.4.2 Temperature transfer
In further experiments, flasks were transferred during shaking from 30®C to a lower 
temperature, and in others wood blocks were aseptically removed at various times from a 
broth in which they had been shaking and placed in a fresh broth, so that the block could be 
cultured separately from its broth.
5.2.5 POSSIBLE ROLE OF WOOD STRUCURE
A series of experiments was carried out to determine whether the structure of wood 
is reponsible for its protective effect on cells.
5.2.6.1 Wood orientation
Sawing up blocks exposes the most absorbtive surface, the transverse section (TS), 
thus the following experiments were designed to find out whether wood blocks would still 
exert their effect if only longitudinal sections were exposed, and if so, whether the type of 
longitudinal section made any difierence.
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Nine blocks were chosen so that at least three displayed RLS faces on two of their 
sides. Each block had four faces sealed so that TS, TLS (tangential longitudinal section) and 
RLS (radial longitudinal section) faces were exposed in turn on triplicate blocks. Soft white 
paraffin ("Vaseline") was chosen as a seal, as it is microbiologically inert, waterproof and 
solidifies quickly enough in contact with the wood not to become drawn into the centre of 
the blocks. The wood blocks and about 40 ml Vaseline in two universals were autoclaved 
separately and coating took place in a Class n  cabinet to minimise the chances of 
contamination.
A pan of water was heated to 80-90°C and placed inside the cabinet. The Vaseline 
was kept molten at around 80®C in the water bath until needed. About 10 ml Vaseline was 
poured into an open sterile petri dish which was floated on the water in the pan to keep the 
Vaseline molten. Using forceps sterilised on heated beads inside the cabinet, each wood 
block was dipped in the molten Vaseline long enough to form a seal on the relevant faces, 
taking care that the seal was complete but not invading the faces that should be exposed.
Once the Vaseline had hardened, each block was dropped into a labelled flask of 
sterile broth. The flasks were then inoculated and treated as previously described (Section 
5.2.1).
5.2.S.2 Wood blocks of different widths
In view of the tubular nature of the wood xylem vessels in Beech, an experiment was 
carried out to determine if  the tube length was important in protecting Campylobacter from 
the effects of oxygenation. A beech chopping board (17 mm thick) was cut with a band saw 
into 20 mm wide strips in the TLS direction, avoiding glued parts. The strips were cut with 
the same saw in the TS direction into blocks of the following thickness: 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 mm.
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The narrow blocks were used not singly but in numbers that should reflect the weight of 
wood contained in a 20 mm thick block, eg. 10 x 2 mm wide blocks were autoclaved in one 
flask, while 4 x 5  mm blocks were autoclaved together. All were autoclaved with broth and 
handled as previously described (5.2.1).
S.2.5.3 Other porous materials
The possibility that the porous internal structure of wood could explain its protective 
effect, compared to the solid bulk of Formica and polypropylene, was tested using other 
porous or scored materials, which were as follows:
- Sainsbury’s Clean Care double-action pan scourer (green scourer, yellow sponge), 
cut into two sorts of 20 x 20 x 20 mm cube: sponge and scourer (called green/yellow or 
G/Y) and sponge only, called yellow.
- Sainsbury*s Clean Care cellulose sponge, 9 mm thick, cut into blocks 20 x 20 mm 
(called blue).
- Vileda Gleamer rust-free scourer. Silver coloured, cut into cubes 20 x 20 x 15 mm 
approx.
Both scourers were made of nylon fibre, phenol-formaldehyde binder and china clay 
abrasive in different proportions. The yellow sponge was made of polyurethane foam. The 
scourer-foam adhesive of G/Y was urethane.
- In the "squashed sponges" experiment, G/Y and yellow sponge cubes were flattened 
and sewn in this shape with cotton thread, in order to force a random tightening of the the 
pore structure. Tightening was o f course not uniform, but it was possible to show using the 
expulsion of water that each cube lost about 60% of its void volume upon "squashing".
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- Polyurethane foams of graded porosity (Declon). This was measured as ppi or pores 
per inch and samples of 20, 30, 45, 60 and 80 ppi were obtained. 20 and 30 ppi were 
visibly more open than Sainsbury’s yellow sponge, so only 45, 60 and 80 ppi were retained 
for use. Foams of 45-80 ppi had average pore diameters ranging from 550 to 320 /im (see 
Table 5.2 for conversion).
TABLE 5.2: CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PORES PER INCH (PPI) AND MAXIMUM AVERAGE 
PORE DIAMETER OF GRADED FOAMS.
ppi max. pore diameter in
45 567
60 425
80 319
- Sintered borosilicate glass discs of graded porosities, 20 mm diameter and 3 mm 
thick (Schott, supplied by Duran). Pore diameters ranged from 250 /tm to 10 ^m (see Table 
5.3).
TABLE 5.3: SINTERED GLASS PORE SIZE RANGES, CORRESPONDANCE BETWEEN THEIR 
CATEGORIES AND PORE SIZES IN MM.
Category Pore size range, fim
Por 0 160-250
Por 1 100-160
Por 2 40-100
Por 3 16-40
Por 4 10-16
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5.2.6 CATERING MATERIALS WITH SCUFFED OR SCORED SURFACES
5.2.6.1 Formica
"Formica" was used to describe thin, Formica-covered chopping boards available in 
kitchen supply shops. Blocks of a new one were compared to those of a worn one which was 
badly scuffed with many years’ use.
5.2.6.2 Plastics
A shop-bought, 10 mm thick, white plastic chopping board was deeply scored (about 
1 mm deep) by dragging a Stanley knife along parallel, right-angle and diagonal lines and 
was then sawn up into blocks 20 x 20 mm. The density of scoring was such that each block 
had 5-6 cuts in each direction.
6 mm thick offcuts of white high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low-density 
polyethylene (LDPE) and polypropylene (PP) were obtained from a Guildford plastics 
supplier (since disappeared) and scored and sawn up as above. These materials, which were 
dirty from the factory, were cleaned before use by immersing in Tergazyme (Alconox, inc.) 
for 20 mins at 50®C and thoroughly rinsing in R.O. water.
LDPE contracted irreverisbly upon autoclaving, but the other materials did not suffer 
any damage visible to the naked eye. Thus, unless otherwise stated, they were all added 
individually to 50 ml broths and handled and sampled as previously described (5.2.1).
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S.2.6.3 Surface properties of plastics
The influence of the surface wettability of PP and HDPE on C. je jm i survival in 
shaken broths was investigated. In the first instance, scored and unscored blocks were 
exposed on both sides to a random corona discharge delivered by an extra-high-tension 
generator (25 000 V) with a probe. The increase in hydrophilicity was monitored by eye by 
placing a drop of water on the treated surface.
The apparatus for measuring contact angles consists of a horizontal stage with a 
source of illumination mounted on one side and a telescope, with goniometer eye-piece, on 
the other. The plastic block was placed on the stage, a 10 /il droplet placed on top and the 
droplet brought into focus by adjusting the lighting and the position of the telescope and the 
angle measured with the eyepiece goniometer. This was repeated both sides o f ten droplets 
per side of block. Where blocks were scored on one side, measurements were taken on the 
unscored side only. This gave rise to 40 measurements per unscored block and 20 for scored 
ones.
In a later experiment, the electrical discharge was made more controlled by using a 
sputter-coater (Polaron) normally used for gold-coating samples for scanning electron 
microscopy, from which the gold plate had been removed and the copper plate behind 
covered with paper. This equipment was made to produce a corona discharge similar to that 
of the generator described above. Voltages ranging from 0.3-1 kV were applied for 1-1.5 
min at a time.
The increasing hydrophilicity of the surfaces was estimated on both sides of each 
unscored block, and on the smooth side only of each scored block, by measuring the contact 
angles of 1 0 /il drops as described in 5.1.3.3.
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Additionally, the effects on wettability of Tergazyme treatment (used for cleaning all 
plasctic blocks) and of autoclaving blocks in the broth were investigated using contact angles.
Plastics displaying a range of mean contact angles as a result of these treatments were 
then autoclaved in broths and handled as previously described (5.2.1).
5.2 .7 FURTHER EXPERIMENTS
5.2.7.1 Drying experiments
Several drying experiments were carried out in a Class H cabinet wiped with IMS to 
minimise the chances of contamination. The aim was to see if the surfaces under study 
caused any differences in Strain G l’s susceptibility to drying.
A 20 /il aliquot of late-log-phase culture (containing around 10® cfu) was pipetted onto 
the sterile surface and after a set amount of time any surface effect was evaluated by 
transferring it into broth and incubating for 2-3 days at 37®C. The incubated broth was 
streaked onto agar plates which were incubated and examined for growth.
The materials used were wood (raw and chopping board) and scored and unscored PP, 
LDPE, HDPE and the sponges.
5.2.7.2 Electron microscopy
Attempts were made to visualise cells presumed to be trapped in the wood by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, see Appendix for dehydration protocol). A wood block 
which had been in a shaking broth for several days was cleaved open to expose the 
longitudinal section of tubes, part of it was subject to critical-point drying for SEM, and the 
inner face was gold-coated and examined with a Cambridge Stereoscan 250.
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Unused but Tergazyme-cleaned blocks of scored and unscored HDPE, PP and 
commercial chopping board were similarly examined before and after autoclaving. The
sintered glass and graded sponges possessing the smallest pores were examined without 
autoclaving.
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5.3 SECTION 3: COMBINED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.3.1 EFFECTS OF WOOD BLOCKS
5.3.1.1 Preliminary results
Figure 5.6 shows how the culturability of a shaking broth was prolonged for at least 
28 days at SO^C when a block of wood was present, compared with a broth with a block of 
Formica and a plain broth containing no solid surface.
5.3.1.2 Treatment of wood blocks
Autoclaving the wood (or other materials) in the broths or separately and adding 
aseptically was shown not to affect the outcome of experiments.
Some publications mentioned sterilising wood blocks with UV light (Ak et al, , 1994a 
& b), but absolute sterility was essential for these experiments and it was considered that this 
could not be achieved with UV light.
Sterilising by dry heat made no difference to a wood block’s ability to protect cells 
in shaken broth, as can be seen from Figure 5.7. It was also clear that raw seasoned beech 
wood was as capable of protection as wood derived from a shop-bought chopping board. 
Some chopping boards are treated with mineral oils to increase impermeability (D. Oliver, 
Wisconsin, U .S.A ., pers. comm.). "Raw" wood was tested for this reason. All further 
experiments were carried out on beech chopping-board wood, as this was more uniform and 
readily available.
The leachate from autoclaved wood, detectable by a darkening of the broth, was left 
behind when wood blocks were transferred from the broth in which they had been autoclaved
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FIGURE 5.6: EFFECT OF A WOOD BLOCK ON 
G1 CULTURABILITY IN SHAKEN BROTH
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FIGURE 5.7: EFFECT OF DRY HEAT- 
STERILISED WOOD BLOCKS ON G1 
CULTURABILITY IN SHAKEN BROTHS
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to another sterile flask of broth. The leachate appeared to make no difference to the ability 
of G1 to grow from a low inoculum, as shown in Table 5.4.
TABLE 5.4: RESULTS OF GROWTH OF STRAIN G1 IN DUPLICATE BROTHS (A AND B)
CONTAINING EITHER LEACHATE FROM AN AUTOCLAVED WOOD BLOCK, OR THE CORRESPONDING 
WOOD BLOCK TRANSFERRED AFTER AUTOCLAVING TO ANOTHER BLOCK MINUS THE LEACHATE.
f Broth conditions Cfu/ml 1
1 Wood A 5.75 X 10'
Leachate A 4.75 X 10'
Wood B 5.5 X 10'
Leachate B contaminated
5.3.1.3 Isolation of wood blocks
A significant component of wood is lignin, which is formed by free radical creation 
(Grisebach, 1981). This material could have the effect of absorbing the oxygen free radicals 
formed during shaking and which are toxic to Campylobacters (Hoffman et al, , 1979a & b). 
If this were the case, it would still be expected to take place through a porous membrane 
separating the wood from the culture.
The results of the three methods of sealing wood (methods described in Section 
5.2.2.2) are presented in Figure 5.8. The experiment with dialysis tubing, in addition to 
being messy, was probably unrepresentative because the quantities of tubing necessary to 
contain the blocks took up so much volume that most of the broth appeared to remain still 
despite the shaking. An additional criticism was that any free radicals generated by aeration 
may not have a long enough half-life to reach the wood through the membrane.
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FIGURE 5.8: EFFECT OF SEALED WOOD BLOCKS 
ON G1 CULTURABILITY IN SHAKEN BROTHS
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Thus permeable membranes were sought that were in direct contact with the wood: 
collodion and agar both answered this requirement. The potential problems of collodion, 
such as easy cracking of the pellicle and the possible detrimental effects on cells of any 
acetone residue in the wood, were compensated for by the agar experiment. In all three 
cases the broths lost culturability within two days, though the agar and dialysis membrane 
slightly slowed the drop to non-culturability on Day 1, whereas the collodion curve followed 
that o f the plain broth control.
Sawdust had the same lack of effect on cells in shaken culture: its curve (see later 
Figure 5.10, connected with Galvinoxyl work) was identical to that of the agar and dialysis 
membrane.
All experiments in this section showed that direct contact between cells and wood is 
essential for its protective role. This dismisses any notion that the effects of wood are due 
to the cells* ability to utilise any part of it as a nutrient and confines wood to a protective 
rather than a sustaining role in 01 survival.
It is well documented (Hoffman et al. , 1979b) that C. jejuni is particularly sensitive 
to the oxygen free radicals. These appear as a result of oxidation of the medium and this is 
enhanced by aeration which increases the oxygen supply to the broth (Brown 1970). It was 
postulated that wood exerted its protective effect by neutralising these toxic molecules. 
However, sealed wood blocks and even loose sawdust could not prevent the dramatic drop 
in culturability between Days 0 and 2, thus it appears that inactivation of these molecules 
plays only a small part, if  any at all, in the wood blocks* ability to protect cells.
Figures 5.8 and 5.10 show a slight delaying effect in the fall of the curves on Day 
1 in the case of agar, dialysis membrane and sawdust, indicating that there may be some
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temporary protective effect. It was decided to investigate further the relationship between 
the generation of free radicals, cell death and the effects of wood.
5.3.2 THE ROLE OF FREE RADICALS
5.3.2.1 Free radical measurement using Galvinoxyl
The reported ability of Galvinoxyl to indicate the presence of free radicals (by loss 
of colour) was confirmed in the following manner: a few ml concentrated (lO"^  M, red) 
Galvinoxyl in butanol was poured into a McCartney bottle. Hydrogen peroxide was added 
dropwise and mixed with the butanol/Galvinoxyl phase, then allowed to settle out. As more 
H2 O2  was added the Galvinoxyl phase changed from red to pale yellow, indicating a drop 
in concentration of available Galvinoxyl molecules.
The following describes results of experiments described in Section 5.2.3.1. The 
levels of free radicals are expressed in terms of the number of moles of Galvinoxyl 
inactivated on contact with the broth. The moles Galvinoxyl affected per ml broth were 
calculated using its extinction coefficient at that wavelength.
All Galvinoxyl results are presented on a single graph. Figure 5.9 and culturability 
data for those flasks that were inoculated are found in Figure 5.10. The Galvinoxyl graphs 
are difficult to compare with each other but the following observations can be made: no clear 
increase in free radicals was measurable with time despite the prolonged shaking of some 
broths; shaking did not produce a detectable increase in free radical content compared with 
still broths. The greatest effect on the amount of free radical appeared to be connected with 
the presence or absence of wood in either block or sawdust form; inoculation did not make 
any measurable difference.
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FIGURE 5.9: FREE RADICAL LEVELS
AS A FUNCTION OF MOLES OF GALVINOXYL
NEUTRALISED PER ML BROTH
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FIGURE 5.10: CULTURABILITY OF BROTHS
FOR WHICH FREE RADICAL LEVELS WERE
MEASURED (SEE FIGURE 5.9)
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There are no obvious explanations for some of the variations observed; some could 
have been due to the fact that free radicals may be present in the butanol solvent itself and 
this can be a source of interference. It was later found that de-oxygenating the butanol 
before use had stabilising effects (Igor, 1994): Galvinoxyl should be stable in the absence of 
free radicals (Bartlett & Funahashi, 1962).
Such experimental error might have obscured some observations, but some comments 
can still be made on the major points o f the graphs; for example, no increase in free radical 
levels was detected during prolonged shaking. This could have been either because the 
system was not sensitive enough to detect small changes, or because the half-life of radicals 
being generated in this way was too short to be detected by this method. It is known 
(Hoffman et al. , 1979a; Fricker, 1985) that free radicals build up in the media and cause 
irreversible deterioration. The system did not allow these phenomena to be observed.
The presence or absence of wood products clearly had the most marked effect on 
Galvinoxyl readings. If, as has been proposed, wood were capable of absorbing free radicals 
one would have expected much lower readings in its presence, but the opposite is true. This 
could be explained by the fact that Galvinoxyl reacts with free radicals of either oxygen or 
carbon (Bartlett & Funahashi, 1962). Lignin is known to be composed of polymers of 
monolignols which go through a free radical stage before polymerisation (Grisebach, 1981; 
see also section 5.1.3.1), and which can presumably be released into the broth again as 
monomers. These are oxygen free radicals but they are very large molecules, since they 
contain an aromatic ring (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3 under Section 5.1.3.1). However, it has 
been shown that C. jejuni is sensitive to the following small oxygen free radical molecules 
which are able to enter the cell: superoxide anions, hydroxyl radicals, singlet oxygen and
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hydrogen peroxide (Hoffman, et a l ,  1979b). C. jejuni survives well in the presence of a 
flood of lignin-derived free radicals, therefore the small toxic molecules must make up only 
a fraction of the free radicals present and thus not register on the Galvinoxyl readings.
When, in another experiment (data not shown), catalase was added to broths (as 
described in Methods Chapter 3), it was found to have no effect on Galvinoxyl 
measurements. It was concluded that this enzyme is probably too specific in its action to 
make a significant impact on a broth which was flooded with free radicals when wood was 
present, while in the absence of wood free radicals of various sorts may still be too prevalent 
for Galvinoxyl to pick up its effect.
The culturability results associated with these experiments showed no correlation with 
the Galvinoxyl measurements. This could indicate either that something more subtle is 
happening with effects below the sensitivity of the Galvinoxyl, or that free radicals are not 
important in the observation of protection of cells by wood blocks.
In conclusion, it is likely that e v ^  if the experiments were refined by the 
deoxygenation of butanol, Galvinoxyl probably could not enlighten us on the reasons for the 
effects o f wood on cells.
S.3.2.2 Effects on cells of H.,0,-generated OH radicals, in the presence and absence 
of wood
The results of experiments described in Sections 5T.2.3.2 and ^ 2 .3 .3  are described 
here. For the experiment carried out without wood, the results for the first 4 h only are 
presented in Figure 5.11.. The experiment was continued for 10 days anaerobically but the 
directions of the curves altered during that time: 0.05% and 0.01 % levelled out after 4 h and
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FIGURE 5.11: EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE ON G1 CULTURABILITY
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began to rise; the anaerobic control fell slowly, closely followed by 0.0001% and 0.001% 
which began to rise again after 6 and 8 days respectively (the anaerobic control did not rise), 
and the aerobic control (stationary) remained steady around the 10* cfu/ml mark. Only 
0.05% fell to 0 and did not recover.
The longer-term results of this experiment (over 10 days) riiowed that these stationary 
cultures suffered from the lack of oxygen, as typified by the fall of the anaerobic control 
graph. The ability of most of the curves to recover can only be explained by the eventual 
degradation of hydrogen peroxide with the concomitant evolution of 0% by the reaction 
catalysed by catalase, which these organisms produce:
2 H A  2K,0 +  a
These circumstances being extraneous to the problem under study, it was decided that only 
the first 4 h were meaningful for the experiment.
The increasing concentration of H A  is clearly linked to increasingly rapid loss of cell 
numbers in this family of graphs.
Hydrogen peroxide mixes readily with water and acts as an oxidising agent. As the 
0 -0  bond is relatively weak, hydrogen peroxide decomposes readily: homolytic fission 
results in the release of the hydroxyl radical in the presence of an energy source such as UV 
light (Halliwell & Gutteridge,1989):
H A  20H-
The hydroxyl radical can also be released from hydrogen peroxide by electron capture 
(Evans, 1991):
H,Oz 4-e" OH +  OH
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This radical is among the most harmful to microaerophiles such as C jejum (Hoffman et al, , 
1979b).
The work by Arrage et al. (1993), which studied the mechanisms of ultra-violet 
damage, described hydrogen peroxide sensitivity in terms of a D,o value, which is defined 
as the concentration of HjOj required to reduce the number of cells to 10% of their original 
number (ie. a one-log drop) in 15 min. Because no readings for our experiments were taken 
at 15 min and no proper readings were obtained for 0.05% HjO,, one can situate for 
strain G1 at between 0.05 and 0.01%, which matches quite well with the microaerophiles 
tested by these authors: D,o values of 0.018 and 0.015% H^ Oz being found for these.
The most effective H^ Oz concentration in terms of killing G1 cells, 0.05%, was 
chosen to test the protective action on cells of wood and sawdust in stationary broths; the 
results are presented in Figure 5.12. The effect of HzOz in plain broth is clearly illustrated 
by the difference between the upper (bold) and lower curves. The wood block protected the 
cells firom the effects of HzOj significantly for 2h after addition of the latter, while sawdust 
protected much greater numbers of cells for a longer period.
Wood clearly does have a protective effect on cells against high levels of oxygen free 
radicals, the more so in sawdust form than in block form. This could be because of the 
wood’s chemistry which, as we have seen, releases free radicals into solution which must be 
able to absorb the toxic ones. Compared with a wood block of the same weight, sawdust has 
a vastly increased surface area from which to do this. The formation of lignin polymer, 
which makes up a significant proportion of wood, is catalysed by peroxidases and requires 
the breakdown of hydrogen peroxide (supplied from within the then living plant cell). The 
monomer building blocks of lignin (monolignols) are oxidised to phenoxy radicals (resulting
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FIGURE 5.12: SENSITIVITY OF G1 TO
OXYGEN FREE RADICALS IN THE
PRESENCE OF WOOD
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in many = 0  groups) before polymerisation (Grisebach, 1981). These can presumably be 
released when wood is in broth and then react with *0H species formed from hydrogen 
peroxide.
Non-culturability was achieved much faster in the plain broth containing only HaOz 
than previously shown with a plain broth placed on a shaker at the same temperature. Non- 
culturability in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and a wood block was achieved more 
slowly but still within 24 h (data not shown; sadly the sawdust became contaminated before 
the 24 h reading could be taken). It does appear, however, that the much higher protection 
conferred by sawdust compared with the wood block did not concur with our previous 
observations of its effect in shaking broth (suspensions become non-culturable within two 
days, see Fig. 5.10). Thus it appears that wood can protect from oxygen free radicals but 
this is not the most important factor of the prolonged culturability of Campylobacter,
S.3.2.3 Antioxidants
(Results for Section S.2.3.4). The data showing the effects of different concentrations 
of ascorbic acid, presented in Figure 5.13, show that none of these concentrations prolonged 
the culturability beyond the control, but 1 and 5 mM caused the cell numbers to increase 
slightly before they fell. This has not been noted in any other circumstances with shaking 
cultures at 30®C. Additionally, in this and a previous experiment of this type (data not 
shown), culturability of broths to which 5 mM ascorbic acid was added was prolonged an 
extra day in one out of two cases, but always reached 0 by Day 3 (data not shown).
Trolox supported low levels of culturable cells in shaken suspensions, particularly if  
an aliquot was added to the broth every day, but this proved not to be reliably repeatable. 
Uric acid had no detectable effect at the concentration used. None of these compounds, at
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FIGURE 5.13: EFFECTS OF ASCORBIC ACID 
ON SHAKEN CULTURES
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the concentration used, caused the slight increase in cell numbers seen for the higher 
concentrations of ascorbic acid.
The results with ascorbic acid confirm both the above conclusions and the results 
previously obtained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.1.7) in which the onset of coccoid 
transformation was delayed by the addition of catalase and SOD. Cell death was delayed on 
Day 1, and in the case of higher concentrations of ascorbic acid there was even a slight 
increase in cell numbers. However, these antioxidants confer no long-term protection.
5.3.3 IMPORTANCE OF TEMPERATURE
Because no satisfactory conclusions could be reached about wood's effects on cells 
from the above results, the research took a different direction, in this case with the 
investigation of the role of temperature, as described in Section 5.2.4.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 compare the effects of a wood block in the broth on G1 
culturability at 25® and 4°C respectively with those at 30°C. At 25®C plain suspensions 
became non-culturable within two days, as at 30®C. Those containing wood took a little 
longer to reach the non-culturable stage but did not form a steady-state population. At 4®C 
the drop to non-culturability was in any case significantly slower than in broth alone at 30°C, 
as it took over three weeks, but the wood made a difference of only three days (see Figure 
5.15). No steady-state population was formed in this case either, and at 4°C, shaking a 
broth did not cause culturability loss much more quickly (2 days) than when broths were kept 
stationary.
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FIGURE 5.14: G1 CULTURABILITY IN
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Thus the shaking suspensions could not be made to reach or maintain an equilibrium 
in the presence of a wood block at temperatures below 30°C. At lower temperatures wood
only had a slight delaying effect on their loss of culturability, but conferred no long-term 
protection.
As part of the temperature transfer experiments, broths were shaken for a few days 
at 30°C with a wood block in each, thus allowing culturability levels to reach a fairly steady 
state, and then transferred to 25 °C on Day 4. Suspensions took three days from the time of 
transfer to reach non-culturability (no graph drawn for this, as results all the same and curve 
very simple).
A separate set of cultures containing a wood block each were shaken at 30®C for 
several days, transferred to 25 ®C, monitored for loss of culturability and transferred to 37®C 
(stationary) and sampled for cfu/ml. Figure 5.16 shows what happened when broths were 
transferred immediately, and after one and two days, upon reaching non-culturability (ie. 
Days 4, 5 and 6). Growth only occurred in those which were transferred on Day 4, the day 
on which non-culturability was reached. It is noteworthy that non-culturability was reached 
two days later in the broths with wood than in those without. Those without were handled 
in the same way as those with but no growth was detected and their curves are identical, as 
exemplified by the single dotted line labelled "Without wood".
In a repeat experiment, blocks were removed to fresh broth and both this and the 
spent broth were incubated at 37®C, but no growth was detected by streaking.
A similar experiment was carried out at 4®C: as soon as cultures reached non- 
culturability (as detected by the incubation of 0.1 ml spread plates at 37°C: exact numbers 
of cfu/ml were not obtained and data are therefore difficult to represent pictorially), blocks 
were aseptically removed and placed in fresh broth. The spent broth was cultured in aliquots
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FIGURE 5.16: 25°G TO 3 7 X
TEMPERATURE TRANSFER OF SHAKEN
BROTHS WITH WOOD BLOCKS
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of 3 X 1 ml into 10 ml fresh broth, and 2 x 10 ml and the rest into separate flasks of 50 ml 
fresh broth. All fresh and spent broths were incubated stationary at 37®C for up to 5 days 
and streaked for growth, but no growth was detected, indictating that no culturable cells hid 
in the wood block that could not be detected in the broth.
Experiments in Chapter 3 showed that 30®C was the lowest temperature at which cell 
division could take place. This may indicate that maintenance of steady cell numbers in the 
broth is only achieved by constant replenishment through cell division. This could explain 
the cyclical variations observed over a 28-day period (Figure 5.6).
5.3.4 POSSIBLE ROLE OF WOOD STRUCTURE IN G1 SURVIVAL
Further experiments were carried out to elucidate the phenomenon further, to 
understand the effects of wood structure on cell protection and to And out what other 
materials could have a similar effect.
5.3.4.1 Orientation
The techniques of these experiments are described in Section 5.2.5.1. The seals 
remained intact until the end of the experiment except on the TS faces, where holes appeared 
after some days. Sealing the TS faces did not prevent the wood blocks from protecting the 
cells from the effects of aeration, as can be seen in Figure 5.17, though the protection was 
reduced compared with that of the unsealed wood control. The effect of wood blocks with 
only the TS faces exposed was almost identical to that o f the unsealed control.
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FIGURE 5.17: CULTURABILITY OF
SHAKEN BROTHS WITH PARTIALLY
SEALED WOOD BLOCKS
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These experiments showed that if entering the wood was important, organisms could 
enter via the longitudinal faces, which are the ones exposed in commercial chopping boards. 
Sealing the TS faces slightly reduced the protective power of wood, probably because the 
xylem bundles were then exposed sideways on rather than end on. This would reduce the 
number and size of openings available to the bacteria and therefore presumably slow their 
entry into the block. This indicates that speed of entry into the block might be important for 
the level of Camylobacter survival.
5.3.4.2 Wood and other porous materials
Because chemical explanations had been ruled out, efforts were concentrated on the 
possible role of wood structure. This was done both by reducing the size of the wood blocks 
and by finding out the effects of porous or heavily scored substitutes, as described in Sections
5.2.5.2 and 5.2.5.3.
Results of the experiment involving wood blocks of different widths are presented in
Figure 5.18. Efforts were made to keep the weight of wood approximately constant so thati
only size differed. The graphs showed a clear progression of diminshing effect with 
decreasing widths until, from 3 mm downward, the wood afforded no protection to the cells. 
In a repeat experiment lasting only three days (results not shown), 3 mm blocks did protect 
the cell for the duration although those narrower than 3 mm did not. It appears that 3 mm 
is a threshold above which cells will be protected and below which they will not.
Figure 5.19 shows the effect of domestic sponges: none were able to protect G1 cells 
from the effects of aeration except the silver-coloured one (Vileda Gleamer), and then only 
in two experiments out of eight. There was no obvious difference between the experiments 
which did and did not produce survival with the same material, particularly as one
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FIGURE 5.18: EFFECT OF VARYING THE
WIDTH OF WOOD BLOCKS ON
CULTURABILITY OF SHAKEN BROTHS
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FIGURE 5.19: CULTURABILITY OF SHAKEN
BROTHS IN THE PRESENCE OF
DOMESTIC SPONGES
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broth/sponge combination out of a triplicate experiment would act differently from the other 
two.
"Squashing" the sponges (described in Methods Section 5.2.5.3) improved G1 
recoverability markedly and reproducibly in the case of the G/Y sponge, though not the 
yellow one as can be seen in Figure 5.20.
None of the foams of graded porosities protected the cells from the effects o f aeration 
(see Figure 5.21). See Table 5.3 for correspondence between pores per inch and pore size 
(the smallest, 80 ppi, is 319 fim across).
The effects of sintered glass are presented in Figure 5.22. Only the ones with the 
tightest pores (For 4,10-16 nm) had any protective effect on cells, and then not in absolutely 
every case (2 out of 6 showed no effect). In some of the cultures the glass discs themselves 
began to disintegrate and cause cloudiness in the broths from the seventh day onward. With 
the exception of For 2, the graphs showed a slight progression connecting the decreasing 
pore size with survival of higher numbers of cells by Day 1.
Some confirmation of the importance of structure was obtained from the gradation of 
degrees of protection conferred by wood blocks of decreasing size, and by the effect of 
"squashing" sponges which otherwise did not provide any protection. The importance of 
sponges lay in their availability for everyday use in the kitchen; what the results did show 
is that cells are more likely to find protection in more restricted volumes than in open spaces.
The inability of sponges and foams to protect cells was initially attibuted to their 
possibly possessing a closed strucure, in which the pores were not interconnecting and cells 
could not reach the interior. The SEM micrograph shown in Figure 5.23 belies this and 
indicates clearly that the pores are in fact connecting. One then has to look at pore size and
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Figure 5.23: SEM of 80 ppi foam sponge, 
maximum pore diameter 319 pim
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Figure 5.24: SEM of sintered glass category For 4, 
pore size 10-16 pim
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FIGURE 5.20: EFFECT OF "SQUASHING” G /Y
AND YELLOW SPONGES ON CULTURABILITY
OF SHAKEN BROTHS
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FIGURE 5.21: EFFECTS OF FOAMS OF
GRADED POROSITIES ON CULTURABILITY
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FIGURE 5.22: EFFECTS OF SINTERED GLASS
OF DIFFERENT PORE SIZE ON
CULTURABILITY OF SHAKEN BROTHS
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concluded that in the "unsquashed" state, the pores were simply not small enough to imitate 
the tiny vessels of wood. Table 5.3 indicates that the pores of the tightest foam (80 ppi) 
measured around 320 ptm across on average: the micrograph confirms pores as being 300-350 
fim across for this foam.
The sintered glass experiments were designed to indicate the size of the restricted 
volume necessary for protection. The fact that only the finest of the sintered glass discs 
(pore 10-16 /xm) were able to support culturable cells for several days beyond the control 
would explain why the sponges were ineffective unless compressed; the pores were not small 
enough. Figure 5.24 shows the precise structure of the finest sintered glass, Category For 
4. This further confirms the possible importance of structure; it appears that a porous but 
fine structure is essential. The thickness of the sintered glass discs, 3 mm, may have been 
responsible for the fact that they were not effective in every experiment; this was also found 
for 3 mm wood, as results were also negative at and below 3 mm. However, it was not 
possible to obtain thicker sintered discs.
5.3.5 SOLID MATERIALS WITH SCORED OR SCUFFED SURFACES
5.3.5.1 Formica
The old and new boards were compared, but neither was able to protect the cells at 
all (data not shown: graphs identical to plain broth). The new board gave particularly low 
results on Day 1 (KX cfu/ml or less), which may indicate an inhibitory effect of the board 
itself.
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S.3.5.2 Plastics experiments
The following combines the results of experiments described in Sections 5.2.6.2 and 
5.2.6.3.
The results of a triplicate experiment on a shop-bought chopping board are presented 
in Figure 5.25: these show that scored blocks protected low levels of cells for a sustained 
period, after an initial sharp drop. However, when this experiment was repeated at a later 
date two out o f three suspensions became non-culturable at the same rate as the plain control.
The following plastic materials were chosen because of their industrial use. 
Polypropylene is used for making conveyor belts onto which meat may be deposited. 
Polyethylene has replaced wood as chopping board material in kitchens for large-scale 
catering (though wood is still widely used in homes). Both types of plastic are likely to 
become damaged with use. Figure 5.26 shows that industrial plastic sheeting materials, when 
scored, could protect cells on the same level as the chopping board, even allowing numbers 
to increase slightly after Day 3, while the unscored ones (not shown) produced the same 
curve as the plain broth.
None of these materials sustained such high numbers of organisms as wood and where 
they did protect cells, they did not do so consistently in every experiment as wood did. For 
scored HDPE, the results in the Figure (5.26) represent two experiments out of a total of 9 
because in 7 instances, the suspension was non-culturable by Day 2. For scored LDPE, 
successful at protecting cells despite the loss of shape during autoclaving, the graph is a mean 
of three experiments out a total of six. The scored PP graph represents a mean of two 
experiments out of three.
When these experiments were repeated at 25®C no suspension remained culturable 
beyond Day 3. Some lost culturability before others (on Day 2 rather than Day 3), but this
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FIGURE 5.25: EFFECT ON SHAKEN 
CULTURES OF SCORED POLYETHYLENE 
CHOPPING BOARD
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FIGURE 5.26: EFFECTS OF SCORED
PLASTIC BOARD ON SHAKING CULTURES
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did not appear related to scoring. Figure 5.27 indicates the appearance of the graphs as two 
mean curves, together with the number and types of block which contributed to each curve.
The experiment concerning the surface properties of plastics, carried out on HDPE 
and PP only, was done mainly to test whether the variable results obtained in the previous 
plastics experiments could be explained by variable surface hydrophobicity, and that if this 
were standardised the results would be more reproducible. These surface properties could 
even provide an alternative explanation for the difference in effect between plastic and wood 
on shaking cultures.
Figure 5.28 shows that preliminary results, obtained using a machine that delivered 
25 kV and provided no control over the voltage, were encouraging both for cell survival and 
reproducibility. Comparing with Figure 5.26 curves did not dip as low, recovered faster and 
stabilised at higher levels than for untreated scored materials. Unexpectedly, the curve for 
unscored PP (though not unscored HDPE) followed those for the scored plastics.
Following on from these results a more sensitive apparatus was employed to provide 
the same effect in a measurable fashion. The aim was to cause a uniform surface change 
which would affect both sides together (the preliminary one was very local and had to be 
applied manually to both sides) and to vary the voltage so that the change in surface 
properties would be graduated. The predicted result would be a gradual increase in surface 
hydrophilicity as measured by the contact angle of a standard drop of water. It should then 
be possible to check whether these step-wise alterations produce a similar step-wise effect 
on culturability protection, and whether standardisation of these effects was possible.
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FIGURE 5.27: EFFECTS OF PLASTICS ON
SHAKING CULTURES AT 25°C
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Hydrophilicity was assessed by measuring contact angles on the surface. HDPE was 
found to be more hydrophilic than PP to begin with and more susceptible to treatment. It 
was subjected to voltages ranging from 0 (control) to 0.7 kV, while PP received 0-1 kV for 
1 min each time unless otherwise stated (Anal 1 kV application for VA min).
All treatments were applied to duplicate blocks. For unscored materials contact angle 
measurements were taken for 10 droplets on each side of each block. Measurements were 
taken for both sides of each droplet, creating 20 angle measurements per side, therefore 80 
per material-treatment combination. For scored material, no contact angle measurements 
could be taken for the scored side so a total of only 40 measurements were taken per 
material-treatment combination.
Table 5.5 shows results of means and standard deviation calculated for individual 
sides (1 and 2) of each duplicate control (no electrical treatment) block (A and B). These 
results show that no substantial differences existed between the sides before treatment (the 
high SD for Side one of PP B is due to a single rogue result which is probably caused by a 
scratch on the surface). PP does not feel different to the touch but HDPE feels slightly 
smoother, and looks shinier, on one side.
TABLE 5.5: MEAN AND S.D. FIGURES FOR DIFFERENT SIDES OF DUPLICATE CONTROL 
(SETTING 0) PP AND HDPE BLOCKS.
Block Side
PP HDPE
Mean SD Mean SD
A
1 79.82 3.00 86.18 4.55
2 79.63 3.04 86.56 4.34
B
1 77.88 6.48 86.02 3.96
2 78.30 3.32 88.47 3.12
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The means, standard deviation and percentage standard deviation of the mean for 
scored and unscored materials for each treatment are presented in Tables 5.6 and 5.7.
Tergazyme treatment alone if anything decreased the mean contact angle and, in the 
case of HDPE, reduced the standard deviation of the measurements, probably by removing 
grit which could make the surface uneven.
Figures from unscored blocks are likely to be valid for the particular 
material/treament combination (scored plastics could not be measured on both sides because 
scoring would cause too much distortion) because both sides were measured (sides differed 
slightly from each other in some cases, although they did not for the controls see Table 5.5) 
and the gradual increase in mean angles with increasingly strong treatment supports this 
view. Standard deviation percentage of the mean also increased with increasing treatment, 
though it fell again as the mean reached the highest values. The more complex apparatus, 
far from standardising the surface properties, did not produce uniform results on a single 
surface let alone both sides of a block: many electrically treated blocks had a large standard 
deviation compared with the mean.
Autoclaving blocks in broths after Tergazyme treatment but without any electrical 
treatment significantly increased contact angle measurements to above those of the milder 
electrical treatments. No measurements were done for electrically treated materials which 
had been autoclaved in broth.
In order to obtain data on the effects of these treated blocks in shaking cultures they 
were incorporated into broths after the measurements, autoclaved and handled and sampled 
as described in the General Methods section (Section 5.2.1).
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T a b le  5 . 6 :  Contact angle measurements f o r  d if f e r e n t  trea tm ents  o f
POLYPROPYLENE ( P P ) .
PP U n sco red S c o r e d
kV Mean S . D . % Mean S . D . %
0 7 8 . 9 4 . 2 5 . 3 7 1 . 5 8 . 7 1 2 . 2
0 . 4 9 4 . 0 7 . 0 7 . 4 8 6 . 4 5 . 6 6 . 5
0 . 6 5 9 8 . 5 1 5 . 9 1 6 . 1 9 8 . 5 8 . 8 8 . 9
0 . 8 1 0 9 . 3 1 8 . 6 1 7 . 0 9 5 . 3 1 6 . 9 1 7 . 7
1 . 0 1 1 2 . 1 1 3 . 6 1 2 . 1 1 0 7 . 5 7 . 0 6 . 5
Ih min  a t  
1 . 0
1 1 9 . 2 1 0 . 9 9 . 1 1 1 4 . 4 5 . 4 4 . 7
No T e r g . 7 4 . 5 4 . 2 5 . 6 ND ND
A u to c la v e d
1 0 6 . 8 1 4 . 1 1 3 . 2 ND ND
T a b le  5 . 7 :  Contact angle  m easurements f o r  d if f e r e n t  trea tm ents  o f  h ig h *
DENSITY po ly e t h y l e n e  (H D PE ) .
HDPE U n sco red S c o r e d
kV Mean S.D % Mean S .D %
0 8 6 . 8 4 . 1 4 . 7 8 7 . 6 3 . 6 4 . 1
0 . 3 1 0 5 . 7 9 . 7 9 . 2 1 0 5 . 4 8 . 8 8 . 3
0 . 4 1 0 8 . 5 8 . 2 7 . 5 1 1 0 . 9 9 . 1 8 . 2
0 . 5 1 2 2 . 3 1 5 . 3 1 2 . 5 1 2 2 . 6 4 . 1 3 . 3
0 . 6 5 1 3 0 . 1 1 1 . 3 8 . 7 1 2 0 . 4 1 8 . 2 1 5 . 1
0 . 7 1 3 9 . 4 5 . 6 4 . 0 1 2 9 . 1 5 . 6 4 . 3
No T e r g . 9 5 . 0 9 . 4 9 . 8 ND ND
A u to c la v e d 1 2 5 . 0 1 0 . 5 8 . 4 ND ND
Out of the 12 unscored, electrically treated HDPE one block only supported culturable 
cells up to Day 8, (one which had received electrical treatment of 0.5 kV) the other 11 
suspensions became non-culturable within 2 days. Out of the scored HDPE, only two blocks 
(duplicates for treatment setting 2.0) supported culturable cells for 8 days while the other 10 
suspensions became non-culturable within 2 days.
For unscored but electrically treated PP, 10 out of 12 suspensions retained culturable 
cells for 8 days including the controls. Culturability did not appear to be related to degree 
of electrical treatment. For scored PP, 8 out of 12 suspensions remained culturable for 8 
days, again with no apparent relation to the degree of treatment. Culturability seemed more 
related to the type of plastic than to scoring. Thus, the cultural results did not confirm those 
of Figure 5.28.
Taken as a whole, the results with scored plastics were at the very least inconsistent, 
particularly as they had indicated initially a relationship between deep scoring and protection 
of cells in shaking suspension.
The experiments converting the materials from their hydrophobic surfaces to 
hydrophilic showed not only that this particular surface attribute probably had no relevance 
at all to cell survival, but also that scoring did not either. The only generalisation which can 
be made is that PP is more likely to help cells survive, scored or not. This appears not to 
be related to surface roughness, as scanning electron micrographs in Figures 5.29 and 5.30 
show that PP is in fact smoother.
C. jejuni is known for its sensitivity to dry conditions (Oosterom et al, , 1983). It was 
shown that scoring did not protect the cells from its effects.
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Figure 5.29: SEM of PP surface
Figure 5.30: SEM of HDPE surface
5. OKV
It is of note, however, that scoring was only about 1 mm deep whereas we have
shown with wood that 3 mm was a crucial length.
The SEM micrographs shown in Figures 5.31-5.34 indicate the effects of scoring on 
PP and HDPE: the result is generally a very open gash separating the surface of the block 
by about 150 /*m for both plastics. This compares with 10-16 urn for sintered glass pores.
Figures 5.33 and 5.34 indicate that autoclaving had no effect on the commercially 
bought HDPE board in terms of closing the scores. However, Figure 5.35 shows that scores 
of the commercially bought board did melt and close up slightly (this was not visible with 
the naked eye), yet this material had the best success of all in terms of G1 survival (see 
graphs of Figure 5.23). Although this is not visible on the micrograph of Figure 5.35, the 
melting of the material may produce tiny pockets, much narrower than the scores themselves, 
where cells could hide. If this is the case, it reinforces the conclusion that fine pores affect
the survival of C. jejuni in shaking broth.
Figures 5.31 and 5.32 show that autoclaving has no effect on PP scores.
5.3.6 FURTHER RESULTS
5.3.6.1 Drying experiments
(See Section 5.2.7.1) These were crude presence or absence tests which did not show 
the actual fall in recoverable cell numbers after application of the drop to the surface of 
triplicate scored and unscored HDPE, LDPE and PP. They showed that the scoring of 
plastic surfaces did not significantly enhance the survival of cells in drying conditions. At 
sampling time 30 h cells were still recoverable from all except one scored LDPE, one
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Figure 5.31: SEM of PP, scored and autoclaved
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Figure 5.32: SEM of PP, scored but not autoclaved
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Figure 5.33: SEM of HDPE, scored and autoclaved
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Figure 5.34: SEM of HDPE, scored but not autoclaved
Figure 5.35: SEM of shop-bought chopping board,
scored and autoclaved
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Figure 5.36: SEM of C. jejuni cells on 
polycarbonate membrane
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unscored LDPE, one unscored PP and one unscored HDPE. By sampling time 48 h, only 
one scored LDPE possessed recoverable organisms.
Organisms pipetted onto triplicate samples of wood and sponges were sampled after 
1, 2 and 4 h only. They disappeared from the cellulose sponge before the 1 h sampling, 
whereas on wood, silver and yellow sponges they were still recoverable at 4 h.
In later experiments, organisms pipetted onto PP, stainless steel and raw and 
chopping-board wood were still recoverable after 24 h.
S.3.6.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron micrographs of cleaved wood blocks which had been in shaking 
broths failed to reveal the location of cells inside them. This could perhaps have been 
predicted from the small size of field of view that can be scanned at a time with SEM. A 
magnification which is high enough to allow recognition of the cells scans a surface area of 
approximately 450 ftm* (worked out from previous scanning electron nticrogr^hs of cells 
on polycarbonate filter membrane, see Figure 5.36) per field of view. The surface of a 
single side of a block might be 20 x 20 =  400 mm^  assuming the surface is flat (which it is 
not). 450 =  4.5 x 10"* mm\ so a flat surface of 400 mnf could contain 8.9 x 10* such
fields of view. The actual surface available to the cells is expanded both by the three- 
dimensional nature of the block and by its internal structure. A broth in steady state contains 
about 10® cfii/ml; one wood block measures around 8 cm* =  8 ml, and if there is no 
particular affinity of cells for wood it may therefore contain 8 x lO' culturable cells. If these 
were placed on a fig  surface measuring 400 mm^  at equal density there would be around 9 
organisms per field of view. This density is however severely decreased as explained by the 
volume dimension of the block. Given these statistics, it appears that the number of fields
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of view which would need to be scanned in order for there to be a chance of seeing one cell 
could be too high to be practicable.
It is interesting to note that Ak et al. (1994b) were equally unable to locate organisms 
in experimentally contaminated wood with SEM. The reasons for this could be similar to 
those listed above, particularly as their inocula were smaller and their wood blocks larger 
than ours. On the other hand, Abrishami et al, (1994) succeeded in locating E, coli cells in 
specially contaminated wood surfaces. It is worth pointing out that the wood and plastic 
blocks used in our experiments for examination under SEM were those which had been 
involved in supporting cells during shaking: they were not artificially contaminated especially 
for the SEM. This may have reduced further the chances of seeing organisms compared with 
those of other publications.
The photographs taken of wood do, however, give an idea of the size of the xylem 
elements and their pits which provides a comparison with the sintered glasses. These vary 
from around 60-9.0 ^m across for the xylem elements (see Figures 5.37 and 5.38) and 5-2 
fim across for the pits on the sides of these tubes (Figure 5.38). The finest sintered glass 
discs had pores ranging from 10 to 16 ^m, which is roughly comparable to those-cf wood. 
Sintered glass pores (Figure 5.24) actually vary from around 5 /im to 25 nm.
5.3.7 GENERAL DISCUSSION
It is clear that structural considerations are important for the ability o f some materials 
to allow cells of Strain G1 to reach a steady level of culturability in conditions which would 
otherwise cause their rapid demise: a porous block of a minimum thickness and maximum 
pore size is necessary.
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Figure 5.37: SEM of cleaved wood block, showing
LS of xylem vessel
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Figure 5.38: SEM of cleaved wood block, showing 
TS of xylem tracheids and pores in vessel wall
t
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The fact that a growth temperature allowing division is essential shows, as has been 
pointed out, that cells in the broth can only survive in steady numbers if they are constantly 
replenished through cell division occurring in association with the protecting material. Cells 
associated with these materials are therefore eluding death, probably by some process of 
association with the material’s structure, though in the case o f wood the neutralising of 
oxygen free radicals may play a small part. A block of porous material present in the broth 
probably provides protection allowing cell division by slowing down the diffusion of toxic 
molecules generated in the broth by aeration for cells that are deep within it. The necessity 
for actual attachment of cells to the wood surface, as occurs in the cases of some starved 
cells whose ability to survive is enhanced in this way (Mozes & Rouxhet, 1992), is not 
proven, but it is possible to see what its advantages might be (this is discussed further in 
Section 5.4.1). The fact that PP is smoother than HDPE (Figures 5.29 and 5.30), even 
though it allows cells to survive more frequently, does not add to the weight of evidence in 
favour of the importance of attachment.
If the association between cells and protecting blocks had been permanent, one might 
have expected to be able to culture cells from wood blocks removed from suspensions which 
had been shaking at lower temperatures: cells would have been expected to remain alive in 
the block even if they could not divide at that temperature. However, the temperature 
transfer experiments showed that when cells disappeared from the broth, they did so from 
the wood as well. The cells’ apparent ability to survive at 30®C in the presence of these 
materials may therefore depend entirely on their ability to divide. The fact that cells are able 
to divide also indicates that they are not starved despite being in spent medium. Very large 
cell numbers may not be required in order to maintain steady culturability levels, and this 
would support the explanation of why no cells were found under the SEM. The necessity
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for high temperatures in this case is in contrast to the ability of C. jejuni to survive for 
longer at lower temperatures in suspension. The phenomenon which was observed in shaking 
cultures containing wood blocks, and to a lesser extent other materials, may simply represent 
a precarious balance between the forces of destruction and division, a balance which is 
possible only if  a particular structure is available.
The proportion of cells surviving in steady state is small in relation to initial numbers 
(10* cfii/ml): about 1 % in the case of a wood block, 0.001 % in the case of the finest porosity 
of sintered glass and 0.0001% in the case of plastics where successful. 30®C is not a 
temperature which is important to the food industry in this country, yet the requirement for 
a low infective dose compared with other enteropathogenic bacteria makes the survival of 
small numbers of cells relevant.
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5.4 SECTION 4: FINAL DISCUSSION
5.4.1 INTERACTIONS OF C. WITH SURFACES
Attachment of cells to the wood surface has been considered as an explanation of how 
cells protect themselves in blocks sufficiently to be able to divide under very adverse 
circumstances, though the evidence for it is not strong in this thesis. Attachment is certainly 
known to confer particular advantages to cells, such as the preservation of an optimal 
position, the more efficient uptake of substrates, and presumably some protection from 
adverse circumstances (van Loosdrecht, 1988). It seems possible that cells that can clump 
and adhere to a surface will protect themselves to some degree from oxygen free radicals.
Contact angles can be used for measuring cell wall hydrophobicity in bacteria as well 
as assessing the surface properties of solids, and this has been used to find out the 
relationship between cell wall hydrophobicity and ability to adhere to a surface (polystyrene). 
It has been found (van Loosdrecht, 1987) that hydrophobic cells adhere to a greater extent 
than hydrophilic ones. Cell wall hydrophobicity is known to change with circumstances; 
some cells are most hydrophobic during the late exponential phase and become hydrophilic 
during starvation (van Loosdrecht, 1987); other authors (Kjelleberg & Hermansson, 1984) 
found, with marine bacteria, that they become more hydrophobic in adverse circumstances 
such as starvation. All this has inevitable consequences on cells’ efficiency in adhering to 
surfaces. This has led van Loosdrecht (van Loosdrecht, 1988) to postulate that adhesion has 
advantages for starved bacteria in certain habitats (marine) but not in others (soil).
C. jejuni cells in late log phase are likely to be hydrophilic: although no 
measurements have been carried out, it is clear from their separateness on polycarbonate 
membranes and the ease with which they are dispersed in broth. Studies remain to be carried
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out on whether this changes during the stationary phase and what happens when cells are 
present in steady-state in shaking broths. From the clumping of older coccoid cells observed 
on polycarbonate membranes (Chapter 3), it is to be suspected that they become hydrophobic 
eventually. Some protection must therefore be obtained from adherence to surfaces. Cells 
with differing cell surface properties do not react the same way to a change in surface 
properties o f the solid itself: hydrophobic ones show the greatest difference, in that they 
adhere more to a hydrophobic surface than to a hydrophilic one (van Loosdrecht, 1988). 
This could explain the fact that C. jejuni G1 did not react as much to changes in 
hydrophobicity of the plastics as one might have expected.
More work could be done on the cell surface changes undergone by C. jejuni during 
a growth cycle and in réponse to various stesses, as this could be usefully related to its 
adherence to surfaces about which little is known at present.
5.4.2 WOOD VERSUS PLASTIC CHOPPING BOARDS
5.4.2.1 In the literature
Plastic chopping boards have been advocated in the USA and Britain to replace wood 
in catering establishments because of the difficulty in cleaning wood satisfactorily, and the 
attendant risk of cross-contamination. Ak et at. (1994a, b) carried out a series of 
experiments in order to find out what methods could be used to clean wood surfaces and 
make them as effective as plastic, as wood is kinder to knife blades and therefore has merits 
as a cutting surface. Contrary to their own expectations and to popular belief, the authors 
concluded from their experiments that wood was in fact a better material than plastic all
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round since organisms were far more difficult to recover from it and therefore presumed to 
be less infective.
Before publishing their results formally in the scientific literature, Dean Oliver (one 
of the authors on the Ak papers) publicised them widely in unofficial manner in the 2  
popular press. The preponderance of plastic over wood has been described in this press as 
being based on "common sense" rather than on hard evid^ce (Raloff, 1993).
In response to Cliver’s surprising claims reported by Raloff (1993), another group of 
researchers, Abrishami et al. (1994), conducted a series of their own experiments and came 
to different conclusions: theirs and those of A k et al. are described in this section.
Ak et al. showed in their experiments with new and used chopping boards that wood 
so deactivates bacteria upon experimental inoculation that it appears more effective than 
plastic board at preventing cross-contamination and thus should be recommended, contrary 
to current practise, for use in kitchens. Two complementary phenomena explain these 
observations with wood, according to those authors: one is that bacteria disappear into the 
middle of the wood and can no longer contaminate the environmait (therefore its porous 
structure is an advantage to caterers), the second is that some antibacterial activity of the 
wood itself is responsible for killing cells.
Further examination by these authors of four wood types, birch, lime, maple and 
walnut (1994b) showed that no antibacterial substance could be eluted from the wood with 
hot or cold water and that this apparent activity was not diminished with washing. No zones 
of inhibition were observed when wood was left overnight on a lawn of bacteria on solid 
medium.
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The authors still purport to believe that antibacterial activity can and will be 
demonstrated at some point and have publicised this belief widely in many scientific and non- 
scientific journals. Yet their failure to prove conclusively the existence of an agent may 
indicate that it does not exist, at least for these four wood types. Our experiences with beech 
showed no evidence of it. Strain G1 grew as well in the presence or absence of a wood 
block or its leachate, wood blocks were able, as shown, to protect organisms from the effects 
of aeration, and drops of bacteria placed to dry on a wood surface (admittedly higher inocula 
than theirs but with no elevated humidity) died no faster than on plastics. If autoclaving 
could be held responsible for any loss of activity of putative antibacterial substances, there 
is a chance that the dishwasher might do the same. The work of Abrishami et al. (1994) 
with E. coli and maple wood chopping boards supports our findings that wood neither 
enhances nor inhibits the growth of organisms (sterilisation was either by boiling or by short 
autoclaving).
Ak et al.'s assumption that all wood possesses antibacterial activity is further 
undermined by their own finding (1994a) that a used domestic maple chopping board 
contained many bacteria at the outset while a used polyethylene board from a retail meat 
cutting establishment had very few.
Thus it is more likely that the dramatic effects observed by Ak et al. are attributable 
to structure. The authors see the failure to recover culturable cells from wooden boards as 
indicating that these cells will be unlikely to contaminate the environment. Abrishami et al. 
(1994), on the other hand, show with Escherichia coli that failure to recover inoculated 
organisms by swabbing or other surface recovery methods can be an indication not o f their 
death but precisely the contrary, of their greater attachment to the surface and therefore of
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potential continued survival (which was confirmed for them by DVC-SEM). Wood was 
therefore confirmed an inferior material for food handling because of its porous structure.
S.4.2.2 The situation for C ieiuni
Ak e( al. did not include C. jejuni in their experiments. The reason givoi for this 
was that this organism does not divide at room temperature, yet this ignores the fact that low 
cell numbers (500 cfu) can cause illness (the infective dose for Salmonella may be as high 
as 10* cells) and that it is the most common food poisoning bacterium.
Bacteria vary in their motility, which is likely to affect their ability to swim out of 
the wood when it, or its surface, is immersed: C. jejuni is highly motile, a property which 
contributes to its pathogenisis. Bacteria also vary in their adhesiveness to wood. C. jejuni 
does not produce a slime layer (one would expect individual cells to normally clump if  a 
slime layer were present but there is no naked-eye evidence of this from how cells appear 
in suspension, nor from their appearance on filter membranes under epi-fluorescence and 
SEM). C. jejuni cells might therefore be expected to detach easily from wood when 
immersed, hence the necessity for total immersion when conducting drying experiments. 
These two attributes further refute the theory that if organisms disappear into the middle of 
wood blocks it can no longer come out to contaminate the environment (Ak et al. , 1994a). 
Given the sensitivity of C. jejuni to drying (see Section 1.6) the presence of moisture may 
be a more decisive factor in its survival on boards.
Our own experiments with drying indicated that drying may be affected by structure: 
when placed on cellulose sponge, which possesses the most open structure of the porous 
surfaces tested, 01 cells allowed to dry did not survive until the first reading at 1 h while
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on wood and on green and yellow sponges they were recoverable for at least 9 h (see 
5.3.6.1). Our experiments with shaking confirm that the tight porous structure of wood is 
likely to benefit C. jejuni in adverse circumstances, and that wood might have a small role 
in neutralising toxic oxygen radicals.
In their experiments with C. jejuni^ De Boer & Hahné (1990) found that C. jejuni 
was more easily isolated from boards than Salmonella sp, which they ascribed partly to the 
difference in the attachment of these bacteria which they tested on chicken (this property was 
extended to board). They point out that the viability of transferred organisms depends on 
the amount of simultaneously transferred liquid, as Campylobacter is sensitive to drying. 
Both these organisms were also found to survive drying on hands for long enough to 
contaminate raw vegetables.
More information on wooden boards was provided by Acuff et al. (1986) who found 
that C. jejuni was removed from kitchen utensils with water and detergent, either by hand 
or in a dishwasher, with the exception of wooden cutting boards washed by hand. The 
authors find this supports the U.S. recommendation that wooden surfaces should not be used 
in food contact situations because they are difficult to clean (ref. as quoted in Acuff et al. , 
1986: Longree, K. 1972. Quantity food sanitation, 2nd edition, Wiley Interscience, New 
York.). Their study also showed that some hand-washing methods can be inadequate for the 
removal of this organism.
The survival of C. jejuni on kitchen surfaces is clearly influenced by its sensitivity 
to drying, temperature, its poor ability to attach to surfaces, and by its preference for a 
porous structure of which beech wood, the most commonly used for chopping boards, 
represents the ideal.
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CHAPTER 6; FINAL COMMENTS
This work has contributed to the VNC debate in that it has shown that C. jejuni can 
exist in a metabolising, non-culturable form which is possibly more surface-adherent than the 
familiar log-phase cells. In particular it provides new information about coccoid forms. The 
significance of metabolising but non-culturable cells is not yet understood in the context of 
their environmental significance, as was made clear in Section 3.5 on the VNC debate.
This metabolising form of C. jejuni is probably different from that demonstrated by 
Rollins & Colwell (1986) using the DVC technique, particularly as it almost certainly refers 
to a different morphological type. In the light of this work, one might identify several 
different morphologies for C. jejuni:
- short spiral or curved rods, culturable;
- long spiral rods, some culturable, some not;
- rod-coccoid intermediates, non-culturable;
- small, well-defined coccoids, non-culturable;
- larger, ill-defined coccoids, non-culturable.
Some answers to the questions about a VNC state for C. jejuni may be found in a 
more detailed study of these morphological types. Isolating pure cultures of any of these 
types except the ones at either extreme has proved impossible so far. However, the use of 
sophisticated technology (flow cytometry assisted with a cell-sorting facility) may make this 
possible. This technique could be allied with different fluorescent vital stains in order to 
study a range of stress conditions, while further cultural methods of reversion from the 
non-culturable state should be applied. Further animal work could take place as an extension
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of this. Work is already underway to manipulate the organism’s genome so that protein 
synthesis can be detected in non-culturable forms.
Our studies with wood and other materials have demonstrated the importance of 
certain types of physical structure to cell survival. The possibility that C. jejurti, like certain 
other bacteria, may undergo changes in cell-surface properties as it goes through different 
physiological stages is worth investigating in relation to the differing morphological types 
outlined above. This would have inevitable effects on cells’ ability to adhere to surfaces, 
which in turn may affect their survival.
This thesis provides clues, rather than hard-and-fast answers, to the original question 
of how such an apparently sensitive bacterium can survive well enough in the environment 
to cause more instances of food poisoning than any other. More work needs to be done with 
C. jejuni as described above, as well as the whole area of VNC cells, before definite answers 
can be found that will affect clinical and environmental practices.
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APPENDIX: DRYING SPECIMENS FOR SEM
Solutions
Buffer: either 0.1 M sodium cacodylate or 0.1 M phosphate buffers may be used, the 
former, which is very toxic is recommended for specimens obtained from sea water. 
Phosphate was found to be adequate for C. je jim  and was used at pH 7.2.
3% glutaraldehyde in the appropriate buffer is necessary to fix the cells; use in fiime 
cupboard.
1 % osmium tetroxide, in the appropriate buffer, may be necessary as an additional 
fixer. It should be used in the fume cupboard and the use wear goggles and double gloves. 
It is dissolved by breaking the (cleaned) glass vial in which it is supplied into a brown bottle 
and the appropriate volume of buffer added, 24 h before use.
30, 50, 70, 90 and 95% ethanol.
Absolute ethanol and absolute acetone, both kept over anhydrous NagSO  ^to prevent 
rehydration.
Apart from the osmium tetroxide, all solutions are stored in a flash-proof fridge. 
ErQtQÇfil
- Wash sample in buffer to remove traces of media;
- fix in glutaraldehyde for 30 mins - 1 h;
- rinse in buffer alone, 2 x 5  mins;
- post-fix in osmium tetroxide, 30 mins - 1 h;
- rinse in buffer alone, 2 x 1 0  mins;
- place in 30, 50, 70, 90, 95% and absolute ethanol, 10 mins each;
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- place 10 mins each in the following mixtures of ethanol to acetone:
2 : 1
1 : 1
1 :2 ;
- then place in absolute acetone.
Further steps
Critical-point drying replaces the acetone in the cells with liquid CO2 , which is turned 
to gas and is replaced by air. Specimens thus treated should be gold-coated and examined 
straight away if  possible; if not they should be kept in an desiccator at room temperature. 
Gold-coating should be repeated each time they are examined.
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S.N. BOUCHER, E.R. SLATER, A.H.L. CHAMBERLAIN AND M.R. ADAMS. 1994. S tu d ie s  w ere 
co n d u c te d  in to  th e  fo rm a tio n  an d  physio log ical sta te  o f  coccoid  cells o f  a s tra in  o f  th e  h u m a n  
an d  an im al p a th o g en  Cam pylobacter jejuni. I t  was fo u n d  th a t g ro w th  p hase  an d  th e  p resence  
o f  ch lo ram p h en ico l d id  n o t affect th e  ra te  o f  shape  tran sfo rm atio n  from  sp ira l to  coccoid, 
w hile  n u tr ie n t lim ita tio n , ae ra tio n  o f  th e  m e d iu m  an d  th e  p resen ce  o f  free-rad ica l scavengers 
h ad  p ro fo u n d  effects. C occoid  cells w ere fo u n d  to  red u c e  th e  té trazo liu m  salts I N T  (2-(/>- 
iodopheny l)-3 -(/> -n itropheny l)-5 -pheny l té trazo liu m  ch lo ride) an d  C T C  (5 -cyano-2 ,3 -d ito ly l 
té trazo liu m  ch lo ride) to  th e ir  respective  fo rm azans an d  th is  was linked  to  ce llu lar re sp ira tio n . 
H ow ever, re sp ir in g  coccoid cells cou ld  n o t su sta in  th e ir  ex istence in  p ro lo n g ed  adverse  
co n d itio n s, an d  it w as co nc luded  th a t th ey  re p re se n t a degenera tive  stage ra th e r  th a n  a 
d o rm a n t s ta te  o f  th e  organism .
INTRODUCTION
Campylobacter jejuni is the m ost commonly isolated cause of 
bacterial enteritis in Britain (Skirrow 1990). Healthy log- 
phase cells are normally spiral, bu t a non-culturable coccoid 
form has been implicated in the organism’s apparent ability 
to survive in a non-culturable, bu t possibly infective, state 
(Rollins and Colwell 1986; Jones et al. 1991a).
T h e  transformation of cells from spiral to coccoid forms 
has already been studied. M oran and U pton (1986) showed 
that despite the possession o f flagella the coccoid cells are 
non-motile. In  addition, cytoplasmic contents were found 
to leak from the cells during the morphological change. In 
electron microscopy studies o f the transformation, N g et al. 
(1985) noted a loss o f cell-wall integrity while Jones et al. 
(1991a) found that in a small proportion of coccoid cells 
structural integrity was apparently retained. In  all o f these 
studies, the vitality o f the non-culturable coccoid cells was 
only conjectured from their structure.
Tétrazolium  salts, which are water-soluble in the oxi­
dized state and are reduced to water-insoluble formazans by 
cellular respiration, have been extensively used to provide 
non-cultural detection o f cell vitality in bacteria 
(Zimmermann et al. 1978; Maki and Remsen 1981 ; Oliver 
and W anucha 1989; Kaprelyants and Kell 1993) bu t their 
use has not been reported in connection with Camp, jejuni. 
T he following report describes an investigation into the
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vitality o f coccoid cells that uses two tétrazolium salts, IN T  
(2-(/>-iodophenyl)-3-(/)-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl tétrazolium 
chloride) and C T C  (5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl tétrazolium 
chloride) and factors influencing the rate o f the m orpho­
logical transformation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strain and culture conditions
Campylobacter jejuni strain U O S 2843 was freshly isolated 
from a clinical case o f gastroenteritis at Chase Farm  H ospi­
tal (Enfield). I t  was also confirmed for h ippurate hydrolysis 
with 0-1% (w/v) sodium hippurate (Sigma), developed with 
ninhydrin reagent.
F or each experiment it was grown up in Brain H eart 
Infusion (BH I, U nipath) supplem ented with 1% yeast 
extract (YE, U nipath), w ithout shaking for 24 h at 37°C. 
T he culture was then placed, at T im e 0, on a rotary shaker 
to prom ote the transformation to coccoid forms, and 
sampled at varying times as indicated. Cultures were nor­
mally shaken in the broth in which they were grown, with 
loosened caps, at 150 rev m in “  ^ and at 30°C unless other­
wise indicated.
T he num ber o f culturable cells (cfu m l“  ^ ) was deter­
mined by spiral-plating (Spiral System, D on W hitley 
Scientific) on Columbia Agar Plates (U nipath) containing 
5% lysed horse blood (TC S Biologicals, Botolph Claydon,
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Bucks, U K ), incubated at 42°C for 24 h. Plates were incu­
bated in a microaerobic atmosphere generated by partial 
evacuation o f a metal anaerobic jar (540 mm Hg) and 
replacement with an anaerobic gas m ixture ( 1 0 % H j ,  1 0 % 
C O 2  and 80% BOG) to give a final composition of 6 % 
O 2 , 7% C O 2 , 7%  H 2  and 80% N 2 . Plates derived from 
shaken cultures were incubated at 37°C for 2 h before 
transfer to 42°C for a further 24 h to improve the isolation 
o f injured cells (Hum phrey 1986). As culturable num bers 
fell, broths were additionally sampled by transfer o f three 
1 ml volumes to separate fresh B H I/Y E broths which were 
incubated at 37°C for 24 h and then plated on blood agar to 
detect growth after incubation at 37°C for 1-2 d.
Sample preparations for microscopy
M easured volumes of broth were mixed with 10 ml of 
0-85% (w/v) sodium chloride and filtered under vacuum 
through 25 mm, 0 2 pm  pore-size, black polycarbonate 
membranes (Millipore). M em branes were flooded with 
0 01% (w/v) acridine orange (AO, BD H ) in 6  6  mmol 1“  ^
phosphate buffer (pH 6*7) for 2 min and the AO drawn 
through the membrane. A wedge cut from the air-dried 
membranes was m ounted directly in non-fluorescing 
immersion oil (Millipore) on a slide, and examined imme­
diately under epi-fluorescence with a Leitz Dialux micro­
scope fitted with an 12 Ploemopak filter block. Cells were 
counted in 1 0  fields on each m em brane with the x 1 0 0  oil 
immersion lens and x  6  3 eye-pieces.
Growth temperature
T he ability o f the strain to divide in B H I/Y E broths over 
24 h was investigated at 10 different tem peratures ranging 
from 24°C to 49°C in a tem perature block. These broths 
were sampled for culturable cells only.
Factors affecting the rate of cell shape transformation
T h e effects o f the presence o f oxygen were assessed by 
comparing broths shaken in air with broths shaken in 
anaerobic jars containing an anaerobic atmosphere gener­
ated by double evacuation and replacement with the gas 
m ixture described above. T he effects o f oxygen-free rad­
icals in the m edium  were assessed by the addition to aero­
bically shaken cultures o f catalase alone and catalase 
(Sigma) and superoxide dismutase (SOD, Sigma) together, 
at final concentrations o f 70 units m l“  ^ for catalase and 60 
units m l“  ^ for SOD.
T h e  influence o f the growth phase of cultures was tested 
by starting shaking at mid-exponential ( 1 0  h), late exponen­
tial (30 h) and stationary (48 h) phases.
T o  find out whether the shape transformation required 
active protein synthesis, chloramphenicol (Sigma) was 
added to shaking cultures at its m inimum inhibitory con­
centration (M IC  2-5 jUg m l“ ^) and sub-M IC  (0-25 /tg 
m l“ ^) levels.
T he effects o f starvation were tested by resuspending 
24 h cultures in 0-85% (w/v) sodium chloride (saline) and 
shaking either aerobically or anaerobically for several days.
Viability testing with tétrazolium salts
Cultures shaken at 30° and 4°C were tested at intervals of 
24 h or more (up to several days) for their ability to reduce 
IN T . T he C T C  test was done additionally on cultures at 
4°C.
IN T  (Sigma) or C T C  (Park Scientific L td) were added 
to portions o f broth at final concentrations of 0-4 mmol 1 ~ ^  
and 5 mmol 1“  ^ respectively (in older cultures, the broth 
was centrifuged and the pellet resuspended in fresh, sterile 
broth beforehand) and incubated at 37°C for 0-5—4 h, 
depending on the age o f the culture. In older cultures ( >  3 
d at 4°C, >  1 d at 30°C) 5 mmol 1“  ^ formate (Sigma) was 
added to stimulate respiration (Hoffman and Goodman 
1982).
W ith C T C  the microscopic preparation differed in that 
the filter membranes were mounted in phosphate buffer 
instead of immersion oil to maximize the contrast between 
the orange-fluorescing CTC-form azan and acridine orange. 
IN T-form azan crystals were seen as non-fluorescing gaps 
in the AO stain, while fluorescent CTC-form azan was seen 
in contrast to the AO when m ounted in buffer instead of 
immersion oil. T he presence of both formazans could be 
confirmed on heat-fixed slide preparations by switching to 
bright-field illumination. Varying the incubation tim e with 
the tétrazolium salt was essential to produce large enough 
inclusions to detect while avoiding the distortion of the cell 
with too m uch formazan.
T he validity o f tétrazolium salts for detecting respiration 
in Campylobacters was tested (on IN T  only) by killing the 
cells with the following substances before testing them  for 
their ability to reduce IN T  : 3-8% (v/v) formaldehyde, 5% 
(v/v) sodium hypochlorite, 0-05% (w/v) mercuric chloride 
(cells subsequently washed and resuspended) and 0 - 0 1  mol 
potassium cyanide.
RESULTS
Conditions of culturablllty and cell shape 
transformation
Aeration o f cells suspended in broth had a profound effect 
on the rate o f transformation o f cells from spiral to coccoid
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forms. After 90 h, saline suspensions and broth cultures 
shaken aerobically comprised 1 0 0 % coccoid cells, while in 
the non-aerated broth cultures the proportion o f coccoid 
cells at 90 h was 30% or less (Fig. 1). By that time the 
aerated broth cultures and all the saline suspensions were 
non-culturable ( <  1  cfu m l w h i l e  the non-aerated broth 
cultures still contained 10^-10® cfu m l“ .^ However, aer­
ation was apparently not essential, since cells suspended in 
saline rapidly became coccoid (> 9 0 %  within 48 h) whether 
the atmosphere contained oxygen or not, though this took 
place more quickly if  oxygen was present.
In  the presence o f SOD  and catalase the percentage of 
coccoid cells did not increase over the first 15 h, while in 
the control it had reached 20% . Subsequently it increased 
at the same rate as in the control. T h e  exponential drop to 
non-culturability also showed a 15 h lag, which was mar­
ginally more marked when the lwo~enzymes were present 
together than when catalase alone was used.
T he rate o f loss o f culturability was influenced by tem ­
perature. At 30°C, the minim um  growth tem perature o f 
this strain, cells became non-culturable within 48 h. At 
lower temperatures, the time required to reach non- 
culturability was increased (150 h at 20 and 25°C; 21 d at 
4°C). At 37°C there was little change over 80 h, reflecting 
the organism’s ability to grow rapidly at that tem perature 
(optimum growth tem perature 42°C).
N o apparent difference was found between the rates at 
which mid-logarithmic, late-logarithmic or stationary-phase 
batch cultures became non-culturable or predominantly 
coccoid.
In  the presence o f chloramphenicol at M IC  or sub-M IC  
levels the rate o f coccoid cell formation was essentially the 
same as in con trois. After 38 h there were 87-5% and 88-9% 
coccoid cells in M IC  and sub-M IC -treated cells respec­
tively compared with 92-9% in the control, while after 6 6  h 
it was 95-3% and 97-0% respectively compared with 92-9% 
in the control. Similarly, the culturability in 
chloramphenicol-treated cells fell as sharply as in the 
control.
Respiration detected by formazan production
Respiration was detected by the visualization o f formazan 
deposits, or inclusions, by fluorescence microscopy in the 
case o f CTC-form azan, or as non-fluorescing regions 
within AO-stained cells in the case o f IN T-form azan. 
Incubation with formate was usually required for respir­
ation to be evident in coccoid cells ; the necessary incu­
bation tim e with IN T  also increased as the cultures aged.
M ercuric chloride and potassium cyanide were able to
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Fig. 1 Effect of agitation on the rate of coccoid cell production in 
broth cultures shaken anaerobically (A), broth cultures shaken 
aerobically (□ ) , broth cultures (O ), static and aerobic, saline 
suspension shaken aerobically (■ ) ,  and saline suspensions shaken 
anaerobically (A). The points represent a mean of three. Bars 
indicate range of experimental values
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Fig. 2 2-(/>-Iodophenyl)-3-(/»-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl tétrazolium 
chloride (INT)-reducing cells in shaken flasks at 30°C. □ ,  
Culturable count; O , total cell count; A , INT-positive cell 
count; ■ ,  percentage coccoid cells. T he points represent a mean 
of two. Bars indicate range of experimental values
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inhibit IN T  reduction by cells. Unexpectedly, cells treated 
with formaldehyde continued reducing IN T , at apparently 
faster rates than untreated cells, even though such treated 
cells were unable to produce colonies on agar. W ith fluores­
cent lighting combined with bright-field on heat-fixed 
smears prepared directly from the cultures on to slides, it 
was evident that some cells were filled entirely with for­
mazan, which did not happen normally. Formazan 
extracted from these cells w ith ethanol and measured spec- 
trophotometrically (425 nm) was found to be present at 
higher levels than in controls. T his did not happen, 
however, when sodium hypochlorite was also present.
In  cultures shaken at 30°C the respiring (IN T ) cell count 
was slightly lower than the total cell count, although both 
far exceeded the culturable count from Day 1 (Fig. 2). 
Although counting was not possible after 6  d because o f the 
difficulty in distinguishing the formazan inside the cells, it 
was clear that total cell num bers and respiring cell num bers 
were both falling, albeit at slightly different rates.
W hen cultures were shaken at 4°C these changes 
occurred more slowly. C T C  and IN T  counts roughly fol­
lowed each other just below the total count and remained 
above 1 0  ^ cells m l“^, while culturability had dropped to
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Fig. 3 2-(/)-Iodophenyl)-3-(/»-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyI tétrazolium 
chloride (IN T )- and 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl tétrazolium chloride 
(CTC)-reducing cells in shaken flasks at 4°C. □ ,  Culturable 
count; O , total cell count; A , INT-positive cell count; <>, 
CTC-positive cell count; ■ ,  percentage coccoid cells. The points 
represent a mean of two. Bars indicate range of experimental 
values
well below 1 % ( 1 0  ^ cfu m l“ ^) o f the respiring counts by 
Day 24. By that tim e 97% of the total cell count was made 
up o f coccoid cells (Fig. 3).
DISCUSSION
Hoffman et al. (1979a,b) have shown that free radicals in 
the m edium are the mechanism by which atmospheric 
levels o f oxygen during incubation cause the death of 
Camp, jejuni. T he results with oxygenation, SOD and cata­
lase reported here, which confirm those of M oran and 
U pton (1987) on SOD and coccoid transformation in sta­
tionary Camp, jejuni suspensions stored in air, indicate that 
coccoid transformation may be triggered by the same con­
ditions that cause non-culturability. However, as starvation, 
even in the absence of oxygen, causes a drop in cul­
turability while promoting shape transformation, it seems 
less likely that oxygenation is a specific trigger for the 
transformation, and more likely that the transformation 
takes place as a prelude to death.
Jones et al. (1991a) suggested that only the younger cells 
of Camp, jejuni undergo transformation to the coccoid form; 
this is not borne out by the present results, unless cultures 
need to be older than 48 h for this to show. T his differs 
also from the situation described for Vibrio vulnificus 
(Oliver et al. 1991) in which stationary-phase cells took 
longer to become non-culturable under standard condi­
tions.
T he chloramphenicol results indicate that the transform ­
ation does not require de novo protein synthesis. This, 
together with the above observations, adds weight to the 
theory that coccoid forms are degenerate forms o f the cells 
rather than a separate structure designed to prolong their 
life in a dorm ant state.
IN T -  and CTC-form azans were easily detected in Camp, 
jejuni. However, in contrast to other bacteria on which these 
tests have been carried out (Zimmermann et al. 1978; also 
work on Staphylococcus aureus in this laboratory). Camp, 
jejuni appeared to be unique in that formaldehyde-treated 
cells continued reducing formazan at least as rapidly as 
untreated cells, though it was clear that these cells were all 
non-culturable. As cells killed with mercuric chloride did 
not continue to reduce the tétrazolium salts it was proposed 
that reduction o f tétrazolium salts in formaldehyde-treated 
cells m ight be due to a non-specific reducing environm ent 
inside the cell caused by the formaldehyde itself. This 
hypothesis was confirmed by adding the oxidant sodium 
hypochlorite to the formaldehyde-treated cells: no for­
mazan was produced from IN T .
T he reduction o f IN T  was definitively linked to respir­
ation by the use of potassium cyanide. In  Camp, jejuni., 
cyanide ( 0  0 1  mol 1 "^ , w/v) has been shown to produce an
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approximately 70% inhibition o f the oxidases responsible 
for the metabolism of succinate, lactate and formate 
(Hoffman and Goodman 1982). In  this study conducted on 
24 h cultures resuspended in PBS, this concentration was 
found to inhibit formate-induced IN T  reduction radically, 
so that broths incubated with IN T  and formate in the pres­
ence o f this level o f cyanide turned a very pale pink instead 
of the deep red o f the indentical broths without cyanide. 
Control broths w ithout formate remained colourless.
As observed by other workers (Rollins and Colwell 
1986), cultures became non-culturable and cells coccoid 
much more slowly at the lower temperatures. T he visual­
ization o f deposits o f both types o f formazan inside coccoid 
cells provides perhaps the strongest evidence yet o f their 
continued vitality, despite their inability to be cultured. 
T he effect o f formate and the requirem ent for longer incu­
bation as the culture ages lend credence to the theory that 
these cells are not in a steady, dorm ant state, but are in fact 
in decline. Furtherm ore, the coccoid cells themselves 
appeared to undergo a progression from small, sharply 
defined, well staining entities to irregular, diffuse, poorly 
staining cells that tended to clump together. C T C - 
formazan also provided evidence of structural breakdown 
within the cell, as it produced discrete deposits in younger 
coccoids and filled the whole cell in the older ones. T his is 
supported by the 30°C results (Fig. 2) which showed that 
the total and respiring cell num bers were falling indicating 
that cells are eventually lysing.
T h e  presence o f formazan in unfixed coccoid cells indi­
cates metabolic activity, bu t failure to detect formazan may 
simply reflect the lim it o f detection rather than an absence 
of metabolic activity. However, the method as described 
here could provide a useful tool for studying the responses 
of Camp, jejuni to a wide range o f conditions.
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X. LI AND A.C. HAYWARD. 1994. S tu d ie s  on  bac te ria l w hole cell p ro te in  profiles show ed th a t 
m e m b ers  o f  th e  rR N A  g ro u p  I I  p seu d o m o n ad s w ere d is tin c t fro m  o th e r  n o n -fiu o rescen t and  
fluo rescen t p seu d o m o n ad s, in c lu d in g  Pseudomonas aeruginosa, th e  ty p e  species o f  th e  genus 
Pseudomonas. S tra in s  o f  Ps. andropogonis, Ps. caryophylli, Ps. g ladioli pv . gladioli, Ps. pickettii,
Ps. pseudomallei an d  Ps. rubrisubalbicans show ed u n ifo rm  an d  d is tin c t p ro te in  p a tte rn s , w hile 
stra in s  o f  Ps. solanacearum  an d  Ps. cepacia d isp layed  d ifferences w ith in  species. N u m erica l 
analysis o f  th e ir  p ro te in  profiles w ith  G e lM an a g er and  T a x a n  p ro g ra m s gen e ra ted  
d en d ro g ram s co m p ris in g  16 c lu ste rs  a t 89%  sim ilarity . E ach  c lu s te r in c lu d ed  stra in s  
be long ing  to  th e  sam e species w ith  th e  excep tion  o f  Ps. solanacearum, w h ich  frag m en ted  in to  
th ree  c lu ste rs. Pseudomonas solanacearum  show ed d iffe ren t p ro te in  p a tte rn s  co rre la tin g  w ith  
d iffe ren t b iovars an d  th e  tw o d iv isions o f  C ook et al. (1989), as well as th e  resu lts  o f  16S 
rR N A  gene sequenc ing . T h e  w hole cell p ro te in  profiles o f  a to ta l o f  83 s tra in s  be long ing  to  14 
bac te ria l species w ere n u m erica lly  analysed .
INTRODUCTION
Ribosomal RNA group II  pseudomonads comprise many 
im portant hum an and plant pathogens, such as Pseudo­
monas pseudomallei, which causes hum an and animal melioi­
dosis, and Ps. solanacearum, which infects large num bers o f 
plant species representing 44 families and causes bacterial 
wilt (Hayward 1991).
Previous studies showed that rRN A  group I I  pseudo­
m onads were different from other non-fluorescent and fluo­
rescent pseudomonads in phenotypic properties (Ballard et 
al. 1970; Hayward 1991); rR N A /D N A  hybridization 
(Palleroni et al. 1973; Byng et al. 1983; D e Vos and D e 
Ley 1983; D e Vos et al. 1985), polyamine analysis (Auling 
et al. 1991) and chemotaxonomy (Galbraith and Wilkinson 
1991 ; Janse 1991; Stead 1992). M ore recent comparison of 
the 16S rRN A  sequences showed that these bacteria are 
phylogenetically located in the beta subclass o f the class 
Proteobacteria, and are divergent from Ps. aeruginosa, the 
type species of Pseudomonas, which is phylogenetically in 
the gamma subclass o f Proteobacteria (Stackebrandt et al. 
1988; D ew hirst et al. 1989; L i et al. 1993a). Yabuuchi et al. 
(1992) proposed Burkholderia as a new genus to accommo­
date all of the rRN A  group II  pseudomonads.
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T he purpose of this paper is to provide further evidence 
for the separation o f the rRN A  group II  pseudomonads 
from the other non-fluorescent and fluorescent pseudo­
monads and other bacteria. ■
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Preparation of protein samples
Bacteria tested are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. T he 
organisms were grown on PYEA-G plates (Allen et al. 
1970) for 48 h and then suspended in 2 ml of sterile dis­
tilled water in a 75 mm x 12 mm test tube with the con­
centration corresponding to an optical density o f A 5 4 0  =  
10. One ml of the suspension was transferred to an Eppen- 
dorf tube and centrifuged at 5000 rev m in “  ^ for 10 min. 
T he pellet was resuspended in 0 9 ml o f sample buffer (pH 
6  8 ) containing 0-063 mol 1“  ^ T ris (Sigma), 10%. glycerol 
and 5% 2-j9-mercaptoethanol. Bacterial cells were lysed by 
adding 0-1 ml o f 20% SDS and boiling for 3 min at about 
95°C. T he whole cell lysate was then divided between two 
E ppendorf tubes and stored at — 20°C until required. 
However, the constant nutrition and incubation conditions 
for all tested bacteria were maintained, since any changes of 
these conditions may reduce the reproducibility (Costas 
1992).
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